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In Effect Juno 30, 1805.
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• Daily JStop on Signal. fDailyex.Sunday
B. it O. train leaving Mt. Vernon at 9:10
a. m. connects with Lake Shore train ar
riving at Toledo at 2:05 p. ni. and Detroit
at 6:20 p. m. and for other Michigan points
same day.
B. A O. train leaving Mt. Vernon at 9:10
a. ni. arrives in Cleveland via Big Four at
12:45 p. m. leaving at 4 p. nt., arriving in
Mt? Vernon at 7:45 p. ni. giving passengers
three hours for business and back same
day.
B AO. train No 14 leaving Mt. Vernon
at 5:34 a. m. arriving in Colt mbus at 8:20 a.
m. Leaving Columbus 6 p. m.. arriving
at Mt. Vernon 8:06 p ra. thus giving pas
sengen all day in Columbus.
D. B Martin,
Manager of Passenger Traffic.

Such a thing
can easily be done
by making your
purchases in Dry
Goods at our store
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be sold at especially low prices.
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MOTHER’S FRIEND

“I know one lady, the mother of three
children, who suffered greatly in the
birth of each, who obtained a bottle of
‘Mother’s Friend’ of me before her
fourth confinement, and was relieved
quickly and easily. All agree that their
labor was shorter and less painful.”
John G. Polhill, Macon, Ga.
$1.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drug- Stores,
or sent by mail on receipt of price.

BOOKS

Confining invaluable information of
Interest to all women, will he sent to
any address upon application, by
The bkadfield regulator no.. Atlanta. Qa.
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All the latest novelties and latest
styles, at prices that will please. We
believe a pleased customer is the best
advertising medium.
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fjy When Wheat Goes Up and Silver Goes Down.
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What Hutchinson's Corner Did c
for Wheat in 1888.
$
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Is brewed from the very best A AO. 1II ALT,
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* ltuns Dally, t Dally except ejuuday. f Flag
stop. || meals.
JW Where no timo is givon trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland andCincinnati,
or intermediate stations, South of Columbus.
Nos. 27 and 28, curry Vestibuled Sleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No- 27 hasa Local Vestlbuled Sleeper between
Colnmbns and Cleveland, and can be occupied
by passengers after 9:00 p. m.at the West end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 hasa Local Vestlbuled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Colnmbns. This Sleeper arrives at
Columbus nt 2:15 a. m. and is set at the East end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
borths until 7 :00 a. m.
No. 28 will stop to lot off passengers South of
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address

J. E. Hanneuan,
Ass’t Gen’i Pass. Agent,

Or,

PUKE SPRI.YG WATER

It is a perfectly

PURE, WHOLESOME,
NUTRITIOUS and
DELICIOUS DRINK,
With a very pleasant and most agree
able Hop after taste.

It is the

ft

Of all Winter Drinks.

On draught at

The Mt. Vernon

6

.s.

—

F, J. D’ARCEY, MANAGER
-totAgents for Mt. Vernon and

W.

M«I

DRUGGISTS
MT. VERNON.
Nell

nil the

Pnteut

Wedlclne»

Mott’s Nerverine Pills

>hl by Kd. Dover YVost Side Public Square

towns.

L. DOUGLAS
$4.00 SHOE
W. L. Douglas $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 Shoes are the
productions of skilled workmen, from the best ma
terial possible to put into shoes sold at these prices.
We make also $2.50 and $2.25 shoes for men, and
$2.50, $2.00 and $1.75 for boys, and the W. L.
Douglas $3.50 Police shoe, very suitable for
letter-carriers, policemen and others having
much walking to do.

Advertised In <hl*> l*nper.

TrsXCHEM!CAL CO.,6Prop8, Cle»eland, Ohio.

adjacent

The Style, Fit and Wear
could not be improved for
Double the Price.

OHIO,

The great
remedy for
nervous prost ration and
all nervous
, diseases of the
generative or
EFOIlK AND AFTER USING. gans of eithei
__________
, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or
: Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis
is, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, ex>ivc use of Tobacco or Opiuin> which
J to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00

Why do the narrots ehout “dollar to
April, was 65 in August, Octowheat, 40 cent silver,” and Hanna im- ber and November and closed the year
agine a vain thine?
' that figure.
In
January,
1879,
wheat
sold
(Chicago
fn 1893 the prices were 65 in January,
to the users of our popular brands—
market) at 86*. was as high as $1.32 in ■ 58 and GO in June, 53 in July and 56 in
December, went up to $1,431 in Jauuary, 1 December.
In 1894 wheat struck the 50 cent price
1880, and fell back to 95 cents in Au
February 14; fell to 45 in July and to 43
gust of that year.
In January, 1881, wheat sold at 91, July 25.
In 1895 wheat opened at 50, rose to
and in October went up to $1.40; sold at
80
in May which was the high figure
$1,134
in
April
and
May,
1882,
which
,
of Standard and
High Crade
was the highest price paid that year,and that year.
In 1896 wheat opened at 65, fell to 50
declined to SOeenlffin December.
From that time on until 1888 the in July, was 85 in November and the
highest price quoted was 96 cents in , year closed nt that figure.
June, 1883; 91J in February, 1S84; 84$ J The average pi ice for the first few
who guess nearest to the correct answer.
in April, 1885; 94$ in January, 1886; 92$ > months of this year would be about 80
To the party who Bends us the correct
number of votes received by the successful
in June, 18S7; while prices ranged as J cents. In July the lowest price was 65;
candidate, or the nearest thereto, we will give
8100 in cash, to the next nearest 8100 in
low ns 69$ in October, 1885; 73| in De August opened at 70, advanced to 00 by
cash, to the next nearest 81 OO in cash, to the
cember, 1884; 698 in March, 1885; 668 in August 21, was ONE DOLLAR PER
next nearest 81 OO in cash, to the next nearest
850 in cash, to the next nearest 850 in cash, October, 1886; 64 flat in 1887.
Juel Wliat He Wanted.
BUSHEL JUST ONE HOUR August 23.
and numerous other gifts amounting in all to
Orlando, the 14-year-old son of James
Miss Philanthrop—I always hate to
85,000.
and sold at 98 that day and the day fol
During
this
period
silver
declined
Hoover, near Jackson Center, was acci
CONDITIONS:
dentally shot by his brother while out see a man like you standing in front of
from $117 per ounce in November, lowing, falling back to 86 August 31.
All guesses must be received not later than
the evening of November 1st, 1897.
hunting, He is iu a serious condition. a bar.
1887, the highest price paid that year, to Here is the history of “dollar wheat”
Each guesser must send in ten trade marks
Raggles—Well, mum, if you’ll get me
(cow and calf) cut from front of wrapper on
since it fell below the dollar mark in
$1.02
in
January,
1887,
and
sold
as
low
Shake Into Your Shoes
Jersey Brand, or ten certificates from “O.R.”
a show ter get behind one for a while I’ll
Coffee.
1891
to
remain
below
just
six
years.
as 95 cents in May, ol that year. The
Allen’s Foot-Ease, a powder for the call it a favor.
Full particulars and slip for guessing will be
What cackling there has been about
found in each package of Jersey or O. R. coffee.
price of silver fluctuated very little in
feet. It cures painful, swollen, smart
No restriction as to where you live or how
comparison with wheat, but there was a “dollar wheat”—and what is it com
many time, you guess.
That assertion that some day man
ing feet and instantly takes the sting out
Mail your guesses direct to
steady decline all the time, while wheat pared with “Old Hutch’s corner in 1888?
of corns and bunions. It’s the greatest will he a hairless animal is scorned by
went up in spurts although in the long “Dollar wheat” for just one hour on a
Dayton Spice Mills Co., Dayton, 0.
comfort discovery of the age. Allen’s scientists. Already Hall’s Hair Renewrun it suffered a decline that was paral bull movement because of rumors of
Foot-Ease makes tight-fitting or new er is accomplithing wonders in averting
shortage in the world’s supply is a very
lei with silver.
S
peaking of the McKinley tariff as a shoes feel easy. It is a certain cure for baldness.
this adv. and
Silver would decline even when wheat small sensation and an insignificant farrn-product price boomer, calls up the sweating, callous and hot, tired, aching
SPECIAL OFFER Ii send
! Cut out
to us with a trade
marks or a certificates with name of
A Liberal Corporation.
would
temporarily advance on account transaction for the produce exchange matter of hay. Last year we were told feet. Try it to-day. Sold by all drug
newspaper and your guess
Grateful Citizen—I was delighted to
be entered.
of unusual demands, just as it is doing compared with Hutchinson’s “two dol that the country was flooded with the gists and shoe stores. By mail for 25
read in the papers that you had refused
lar wheat” in 1888, and the Hannafied pauper hay of Canada beause the tariff
this year.
cents in stamps. Trial package free.
Now, in 1888 a very extraordinary patriots are rejoicing that the farmer is war only $2 a ton, but the farmer Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. to raise the price of “ice.”
President Ice Company—That is true.
thing happened in the Chicago wheat getting the normal price under unusual got $10 a ton. This year the tariff, is $4
LOCAAL
Wo
shall make no change in the price.
conditions
for
the
first
time
in
six
years,
UNIQUE
FIGURE.
pit.
The
lowest
wheat
price
that
year
and
not
a
pound
of
hay
has
been
im

Disease
A CLI.MA T E
was 71$ in April; in September “Old and likew ise rejoice over the downfall of ported, but hay is so low in price that Robespierre Presented a St rang*; Ad The only change will he in the lumps.
Affection.
Hutch” cornered wheat right in the silver, the depreciation of which has the farmer cannot get enough to pay
mixture of Traits.
Nothing but a o
threshing season, and the price in a few been the direct cause of appreciated for hauling it to market. The protect
cal remedy or
[Answers.]
days rapidly rose to $2 per bushel, the purchasing power of money as proven ionists tell us that hay is cheap because
change of climate
The
world
has
produced batches of
will cure it.
highest wheat had been since “war pri by general decline in the scale of prices of a large crop, but if what they 6aid of
Get a well known
great conquerors, statesmen, reformers
of
lands,
products
of
land,
labor,
manu

pharmaceutical
ces/’ The Hutchinson corner created
the large quantities of hay shipped in
remedy,
and writers, but it has brought to light
the greatest sensation known to the facture and merchandise, covering a from Canada last year be true, the ex
only one Robespierre. He was the Pain Was Maddening and Hope
period
of
over
30
years.
cessive crop does not add as much to
wheat market for years, and has never
Had Been Abandoned —Wonderunique creation of a most exceptional
It Is quicklv abLet us return to bi Ivor where we left it the supply as the imports did.
been eoualed since.
epoch. He was naturally of the type fe»l Results of Purifying the Blood.
“S^relUfa.once COLD
HEAD Now, you will say, the Democratic in 1888. The lowest price per ounce for Read this from the New York Jour from which men select churchwardens “A very’ severe pain camo in my left
Oiiens and cleanses the Nasal Passages.
irgument to be consistent should show silver in 1889 was 92 (fractions over the
Allays lutiammatlon. Heals and Protects
nal: “Contrary to general expectations and secretaries of charitable societies; knee, which grew worse and worse, and
the Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste thHt silver also took an upward bound even numbers are not given as they are
the price of bread has not been raised yet he became a beacon-portent to all finally a sore broke out above the knee.
and Smell. No Cocaine. No Mercury. No In
Not at all. decimals of four figures and become
It discharged a great deal and the pain
jurious Drug. Full Size 50c.; Trial Size. 10c. “in sympathy” with wheat.
on
account of the rise in the price of ages. This monster of crime was pre from my thigh down was maddening.
at Druggists or
by mall
>r bv
confusing) and the highest was 96 in
ELY BROTHERS. 56 W arten St.. New York Hutchinson’s corner was responsible for
cise,
methodical,
neat
in
dress,
fastidi

wheat. The astute bakers know a trick
Large, hard, purple spo‘.3 appeared on my
the extraordinary wheat price that year, November and December.
worth two ol adding to the cost of a loaf ous in his habits and gentle in his man
I suffered in this way for years,
just as foreign demand on account of . In January, 1890, Congress being in
of bread. They have simply diminished ners. So amiable was he in private life and gave up all hope of ever being cured.
crop failures abroad is responsible for session, legislation was agitated favoring
the size of the loaf and yesterday, in the that his dependents adored him, and his My wifo was reading of n »ase like lnino
the upward trend of the wheat market the free coinage of both gold and silver.
densely populated industrial districts, brother died for him. In an earlier cured by llcod’a Sarsaparilla, and sho
this year.
Bills were introduced favoiiog increase half the bread in circulation was short part of his career, he refused a judge- advised me to try it. 1 began taking it
time you need a laxative# «
v.hen 1 had used a few bottles I
What became of silver in 1888? In of the amount of silver to be purchased;
in weight. To-day the proportion of ship because his kind heart would not
buy a twenty-five cent
d relief from my suffering. Oh,
January the price of silver was 97 cents favoring opening the mints at the ex
permit
him
to
sentence
criminals
to
short loaves will be larger and before
how thankful I am for this relief I I am
r
package of
per ounce; in September, the month of isting legal ratio of 16 to 1; and numer
the week is out it is predicted that the death! In settled times he would have stronger than 1 have ever been in my life.
Hutchinson’s “Two dollar wheat,” the ous amendments were offered, some
small five-cent loaves will be no longer passed a life of amiable and respectable I am iu the best of health, have a good
market price of silver was 94 cents, and favoring the purchase plan, the' mints
sold, while reductions in the weight of mediocrity, and numerous virtues would appetite and am a new man altogether.”
the government was purchasing silver to be open to free coinage as soon as
have been inscribed on his tomb. But j. p. Moors, Lisbon Falls, Maine.
No griping. It cures.
under the Bland-Alliaon act and coined the price of silver should rise to the the larger loaves will he made, about revolution came, and the man who
Sarsatwo ounces to the loaf.”
At druggists.
$33,025,606 in silver during that year.
16 to 1 ratio, and various other pro
would have turned aside that he might
parilla
S. R. Fell & Co., Chemists, Cleveland, O.
But “Old Ilutch’s” corner was of visions.
Boom For the Gin Rickey.
The Senate passed a free
not crush a. worm, quickly developed Istho best-in fact tlio One True Blood Purifier.
[Nrw York dun.]
brief duration, and by the following coinage bill in June, which the House
into a tyrant more bloody and remorse Hood'S Pills euro all liver Ills. 25 cents.
The popularity of the gin rickey has
So d at H. M.Green'8 Drag 8tore
February wheat sold as low as $1.08$ rejected. Then the conference was had
less than the worst of the Roman Em
which was the highest pi ice that year, with Senator Sherman as one of the developed that diink into a method of perors. Though possessed of very
Dead Easy.
Aphoi’isma by u Queen.
refreshment
which
its
earliert
promoters
and declined to 75J in June, which was committee and the purchasing act
moderate abilities, he yet iuled the
The Wife—Doctor, can you do any the lowest price in 1889.
Aphorisms
from royalty are so rare in
doubtless
little
expected
it
would
ulti

evolved was named after him. It pass
great French Republic with a rod of these days of self-effating greatness
thing for my husband?
mately
become.
Now
an
enterprising
The
highest
price
in
1890
was
$1.08$
ed
July
14.
The
probability
that
ac

The Doctor—What is the matter?
iron, while the National Convention, the that it is advisable to put on record even
in August, acd the lowest 74J iu Febru tion favorable to bimetallism would he barkeeper down town is serving more
“Worriug about money.”
elected Parliament of the people,
“Oh, I can relieve him of that all ary.
taken by Congress stimulated the price patrons than the stretch of his bar can trembled at his frown. Such a combi attempts which may not he strikingly
right.”________ _____ ________
original. Queen Natalie of Servia has
comfortably
accommodate
with
rickeys,
Since 1890 we have to rely upon the of silver. It jumped from 96 to $1 02
nation t.f incongruities has appeared just published a whole volume of them.
Good Reason.
quotations of the local market as we per ounce in May, to $1 04 in June, to which are oflered in an entirely new
“I believe you men think more of have no references at hand which show’ $1.07 in July, was $1.08 the day the fashion. They are handed to thfc thirsty but once on the stage of history, and it Half a dozen or so will he quite enough
your bicycles than you do of your wives.”
customer in a porcelain mug which is unlikely that nature will ever again to show their quality:
“Why not? We get an improved make the fluctuations of the Chicago market Sherman purchasing act was passed,
during the past six years. Besides, the ' was $1.15 in August, the average price holds a little le s than the ordinary beer be so freakish as to roll into one a coun
A moment of apathy may render su
every year.”
try curate, a lawyer's cleik, a dancing perfluous a whole existence of the great
local market prices will be as good, or for September was $1.16 and Sept. 3 stein. In other respects the drink is
master and a Nero.
Cautious.
est energy.
the same that one gets in all saloons.
better, as they bring the matter nearer
Lady—Now go down and. wash this home. The local market price varies touched the high water mark in ten Its quantity, which is about twice as
A woman is like a blind man—sho
Hops For Tobacco.
years, $1 21 per ounce, a 17 to 1 ratio.
bucket at the spring.
from one to three cents below the Chi Then it became known that the Sher much as. was ever before thought neces
A man who has become a slave to the goes ahead even when she falls.
Tramp—You ain’t got a pair o’ rub cago prices, sometimes the quotations
A woman always loves only the man
man act was only another purchasing sary, constitutes the principal novelty tobacco habit says that, although he
ber gloves, have you?
are the same, so that the average will act and not bimetallism; the govern that this enterprising barkeeper has can’t leave off smoking without going who can msretcr her.
The passionate woman fights against
Report comes from Missouri that the not be more than one cent below Chica ment was still a factor in its own mar added to the beverage. It has won im nearly crazy, he has found that by chew
fruit crop of the Iron State will reach a go. In 1891 wheat opened at 90; was as ket to buy one of its own products to mediate popularity and seems to mark ing dried hops and swallowing the juice her lot, but she finishes by j ielding.
value of $20,000,000 this season, which' high as $1.10 in April, fell hack to 80 in use for its own money, and the price the passing of the rickey over from the he can get along comfortably by using
The young woman is an angel; take
will be more than the worth of the
class
of
the ginlizz and the high ball much less tobacco. He carries in his care that she does not become, woman
July
and
in
August
was
$1
for
the
last
began
to
go
down
again.
By
January,
wheat crop of that State and Illnois,
1891, it was $1.05; January, 1892,93; into that more liberal class which in the pocket a package of prepared hops and like, a devil.
with the cotton crop of Missouri thrown time until this year.
A heart tried too far no longer knows
in. Apples and peaches arc the great
In 1892 wheat opened at 92. fell hack January, 1893, 84; January, 1894, 68; past included only such mildly alcoholic breaking off a small “pinch” of them,
staples.
moistens them before chewing in some how to be happy.
January, 1895, 59; advanced a little tow liquors rfs Pilsner and Bass.
General John B. Gordon, who has
Independence is not always happi ' ess.
water.
ard the close of that year, but during
A Joke on Duller.
been prominently talked of as next
Unhappy is he who has not experi
the
campaign
year,
1896,
and
since
the
governor of Geogia, declares that his
Once when General Butier was in
Dental Objection to Bloomers
enced
the happiness of doing good.
victory of the gold party, the decline Portland a great reception tiatl been arpolitical career is at an end, and that he
[Fri»co 8pec. New York Journal.]
Riches have onlv one excuse—hctieliwill devote the remaining days of his
has been so rapid that it couldu’t have ranged in his honor, and the largest hall
Mrs. Annie Kirk, of this city, has filed
life to teaching the people of the north
been overtaken with bloodhounds, and in town was engaged to hold it in. The a novel suit for damages against W. A
and south to love each other.
OF
when wheat reached the dollar mark a place was lavishly decorated, and one Atwood, a dentist. Mrs. Kirk, suffering
Mr. Cecil Rhodes lias bought Sauerfew days ago silver was hoveling around white muslin banner especially attracted with toothiu-iie, and dressed in bloomers
dale, near Bulawayo, South Africa. It
consists of ten farms, which he intends
52 cents per ounce.
the General’s attention. On it was ‘ rushed ihto the dentist’s office and deto cultivate. He will build the largest
The
American
silver
dollar
is
kept
at
painted in large black letters: “General iwanded to have a tooth extracted. Dr
dam in South Africa.
■ ■ ■
dar in purchasing power hv legislation Benjamin F. Butler, the hero of Fjns‘ Atwood refused to operate upon a wo- Restore full, regular action
Inquisitive people are the funnels of
tin* bowels, do not irri■ I R
THE RECORD OF
and uncoined silver has fallen in value Forks.” And beneath the big Jt*fters man in bloomers, saying that such prac of
tale or inflame, but leave
III
conversation; they do not take anything
on account of legislation, just as legisla somebody bad written: “AruUgoodness ticc would injure his business. Mrs all the delicate digestive or- ™
for their own use, hut merely to pass it
ganUrn In perfect condition. Try them. V> eenta
on to others.—Steele. "
1 Kfrk sues for $250 damages
tion temporarily raised the price in only knows how many spoons.”
Prepared only by C. 1. Hood A Go., Lowell, Mu

in Prizes

O.R. Brands

Merchants,
Bankers,
lawyers,
Fhvsicians
and all
economical
men wear
W. L. Douglas
Shoes because they
are the best.
For sale by

?

Oh, How Thankful

Ely’i Cream Sab.

£ Paragon Tea.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

6 to 12 Vine St,

Filiul Devotion.

One of Caribou’s bright 4-year old
girls, in answer to a question, surprised
and amused her hearers. The conver
sation among the older people was in
relation to heaven, and some one asked
the little miss if she did not want to go
to heaven when she diet.!? The young
gill turned, looked at her father, and
said:
Deafness Cun not Be Cured
‘No! I don’t want to go to heaven. I
by local applications, as they cannot want to go where papa goes.”—Kenne
reach the diseased portion of the ear. bec Journal.
There is only one way to cure Deafness
There Is a Class of People
and that is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness is caused by an inflamed con Who are injured by the use of coflee.
dition of the mucous lining of the Eu Rocently there his been placed in all
stachian Tube. When this tube gets in the grocery stores a new preparation
flamed you have a rumbling sound or called GRAIN-O, made of pure grains,
imperfect hearing, and when it is en that takes the place of coffee. The
tirely closed Deafness is the result, and most delicate stomach receives it with
unless the inflammation can he taken out distress, and but few can tell it from
out and this tube restored to its normal coffee. It does not cost over j as much.
condition, hearing will be destroyed for Children may drink it with great bene
ever; nine cases out of ten are caused by fit. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package.
catarrh, which is nothing hut an in
flamed condition of the mucous sur Try it. Ask for GRAIN-0
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Christopher Herrold, a prominent
for any case of Deafness (caused by farmer of Vinton county, and his wife,
catarrh) that cannot he cured by Hall’s after one year of married life, have
Catarrh Cuie. Send for circulars, free. greed to disagree, and the wife returned
to her home. In consideration of her
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
releasing her interest in his property he
Bfe^Sold by Druggists. 75 cents.
paid her $1,000.
There will be a reunion of the Fifth
While playing with a revolver at Rad
and and Twenty-seventh United States cliff, Harry, the twelve-year olu son of
Colored Infantry at Zurcher Park, in Zinnie Sharp, accidentally shot himself,
Circleville September 15 and 16
the ball taking fatal effect. He died
next morning.
Don't think that your liver needs
At Cadiz Lon Johnson, a coal dealer,
treating if you are bilious. It don’t. It’s was horribly cut by Charles Haney, a
your stomach. That is, your stomach is drayman. They were disputing over a
really what causes the biliousness. It bill when Johnson struck Haney an<l
was choking him. The latter whipped
has put your liver out of order.
out
knife and cut Johnson in the back
See what’s the matter with your stom and uside,
which may result fatally.
ach.
Sick stomach poisons liver and then
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
there’s trouble. Shaker Digestive Cor
Th« Best 8alve in the world for Cuts
dial cures stomach and then all’s well. Bruises,
Sores, Ulcers, Sail Rheum, Fever
That’s the case in a nutshell.
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, ChllblaiDS,
Corns,
and
all Skin Eruptions, and positive
Shaker Digestive Cordial is no secret.
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required.. It itFormula’s on every bottle. But it’s the guaranteed to give satisfactirc sr money resimple honest way it’s made, the honest unded. Price 25 cerit per box. For sale
22feb-lV
Shaker herbs and other ingredients of bv Geo. R. Baker t Son's.
which it’s composed, that makes it so
Checks.
efficacious.
“The average woman,” remarked the
Any real case of indigCSt'/Ht Rod bil observer oF men and things, “doesn’t
iousness can be cured with a few bottles like to Lave her husband wear trousers
of Shaker Digestive Cordial. Try it.
with l./rge checks in them;, currency is
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to $1 more available.”
per bottle.

Z

(The Ne Plus Ultra)

Gon’l Pass. Agent. Cleveland,Ohio

for

ROVAt BAKING POWDfR CO., NF* YORK.

I NEXT

HEALTHIEST AND BEST

C. F. DALY.

ft

1890. Although the American silver
dollar is a DOLLAR dollar, its bullion
value has been below a dollar since
1873. It became a 50-cent dollar (bul
lion) first in February, 1894, after the
repeal of the Sherman act of 1890 and
today is a 40-cent (bullion) dollar, al
though Uncle Sam calls it a dollar and
makes his family circulate it at that
price regardless of the bullion price.
Where, then, is there any fact along
the whole line of depreciating wheat
and depreciating silver that is .disprov
ed by “dollar wheat” and “40-cent sil
ver” this year? Temporary conditions
have made them vary before, and silver
go up when wheat came down, or wheat
go up when silver came down.
The argument still holds good that
falling prices are following depreciated
silver, as shown by the average cover
ering a peroid of years with general
conditions instead of pointing out a few
daj’s of extraordinary conditions and
JUST ONE HOUR OF DOLLAR
WHEAT to fool the farmer and make
him believe that he doesn’t believe what
he knows to be true.
Here are facts proven by figures taken
from Director T’reston, tho assistant
gold bug Hanna Democrat who is in
charge of the United States mints, as
compared with figures quoted from Chi
cago markets for.20 years and from the
local markets as shown by Lanebart &
Purdy’s hooks since 1890. We chal
lenge any gold bug, editor or stumper,
to refute them or prove by facts and fig
ures that the deductions we have made
are fallacious.
This thing of shouting “dollar wheat”
and “40-cent silver” doesn’t go; it doesn’t
answer anything and doesn’t prove any
thing. We give you the figures that do
prove something, and that something is
just what hire been claimed all along to
be the baneful effect of “tho existing
gold standard!’

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

CATARRH

T1IE CHOICEST HOPS, ASI) ABSOLUTELY

j P M.

A. M.

What Legislation Did
Silver in 1890.

DOLLAR WHEAT FOR JUST ONE HOUR.

ROASTED COFFEE

9 00
9 18
9 45

6 40
M.

DRESDEN BRA&CH.

----

WHAT PROVIDENCE IS DOING FOR WHEAT AND LEGISLATION
IS DOING FOR SILVER IN 1897.

will the successful candidate for
Governor of Ohio receive on elec
tion day, November ad, 1897 ?
We will give

| Nixon & Co., | Jerseyand

8 39

A.

*27

SZS

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

00
41
53
21
30
49
05
10

North Bound.

Central Time

Xz

JJy

When Silver Goes Up and Wheat Goes Down.

[Mansfield Daily Shield.]

LUC. R’l

Hudson ............

[New Yo>-k Sua.]

allays Nervousness, and so assists
Nature that the change goes for
ward in an easy manner, without
such violent protest in the way of
Nausea, Headache, Etc. Gloomy
forebodings yield to cheerful and
hopeful anticipations—she passes
through the ordeal quickly and
without pain—is left strong and
vigorous and enabled to joyously
perform the high and holy duties
now devolved upon her. Safety
to life of both is assured by the
use of “ Mother’s Friend,” and
the time of recovery shortened.

^HOW
MANY
VOTES

wholesome and delieioua.

Are

A special factor in the capacity of a
telephone operator is found to be the
absence of any difference between the
right and the left ear in acuteness of
hearing. It appears that in Germany
the telephones are arranged with a
double receiver, each ear of the operator
in the station being provided with one
of these, so that the sound is delivered
equally in each ear, and thus there is
no varying result, as both ears become
equally acute. The plan adopted at
the Chicago Telephone Exchange con
sists in having the operators change the
receiver from one ear to the other three
or four times a day, a method which
brings rest to the operator; the presump
tion in this case is very natural, namely,
that if one ear were used exclusively by
the operator in time there would be so
distinct a difference in the acuteness of
hearing between the left and right sides
that the operator would be practically
incapacitated for a change—there would
be au abnormal development of one
side at the expense of the other.

CDCC

New goods opened daily and will

Sz

koyal makes the food pure,

How Chicago Telephone Girls
Trained For Their Work.

to which the Expectant Mother is
exposed and the foreboding and
dread with which she looks for
ward to the hour of woman’s
severest trial is appreciated by but
few. All effort should be made
to smooth these rugged places
in life’s pathway for her, ere she
presses to her bosom her babe.

—THE-

Central Time.

HEAR WITH TWO EARS.

THE DANGER

TIME TABLE

(Central Time.)
Lv. Chicago.........

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.’)

MOUNT VERNON OHIO: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1897.

We are constantly adding new styles to out
already large variety, and there is no rea
son why you cannot be suited, so insist on
having \V. L.
‘ ~
- -- Shoes
-•
-from your
Douglas
dealer.
We use only the best Calf, Russia Calf
(all colors), French Patent Calf,
French Enamel, Vici Kid, etc.,
graded to correspond with prices
of the shoes.
It dealer cannot supply you,
write

W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton, Mass.
Catalooub Free.

SILAS PARR, 3 SOllth (VI ct I H St.

HOOd’S

URY

CURES

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

Hood’s

Hiram this ye»r.
Some of llanua’e* subsidized newspa
Mbs Nellie Hicks went lo Columbus Mon
per are asserting that there has been a (
day to become a student in the 0. S. U.
An a tmtp'ed huuLry war made
the
large reduction in the number of farm
mi leuca f J W. Hopkins last Sa'iir lav
mortgages in the Western States since
evening, but lhe men were frightened away
the present administration camo into
before gaining an entrance. Attempts were
FRANK HARPER,
made a» different places the same night.
power. Such may be the case, but they
Mrs. W. A- Brokaw attended ihy mission
Proprietor. dare not state the way in which the re
ary convention at Mt. Vernon last Thurs
PIPESVILLE.
BLADENSBURG.
day,
as a delegate.
ductions have been brought about. In
Miss Ruby Church, of Danville, returned
the first place there have been few if any T. .1. Hess Badly Scalded Willie Work Death of G. W. Waters—A Wmhling to Centerburg to resume her duties as
--.$1.30 I’Elt ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
near this place.
of these mortgages paid off even within
Rooked for Hie Near Fit!hit—Live teacher
ing With a Traction Engine—Farm
Quite a number are still reported on the
the past few years, and the few that have
ly
Runaway.
sick
list.
Sold.
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE. .
been paid will be found to corns from
Frank Mercer was in Mt. Vernon, Satur
Miss Jennie Lepley, our music teacher,
W. W Stonehockerattended the reunion
States where the majority of the people of the Knights Templar, at Toledo, last had a lively runaway on I he street Satur day.
Miss Belle Anderson, of Mt. Vernon, is
day. No it'jurits.
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.
voted for Bryan and were counted for we»-k.
Marion Lepl-y and wife and R. R. B bout visiting relatives in this place.
Willard Thompson and family wer»> sud
Miss Lizzie Larimore, of Mt Vernon, is
Hanna’s mortgaged man. Hanna had denly called lo Loudonville last week on an 1 wife spent Sunday at G. W. L-pLy's.
are teady to sow their wheat, a guest in the family of W. Updike.
JIOMT VFMQR, OHIO.
the list of men who wero to hold the account of die death of Mrs. Thompson’s butFarmers
Public schools reopened last week with
are wailing for some rain.
niMher.
election in all cf the close and doubt
Mrs. J M. Fawcett spent Sunday with good attendance.
Billy Melick attended the Zmesville fair.
J. W. Gardner and wife, of Granville,
THURSDAY MORNING..... SEPT. 16, 1897
M ra. Dr. Cosner and molher-in law Bun- Brown lOwnsliip friends.
ful States. In very many cases the men
Rev. E. M. Wood occupied the pulpit at Visited in Centerburg, last.week.
daved with relatives at Cleveland.
who held the election had a mortgage
Dane Taylor and wif-» at 'ended the funeral lhe Mesbah, Sunday.
Dime Rumor predicts a wedding in the
held over their farms. All that Hanna of Mrs. Katy Taylor, of Purity. l.,Bt Satur
EUGENE.
near future.
DEHOt'R 1TIV TICKET.
wanted was to know the man thus en day.
Rev. McGIsde will preach at the Mosish
David Davis has sold his farm which he
cumbered and he would trade, 'lhe se lately purchased of Mariou Norr’S to J. R t ext Saturday evening and Sunday.
Governor — HORACE L. CHAPMAN, <»f
Mr. G. W. Waters, an aae-i and respected Budget cf News From the Green Valof Green Valley.
quel tolls the story. But there are oth Davis,
Jackson county.
ley—Threshers Present in Full
T. J. HeS9. while punching thalire in his ci'izen,departed thia life Thursday and was
Lieutenant Governor — MELVILLE D. er ways in which these mortgages have traction engine last Sa urday, pushed the bur’ed Saturday at Gambier. He leaves «
Force.
SHAW, of Auglaize county.
wife,
family
and
a
large
number
of
friends
iron
plug
out
which
holds
the
weler
in
the
been reduced, first by foreclosure and
. Mis. Win. Phillips baa returned to her
holler, le'ling the hot water out in the tire, to mourn lii-j los*.
Supreme Judge JOHN T. SPRIGGS, of
second by the disheartened farmer aban badly scalding his face sod hands. He was
home after a pleasant visit with friends and
Monroe county.
relatives iij tb«* Valley.
Attorney General WILLIAM H. DORE, of doning his farm and freeing himself hulling clover at A. C. Scott’s upper place
MTLFORDTON.
Mr Joseph Willis and w’fe. of Frederick
and being close to town soon drove down
Seneca county.
from the heavy burden imposed by the ami Dr. Cosner dressed the burns.
town. spent one day last week with the
Treasurer JAMES F. WILSON, ol Trum
latter’s brother. Mr. R »bert Carson.
mortgage, gathers up his family and
Ler-y Scott Loses a Valuable Horsebull county.
A number from this place took in the ex
and seeks a home in the Southern
Member of Hoard of Public Works
cursion
to Handueky last week
NUNDA.
The Coming' ami Going of Visitors
PETER H. DEGNON.of Lucas county.
Mrs J.S Fairchild and children, Sher
States where a genial climate, a fertile
During the Week.
man and Helen, of Cdumbti®, spent Thurs
School Commissioner M. II. HARD, of soil, and hospitable welcome awaits him.
Death of InTant Daughter of Saul MeC aude Rouse, of Newatk, was the gu st day wi ti their cousin, V.rs. N. Mendenhall.
Columbiana county.
of
.Miss
L'da
Wright
a
few
days
last
week.
Mr and M s J. N Talmage and daughter,
All of the great railway systems in the
Kown—Eleven Squirrels Shot From
Guy Mi'chetl, of nerr Mt. Liberty, was Miss La Vatin, of Chesterville, spent Thurs
One Tree—Horses Fight.
State Senator LAKE E. JONES, of Wavne. south—the Southern, the Seaboard Air
be gues' of II uace Jackson, Sunday.
day in the Valley.
Miss Hattie Ewult spent Saturday und
.ine, the Louisville and Nashville, the
Hot and dry—just right for corn.
Tuesday was a great day for threshing
A II Swigart shot eleven gray squirrels Sunday in Liberty township, the guest of machines. There ware three in the VaLey.
Eor Representative—-JOHN K. HAIDEN, Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis,
Iter
brother,
Mr.
Allet.
Ewalr.
on one tree Inst week Who can heat it?
Mrs. C Scarbrough and neice, Maude
of Hllliar township.
the Iron Mountain, the Illinois Central,
Mr. G. D. Morev and wife, accompanied Socknian, and little brother. Paul, and Mrs.
Gladis Heioise. daughter of Saul and
Eor Commissioner JOSEPH MYERS, of
by
Mrs
Rhoda
M
»rey
and
her
daughter,
Hannah
J.
McK-»wn,
died
Sept
8ih,
of
II
Sell and cbi'd-en. Ralph and Ada, spent
the Chespeake and Ohio, and the Grand
Munroe township.
cho'era infantum,sf er only a few days’ suf Rose, spent Friday with D. 0. Daily and Saturday with friends and r 'atives in New
Eor Treasurer- FRENCH W. SEVERNS, Trunk lines penetrating into Texas, are fering, »ged 7 months and 29 days. Funeral family, of Bangs.
ark.
of Pleasant township.
Mrs Mary Picke-ing and Miss Ruliatna
Our Green Valley school began Monday,
kept busy providing means of transpor held at the house by Rev. II. Keller, after
For Recorder-WILLIAM H. SMITH, of
which the remains were laid lo rest in Robertson visited relatives at Mh Libeity September 6, with Mr. Scoies as teacher.
tation for this vast multitude of home North Liberty cemetery.
the first of the week.
Liberty township.
Mr. John Kinnard and family spent SunWashington Gower's team, while all were
For Prosecutlug Attorney COLUMBUS seekers who are Hoping from these mort
at church at the Four Corners on Sunday, lay at Mr. Peter Proper's, in Liberty town
EWALT. of Mt. Vernon.
gaged farms.
ship.
got to fighting and demolished the harness

:15 a mien
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For Inilrmary Director CLARENCE C.
DEBOLT, of Morgan township.

“No wan in public olllco owes the
public anything.”—M AIM 'U9 A IjONZO
II ANNA.

-•
No Foraker man need Apply for a
Republican nomination in Knox county.
....... .. .... ...................
The Charleston (We9t Virginia) Ga
zette, Republican, says Mr. Hanna is a
national scandal.
Harry Critchfikld was an etlective
coach for Chairman Ames in Saturday’s
Mark Hanna convention.

The Hanna faction had everything
their own way in the Republican con
vention, and rode rough shod over the
Foraker element.
The Republican party in Knox coun
ty has been completely Hannaized
That was clearly demonstrated in last
Sit irday’s convention.
As long as the necessaries of life ad
vance in price while wages remain at
the s ime gold standard level, there can
be no genuine revival of business.

The Mt Vernon Ring had things
well in hand last Saturday. All the
way through the proceedings their man
ipul.itiou was constantly revealed.

Just look at tho It publican Execu
tivo committee, and see if you can find
the name if a single Foraker man in
the whole lis' rf twenty-one persons
constituting it!
—-------- O--

Joe Cox knows a thing nr two since
last Saturday that ho doubtless did not
know before. IIv fount' out that this is
no year for a friend of Foraker to ask
any favors of a Rqu'dican conven
tion.

Those Huns and Slavs, killed at Haz,
clton, Pa., were brought to this country
to cheapen labor in the fwills and mines
of the country. Has monopoly a right
to demand that they bo slib'.?—Yo ings
town Vindicator.
------------- •------------- \
Hanna is mighty anxious to got bark
those Republican “barnacles” now, that
he was so anxious to get rid of in 1889,
when Foraker was defeated for Gover
nor, in which Hanna acted as Brutus.—
Tiffin Advertiser.

and broke the tongue of the vehicle.
Rev. Hamilton, of Mt. Veinon, preached
nt Biglow Sunday.

Mrs T. S. Pitkin wrs the guest of her
sister, Mis. D. P. Weaver, oft ear Lock,
last Wednesday.
Miss Mina Weaver spent u few days last
week with relative* at Johnstown.
Marion Davis and family,of Mt. Libsrtv,
called on relatives nt this place Sunday af
ternoon .
M-. H B. D s-iey made a busine-s trip to
Mt. Vernon 1 st Tltuisday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thatcher and their
daughter. Minnie, spent Sundry at C 0.
Poland’s.
Master Arthur Gibbert is visiting his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Picker
ing.
Mr. Taylor, of Brandon, and Miss Maude
Wade, of near Mt. Liberty, visited relatives
at Galena Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Leroy Scott lust a valuable horse last
week.
Mr. Corban Linaweaver, of I) tnkirk, is
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. II. Graham.

NOTICE

Republican papers are commencing
For the Division of Union
to admit that the Dingley tariff will be
Township Into Several
nadequate as a revenue measure. It
FREDERICKTOWN.
. Voting Precincts.
is difficult to escape this conclusion with
the fact staring in the face that customs Willing Workers to Hold a SocialNotice is hereby given that on Monday,
the 27th day of September. 1807, at 10 o'clock
receipts were much smaller and the
a. m., there’ will be a meeting of the Deputy
Rev. Hushour to Preach Farewell
State Supervisors of Elections for Knox
treasury deficiency much larger for the
Sermon Sunday.
county at their office In the city of Mt. Ver
non. Ohio, to determine the question of the
first month of the Dingley tariff than for
Mrs. A. E. Moree left Satuyiay morning
division of Union township into more than
any month of the Wilson tariff or of the for Chicago, where she will visit her son,
one voting precinct.
Petitions, remonstrances and arguments
Cleveland administrations. Some of B E. Moree.
of those Interested will be considered at
Miss Clara 8truhle has returned to her
that
time.
these Republican papers are already home in Galion, after a pleasant visit with
By Order of the Board.
H. «. CA9SIL.
proposing that should the deficiency Janies Clink and family.
Clerk.
Mrs. G. W. Hurst, of Plymouth, has been
prove as large as indicated the Dingley visiting
her parents, Mr- and Mrs. W. D.
tariff will be amended. So the proba McKee, during the past week.
The Willing Wot iters of the Baptist
bilities are strong for another season of
church will hold a nickel social at the home
tariff tinkering. The Republican con of Mrs. Artie Jones, on Thursday evening.
Miss Alla Bumpus. of Mt. Vernon, is vis
tention being that the treasury deficit
iting her aimer, Mrs. C. R. Hurry.
WATERFORD.
was responsible for the recent panic and
Mr. Earl Howes returned lo Pittsburg Sat
Fund.
Balance.
Overdrawn.
hard times, there can be no escape from urday after a week’s visit with his father,
County........................ * 6.806 26
Mr. M. P. Howes
Effort
to
Secure
a
Postoilice
for
BateInilrmary.................. 2,182 68
the necessity of making the tariff more
Ralph Y. Struble returned to Granvi.le,
Bridge......................... 21,138 73
inautowu—A Former “Red-Headed, School
of a revenue measure thin it is likely to Monday, to resume his studies.
......................... 3.669 53
Township ..................
262 82
Mist
Ada
Pennell
started
for
Wooster,
Long-Legged
”
Boy
Heard
From.
turn out.
Road.............................
38 31
Tuesday, where she will a'tend college dur

!| READY

Mr. J. H. Dazey, of Deshler, Ohio,
appears to have a regular Coxey eye for
business. He has forced himself to the
front in the northwestern part of the
State as a leader of the Populists, only
to betray them. But the publication of
the following document has melted away
the last vestige of influence that Mr
Dazey ever possessed:
“Deshler, O., August 31,1897.
“I hereby agree to furnish my entire
time and use my best efforts and influ
ence for the Republican party during
the coming campaign, either directly or
indirectly, believing that I can control a
large Populist vote for the Republican
party, said party agreeing to pay all ex
penses, and to pay me as follows for my
services: t‘200 about the 10th of Sep
temher and $200 about the 25th of Sep
tember, 1897. I further agree not to di
vulge any agreement which I may
make.
J. H. Dazey.”
Just thirty-seven so-called Gold Dem
ocrats held a State convention at Colum
bus last Thursday and nominated the
following ticket:
Governor, Julius Dexter, Cincinnati
Lieutenant-Governor, Judge A. E. Mer
rill, Sandusky; Judge of the Suprem
Court, Judge John II. Clarke, Youngs
town; Attorney General, Daniel Wilson
Cincinnati; State Treasurer, Samuel
Stevens, Columbus; State Commissioner
of Schools, Professor W. H. Johnson
Granville; for Member of the State
Board of Public Works, Henry D. Coftiuberry. Cleveland.
This is part of the Hanna program
in Ohio, and Ilauna is to pay all the ex
penses of the Gold Brick campaign
just as he did last year.

DEMOCRACY.
Entcrtaliinient Given by a Japanese
Lady—Schools Opened on Mouday—
Other Items of Interest.
Mr Marlin Brown, of Iowa, is visiting
friends at this place and at North Liberty.
Cbarlav Hanger and wife were in town
one day last week.
A lady from Japan gave a lecture at the
M. E church, on Monday night, September
13. She elso gave an entertainme.it on the
following evening, assisted by eight young
ladies.
There will be an entertainment and
lawn fete at the M. E. church on Septetn
ber 25.
Mr. Hnntsberger p-cached his last ser
mon for the year, Sunday.
Mrs. Lyda Hardesty, of Fayette county
returned home after the funeral of her
mother, Mrs. Daymude.
The schools opened for the ensuing vear
with Mr. Barnhart asPiincipal and Miss
Cicily Clark in ihe primary department.
Mr. Cnarles Wright and wife are talking
of moving to Columbus, where he is going
to study dentistry.

Mrs. Susan Turvey.of this place, went to
Eureka, Mich., to visit her brother, Wm.
Buik, last Thursday.
Coarlie Ireland, of Columbus, was in
this place last week.
The Misst-s Jessie and Zoe Main, of Del
aware county, are the guests of their sister,
Mrs. Levi Walker.
Van Stepheus returned to his home iu
Maysville, Mo , last week.
Dr. Dexter Follin and sister Mrs. Minta
Brown, attended the fair at Mansfield last
Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. Beal, of near Bellville, vis
ited their daughter, Mrs. Bud Ewsrs, and
family last week.
Roy Ackerman and famil.v visited Curt
Hardgrove’s family at Mansfield last week.
Mrs Debbie Ackerman and sister, Mrs.
Kate Hun’amati, visited the family of Rev.
Luke Findley, at Bellville, last Wednesday.
lMt Findley is very low with consumption.
Jeff Sweaiingen and wife intended the
fair at Manslirld last wtek. and visited rela
tives there and iu that v'cinity.
Miss Jessie Dunn spent three weeks in
visiting relativei at Fredericktown at d Mt
Vernon, returning home last week.
Rev. William Ferris, of Pitnhtinr Pa.,
visi’ed his aged fr and, Wiliimi Killen,
last Saturday. He is a s >n of the late Joint
M. Ferris, who once resided in Frederick
town and preached there and a* Waterford
for many years.
Relatives from II irdin county are bei g
entertained by J. A. Fish and wife, near
(own.
Newt McCluckeon received a letter from
Lm Mitchell, of Cbictgo, III., last week.
We well remember him as the ‘ long legged,
ied headed” young man, when he was “Cingaa clerk in “Old Johnny Levering’s”
store iu this place, some 40 years ago
He
refers to that time in his letter, and mskea
enquiry concerning the people here. H
a reader of ihe Banner and saw sometniDg
in the Waterford news that suggestei the
id-a of writi’g to Mr. MtC. He wili find
Welcont Herendeen nt Edgewa er. FratiK
Fish at the Metropolitan Business G illege
and Dan Owen, attorney, all of Coicigo,
but formerly of this place. Prof. J. F.
Fish left here recently, and can give him
much infurmttion concerning this ne:ghborhood.
Rev. Dempster, of Canton, is conducting
a meeting at the M. E church in this place,
of ten days’ duration.
The people of Batemantown are making
an effort to have a postoilice established
there
Quite a number from this vicinity at
tended the funeral of M. J. Simons, at
Fredericktown, last Sunday.
Mrs. Bud Ewers is slowly recovering
from an attack of typhoid'fever.

92 97
84 27
170 54
2.05806
117 62
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.‘Wa’AKS HOPEH
MT. VERNON’S LEADING

|RBAL BSTATBj
LOAN A.3ST3D

..FURNITURE.. ||
Our purchases of goods come from the best factories In the
country, and embrace the latest styles and prettiest things manufactured. Kxpectant purchasers of Bed Room Suits. Side
Boards. Iron Beds, Fancy Stands, Combination Book Cases. Extension Tables, or any other article of Furniture, are invited to
inspect our stock, as we can satisfy you in the quality of the
gixjds, and the

I

L) —5
J’s

Having purchased back of Mr. John Cooper my Real Estate. Loan and In“2 surance Business and re-established myself In my old office. In the Masonic
•2 Temple, am better prepared than ever to serve the public In my line of busi*2 n< -s. and solicit vour patronar10 :-ntEAL ESTATE and STOCKS OF MERCHANDISE BOUGHT, SOLD and
EXCHANGED.
p i < Rent - Collected and Property Managed for Non-residents and others on
favorable terms.
HEADQUARTERS FOR FIIJE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE.
' l^rFIRF. INSURANCE COMPANIES REPRESENTED Phoenix, of Hartford—
North America Philadelphia Underwriters Hartford Westchester C
— Queen and Pennsylvania.
{■^ GENERAL AGENT PREFERRLD ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO., OF N. Y. (,A

g

1-8 SOUTH MAIN STREET,
Store Telephone. No. 139; residence telephone, No, 814

TIOUttfiUiUlUOfiUU 1OI fiUiUtUlUiUtUiUUfiU^

We are now ready
With our regular
Annual sale of
Blanketsssesse

g Browning’s,
THE PLACE YOU WANT TO FIND.

U; Smooth Fabrics

Weave offering blankets during this

sale at less price than ever- before, not-

use now for g&Mj

withstanding

KERSEYS

Admiuistrator's Sale of Real
Estate.

Tuesday, the 12th day of October, 4. 0.1897,
At two o’clock p, m., uiton the premises, by
tracts, the following described real estate,
situate in the countv of Knox and State of
Ohio:
Tract 1:-Being a part of section 4. town
ship 8. and range 12, U. S. M. lands: begin
ning at the south-east corner of the said
section: thence west along the south line of
said section 139.90 rods to a stone; thence
north 45.64 rods to a stone; thence east 9.45
rods to a stone; thence north 51.31 rods to a
stone: thence east 128.44 rods to the east line
of said section; thence south 96.95 rods to
the place of beginning, containing 80 acres,
more or less.
Tract 2: Being certain real estate situat
ed in Pike township, saidcountv. and bound
ed and described as follows: Beginning at
a stake set on the line between the south
east and south-west quarter of section 4.
70.59 rods south of the north line of the
said section 4. and running thence south 2»£
degrees, west 35.75 rods; thence south 87tf
degrees, east 34 rods; thence north 24. de
grees, east 35.75 rods; thence west 34 rods to
the place of beginning, containing 7 and
61-KX) acres, the same being part of the
south-east and south-west quarters of sec
tion 4. range 12 and township 8.
Appraised:—Tract one at $2,880; tract two
at $174.
Terms of Sale: -One-third in hand, onethird in one year and one-third in two years
from the day of sale, with interest, the' pay
ments to be’secured by mortgage upon the
premises sold.
September 11, 1897.
W. W. WALKEY,
Administrator of the estate of Rebecca S.
Arnold. Deceased.
Coopeu & Moork, Attorneys.

The price
Must go up
When we buy
Againeeses*

8w D BROWNING ft

W.

| NEW STORE! j
NEW GOODS, LATEST STYLES

R. C.

3

Furniture, Stoves, Carpets, Rugs, Mattings,
E Oil Cloth, Lace Curtains, Window Shades, 3
~~v>
£ Dinner Sets, Chamber Sets, Lamps and
General House Furnishing Goods on easy 52
E: payments or a liberal discount for cash. 3
CALL AND SEE OUR STOCK.

| J. M. BLOCHER & CO |
Z3
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LEWIS.

READY-MADE

Co.,

&

Line of Samples

Fi.n.t t<o of the largest and best equipped

*

$ CU TOM TAILORING g
ilz
4z
Uz
viz
$
iiz
ib

1 '.nbii-hmetits iu the East and West, viz: R. Stern &
Sin, New York, and the International Tailoring Co., Chi
cago.
This combined lino represents over 800 styles of goods,
which were pureh ’sed before Ihe advance iu wool, which en
ables us to snow you

Custom-Made Clothing at
Hand-Me-Down Prices.
Quality ami fit giiarauUTd. Don’t fail to see theic samples
and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.
NO. Il S. MAIN ST.
MT. VERNON, 0.

'-S

-4ft

AVEARBEST?
FLE
AHE MUST?
C OST TiKAST ?

Footwear.

%

Mitchell, Son

Complete

’4ft

WHAT WILL
Mark Hanna was not present at the
Republican county convention Satur
day, but he was therein manifold spirit,
and his program of throttling the ForEXECUTOirOOTICE.
akerites was carried out as completely
WTOTICE is hereby given that the underANKNEYTOWN.
Are question} that can be solved readily by
signed has been appointed.and qualified
While the Hanna papers aie jollying
and satisfactorily hr though he had been
those who want to buy
executor of the will of
on hand to direct the garroting job in themselves over the alleged fact that Three Men Who Still Believe That the
JOHN A. M CLELLAN,
late of Knox Countv. Ohio, deceased, by the
William J. Bryan is politically dead, it
person.
Sun Do Move—Pleasant Party nt
Probate Court of said county.
is well enough to read the following par
September 14. 1897.
Mr. Beal’s.
C. L. M CLELLAN.
The appointment of a committee by agraph from the Washington Post. The
We have good goods and prices down to
Executor.
Isaac Grubb, of North Liberty, visited at
hard pan of an economical basis. Prices
Post
opposed
Mr.
Bryan
last
year,
but
it
T.
D.
Brown
’
s,
8unday.
NORTH LIBERTY.
the Republican county convention to
are
not given in this invitation, as we want
Mrs Arlie Swank is spending a few days
vou to see the goods and prices together.
meet with the candidates ami select an now rises to remark:
with Mr*. E. E. Beal, near Butbr
ADMINISTRATOR
’
S
NOTICE.
They help each other and will help yon when
“Anyone who reads the daily news
Scarlet Fever and Diphtheria Patients
Miss Zettle Swank visited in C'jlumbus
you come to the
Executive committee, was only a blufl.
TasTOTICE is hereby given that the underpapers--we mean newspapers which few days lust week.
Improving; — Movements of People
signed has been appointed and qualified
The meeting- was not held. It was not give
City Shoe Store, 135 South lain St.
Mrs. V. A Merrin visited h»r sister, Mrs
the news—and who has brains
Administrator of the estate of
During the Week.
necessary—the Ring made out the list enough to understand what he reads, Joint Fry, Saturday and Sunday.
DANIEL CARTER.
a number front this place attended
Miss Lucy Arnold left for Toledo, Satur late of Knox County. Ohio, deceased, by the
and took good pains to not add the must know that William J. Bryan has a theQuite
funeral of M. J. Simons, at Frederick day afternoon, to visit with her uncle, J. Probate Court of said county.
stronger hold upon the Democratic town,
name of a single Foraker man.
Sunday.
September 4. 1897.
Flahariy.
masses to-day than he had a year ago,
ALBERT KING.
Sever* 1 of our young people spent last
An infant daughter of Sol. McKown’s
Administrator.
or at the very height of the campaign of Saturday evening with Mr. E E. Beal, near died
Wednesday evening and was buried in
Harry Critchfikld is again chair 1896. He emerged from that tremen Butler, enj 'ying an rlegaiit supper and
ihe cenic cry at this place Thursday after
man of the Republican Executive Coin dous struggle defeated to be sure, but having plenty of music.
noon
Funeral services at lhe house by
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
Mrs. T D Brown is slowly recoveitng Rev. Ilenrv Keller.
mittee. He is probably looking to the without the smallest loss of prestige, from
an attack of malatia.
JTH
is hereby given that the underDr. J. F. Wisuer, of Wooster, is bera this ’WTOTICE
with
the
uudiminished
respect
and
con

"1
future The position places him in con
Wilt Lett has bought a bicycle. He re
•i-w sicned
has becn’appolnted and qualified
sig'
fidence ot his followers and his influence quests all those wInf meet him to be sure week doing denial work.
Administrator of the estate of
Mrs.
A.
M.
Du
mite
left
for
Kansas
last
trol of the. party machinery and wi'l has been steadily’ broadening and deep and turn to the right and give hint his full
MARY J. HARRISON,
EXPERIENCE,
Wednesday to visit relatives.
give him quite an advantage over Col. ening ever since.”
bliare i f tlie highway.
8. 8. Mi-hpy and wife moved into Howard late of Knox Countv, Ohio, deceased, by the
Probate
Court
of
said
county.
Several
of
our
citizens
still
hold
to
the
Billy McE Iroy when the lime comes to
Smith’s property.
September 13. 1897.
That school where we all
idea that the earth is fiat and that tite sun
The fimilies who have been having the
Gives a specialized Bread-winning Education.
■
W. W. WALKEY,
select delegates to the next Republican
The fact that the European wheat revolves arottud it. One of these was ask<-d scarlet
’ learn our costly lessons has
fever and diphtheria are all better at
Administrator.
FOR CIRCULARS APPLY TO
proven that wire nails are
Congressional convention.
crop is short this year, owing to bad hnw large he thought the sun was. He said this writing.
P. DUFF & SONS, 244 Fifth Avenue,
he thought tltat it was about as large as a
not suitable for nailing on
PITTSBURG. PA.
Miss Etta Ctunklelon will leave for Nora,
FARM
FOR
SALE.
weather to the extent of 223,000,000 ‘horse power circle.” These three men are Ind
shingles. Cut eteel nai's
, about Oct 1, to visit her sister, Jes ie
The Republican party ot Ohio is split bushels means an unexpected addition going to organize an exploring party to find Burton.
are not much better.
I will offer for sale, at the door of the
ns wide open now as is the depression to the value of the American wheat crop the ••jumping oil' place.” We hope they
Court House, on
will he successful.
between Europe and America, and the of about $170,000,000. This, if the facts
Satnnlav, October 2d. 1S97,
--------- o--------JELLO WAY.
IRON CUT . . .
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m., of WHY WEAR^^^>
split is still getting wider. The Foraker- of the future hear it out, will he a great
said day. the lands known as the Pratt-Mont
BRINK HAVEN.
gomery farm, situated 1*4 miles west of Mt.
ites are getting more determined than thing for the Amorican farmer. It does
Boy Badly Stung By Bumblebees—Two Vernon, Ohio, and containing 117*4 acres.
Nails have stood the Test
Terms ofSai.e
cash in nand, 14 in one
ever to defeat the ends of the Hanna not necessarily imply that the Republi
of Time. We have them
More Sdaudals Coining to. Light- year
and
In two years from date of sale.
in etock. They will last as
gang, who in 1889 refused lo oven vote can parly created bad weather in Eu Young Ladles to Give a “Dlooinev”
Interest on deferred payments at the rate of
Personal Mention.
6 per cent, per annum.
Spectacles and Eye-glasses,
long as the shingles.
Social—A Successful Chnrcli Festl
for the Republican can lidates for the rope or good weather in America, or
(Deferred Letter.)
The right is reserved to reject anv or all
when you can have the lenses
bids.
val.
On last Sunday a small boy, ngtd two
Legislature for tear they w mid vote for that President McKinley grew and har
fitted to your eyes and '.he
Said lands are appraised at $75 per acre.
Mrs A. Parsons and daughters, llattie years, son of L. F. Ilelnticb. got in a bum
JOHN M. EWALT.
? COME AND SEE
Foraker for Senator. Now Hanna is to vested the crops. The way Republicans
frames fitted to your face at
and Beryl, are visiting Dr. Purdy, at Kill- blebee nest and was slung 12 or 14 times
Executor of D. C. Montgomery. Deceased.
he given a dose of his own castor oil.
ab ort the face and head which cmne very
are talking would lead one to the judg buck.
YOUNG & CLARK’S,
Setora Bieck, of M Vernon, is visit near beitig fatal. Dr. 8. H. Fulmer was
Us if you want to make a
ment that the winds, the tides, sunshine ingMiss
called and gave the child treatment and he Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate.
relatives here.
durable roof.
In accepting a r ,nomination for Rep and rain were of their creation.
Jewelers and Opticians,
Miss Urstial Burrias, of Denvdle. spent is all right again.
Seven
young
ladies
picniced
at
J.
C
Pore's
H
N
pursuance
of
the
order
of
the
Probate
list
wtek
with
Jess
Cunningham.
resentative, “Buz” Workman made
102 South Main Street.
P. J Parker made a trip to Killbuck last and gave hi* daughter, Amanda, a pleasant -*■ Court, of Knox county, Ohio, I will <ffviolently partisan speech and appealed
The Mark Hanna campaign was Friday
surprise Rav. Harry Melcher participated fer for sale, at public auction, on the
C. W. Tressel spent last Tbnrsd y in Mt in the winding up of the exetcises.
to the Republicans to come to his sup Opened at three plares last Saturday
Saturday, the 2d day of October, A. IL, 1S97,
To'.t Workman, of Barberton,' is visiting
port, as his election meant so much to One of them was Washington C. H , a Vernon.
one o’clock p m., upon the premises, the
Charley Dowdall made a business call to with friends and relatives here while out of At
following described real estate:
employment during the coal strike.
• be R. publican party. Ho will be sing hot bed of Republicanism and ihe home Danville, Saturday.
Situate in the county of Knox and State
Foreign hunters are being prosecuted fir of Ohio, and being lot number twenty (20.)
8. J Smitli s ar'ed Sunday morning
ing a different song when ho goes >f Harry Daugherty, chairman of the onMrs.
an extended visit in Akron and Cleve violating the farmers’ rules. They say the of the first (1) quarter, sixth (6) township,
and twelfth (12) range. U. S. M. lands, ac
Knowing Ihi d.
around soliciting Democratic votes. His State Central Committee.
game belongs to them and them only.
to an original survey of said sec
Two more scandles are afioat, one here cording
R H. Hannegan and wife have enoved
election can bo lio more important to from experience the Republican pench
tion by David Gorsuch.county surveyor.conand one at Daily Ridge. We sincerely hope taining eighty-five (85) acres, more or less
from the Smith Hotel td toeir new home.
the Republicans than his defeat is im ant for exaggeration and wild claims,
I K. Thoropsou re.urned from the east there is no foundation to them.
except so much of said lot as granted to the
Springfield. Mt. Vernon and Pittsburg rail
portant to Democrats and all other free some Democrats had a photographer last Friday.
road company, for a right of way for said
Walter S ietler, of Pictoria. was the guest
make
a
picture
of
the
meeting
when
it
railroad through said lot. and which em
silver advocates.
ROLLA.
of Vinnie Sapp, Saturday.
braces four and eighty-six hundredths
was in full blast, and instead of the 10,To I Workman, who has been visiting his
acres, according to a survey of the same by
We will pay the highest
returned .io Batherton, Sunday.
E. W. Cotton, county surveyor.
Diamond Dyes at Dever’s.
TllEaK is no quo*'ion tho loom ol (XX) people the Hanna papers claimed (ether,
Also, so much of the adjoining lot, number
A Valuable Horse Dead—Mrs. RineQuite u number of our citiz-ois to -k
(19), as lies northeast of the rail
Handy Package Dyes at Dever’s.
prosperity has struck tli«5 gr«at trusts. were nresent, the camera revealed that the excu-sion to Cleveland Sunday.
market price for several
liurt Seriously Ill in Akron—Per nineteen
road, containing seven and eighty-six hun
Laura Biddle went 'o New Castle Sunday.
Peerless Dyes at Dever's.
dredths (7 86-100) acres, according to a sur
Sugar cci tiliciHi s am now quoted a not over 1,000 were in attendance.
sonal
Mention.
Betaie Biugliam, r.f Watbonding, was
vey of said premises made by E. w. Cotton,
car loads of new oats.
Perfection Dyes at Dever's.
ltiglt as 155. Dingleyism has mlvanceil That's how enthusiasm is showing itself guest at ihs Park House. Sunday.
Allen Si holes and wife xt'ended qnarteily county surveyor. The parts of the said lots
hereby
’
Intended
to
be
described
contain
Mrs.
Louiia
DeWitt
returned
home
Sun

meeting
at
Perrysville
Sunday.
Putnam's
Fadeless
Dyes
at
them from 119 to this lignro. Standard for Hanna in this campaign.
WVi,(88) acres, more or less, being
day af er au ex ended visit with h r sons in
Mi«s Jennie Culler, of Woos cr. will or eighty-eight
the same premises formerly occupied byDever’s.
trust certificates were quoted in New
Columbus.
gau-z > a class tn vocal music at the North Lewis Dale, apd deeded hv Theological Sem
The Old Fashioned Dyes at
“Now,the reason ‘why wheat went up’
Mra M. Tip'on. of Piet ria, epent last Bend church. September 15.
inary of P. E. church, in the diocese of Ohio,
Monday nt the reord breaking
with M e I Poweleon.
Mbs s Bess e and Delpbia Kaylor, of to David White, and recorded in VoL 71,
Dever’s.
$333 a share—a gain of 13 |>er is well known and admitted by all fair- Ftiday
Miss Bowling, of Nashville, wns the Mam-field, and Charles Nyhart and Charles pages 584 and 585, Knox county records.
Appraised at $5,104.00.
Antyhing
ol Dever to he had in a
days. The workingmen minded, intelligent people to he short guest of Mrs. G. W. White, lest week.
Kaylor, of Greersville, were the guests of
Terms of sale—Qne-third cash on day of
Ida Huse left last week tor Dresden where John Nyhart Friday evening.
sale; one-third in one and one-third In two
first-class drag store.
• ho hoM
blocks of these securi- crops in all foreign wheat producing st.e
expected to spend tbe winters
C. B 11*11 lost u valuable horse recently years after date of sale, deferred payments
tie3° need not he concerned about the countries. The reason ‘why silver went
He has anything and everything.
The ladies of the M E church served ice riie^animal was turned to pasture iri Ihe to be secured by notes and mortgages on
premises, notes'to draw interest at six per
cream
last
Saturday
night
at
the
“
Houaa
”
evening and (lie next morning he was cent.,
down’ is fcimply because there is no
Give him a call. Nothing hut the host
pavable annually.
advance in flour and meat.
corner. They report a financial success
found with a limb broken.
JOHN D. EWING.
wueat to Sell in India, this year, hence
Most People Don’t. There’s
grade. West side public square. ’Phone
’I he young ladies will give a “bloomer
Misses Lib and Flora Nyhart visited rela Assignee in trust for the benefit of the
creditors of D. J. Shafer
something wrong with their
tf John It McLean is uh had ns Geo. England don’t need our silver, and the social in the M. E. ohurch, next Thursday tive* near Greersville Wednesday.
No.
263.
September 8, 1897.
night.
*
Miss Caroline Rinehart, who •» visiting
eyes. Objects are indistinct or
The place to get a Fountain Syringe
Nash and tho llannacratio papers pic demand is thus cut short, and of course
in Akron, is reported to be seriously ill with
seem blurred. Have dull head
pneumonia.
ture him, in what way d >rs that com- silver ‘went down.’—Ex. Governor St.
or Hot Water Hotties is at
aid
MT. LIBERTY.
Henry Spry and family returned home
aches and nervous trouble.
nei.-atn for lh« depravity of Mark A. John, 11 Kansas.
Fr.day after a revetal weeks' visit with reThese are symptoms in which
.ative3 at Amity.
Hanna? John R- McLean is a private
Good
Yield
of
Clover
Seed
in
that
Miss A Lee Court, of Jericho, is working
The Detroit News says: “The little
delay means danger. An ex
citizen. No party has nominated him
Vicinity—News a Little Scarce- for Mrs. 0. B. Hall at pre.e it.
amination will disclose any de
for anything. But Mark Hanna has business transaeli'ms between Major
Personal Mention.
The above special tourist rates were
fects in vision. We make Ex
been foimally nominated by a Republi Dick, Mark Hanna’s campaign mana
The fair still runs each evening at W. R
put into effect June 20th, via DETROIT
CENTERBURG.
amination Free. We get the
can Plate convention to succeed him- ger, and members of the Ohio Populist Rowland's.
& CLEVELVND STEAM NAVIGATION
AlDiniSTRAIWS NOTICE.
invention,
can
hardly
have
a
less
re

praise of people for the relief
Clover
seed
is
yielding
abunditfitly
in
tins
Belf in lhe Senate and the Republican
CO.
’
S
new
mammoth
steel
passenger
ittfinpt to Roh Hopkins’ Store Mon
"MTOTICE Is hereby given that the underwe
have brought them.
s'otmers.
The
round
trip
from
Cleve

candidates for the Legislature have been sult than to make ihe term, ‘middle of vicinity.
signed has been appointed and qualified
Postmaster Middleton was a’ M’. Vetrnn
day Night—Opcningof Public Schools land, including meals and berths, costs Administrator
of the estate of
pledged to vote for him in the event of the road’ Populist, synonymous with Snqidav. on bttsm-sa.
Personal Mention.
$1G, from Toledo $14, front Detroit $11 50.
THOMAS PENHORWOOD,
Mi>-AV. V. Bradlield and sister, Josie, ore
their election. Matk Hanna is an if tri achery in Ohio iiih, the ‘middle of visiting
frtwpds at Cardington.
The infant sou of Frank Foster died of Send 2 cents for illustrated pamphlet. late of Knox County, Ohio, deceased, by the
Court of said county.
„tte in this campaign—John R McLean ihe roader' nn object of suspicion in the
B C. Battlwy attended the Republican cholera infantum, Monday evening.
Address, A. A. Schaniz, G. 1*. A., De Protiate
Sept. 15. 1897.
—
Mit8Elsie Jackson will attend school at troit, Mich.
county conventItLat Mt Gilead, Monday.
other state*.”
|
OPTICIAN.
w1
J:’! NG TON.

SPERRY.

Have :tdil d to their large line of Furnishing Goods a

THE COM ELITE HOME FURNISHERS.
110 West High Street

S.

The Up-to-Date Furnishers

IN

£

last

they will be.

Owing to our large sale of blankets
we will continue the same.

for sale, at public auction, on

wool.

Come in while prices are the lowest

DRAP D’ETES

pursuance of an order of the Probate
INCourt
of Knox county, Ohio, I will offer

in

advance

March before the advance-

®

and

B

the

These blankets were all .bought

Betus show you a new lioeof autumn shadings in . . .

145 00

Totals............................. 836,621 80
84500
Balance in treasury
September 1, 1897. 836.576 80
We hereby certify the above to be correct.
W. A. WANDER.
Auditor. Knox County, Ohio.
JUDSON VINCENT.
Treasurer, Knox County, Ohio.

08
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00
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I! J. McCORMICK,
0g

Arc very much in
stylish gowns.

1

INSURANCE AGENT,
Masonic Temple, Monument Square.

FRRES ARE LOWER THAN ANY HOUSE Di MT. VERSOS.

BALANCE OF FUNDS

Corporation...............
Teachers' institute..
Redemption ..............
Dog tax.............................
Soldiers’ relief........
Special........................

FOR FALL
TRADE...

In any and everything yon may 8^s
want in the line of

IN COUNTY TREASURY SEPT. 1.1897

imr the coming year.
Mrs. A. D. Tresselt, of New Cumberland,
Is the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
John Rinehart, south of town.
Miss Grace Oe'z visited her parents at
Loudonville over Sunday.
Miss Maud Moore, of Mt Vernon, spent
Sunday with Miss Ruby Crute.
Miss Blanche Chaffee, of Mansfield, is the
guest of Mrs. Dan 8'ruble,
Rev. W. W. Faris returned to Pittcburg
Monday, after a short visit with old friends
at ibis place.
Union services will be held in the M. E
church on Sunday evening at which time
Rev. Hushour will preach Lis farewell ser
mon.
Dr. D. V. Ireland, of Granville,was calling
on friends here the first of lhe week.
Mies Stella Kirby has returned from
MansfieldMr. and Mrs. 0. P Rowley, of Wester
ville, were guests of friends here over Sun
day
Mr. D. L Wells, of Columbus, is visiting
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Wells.
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Public

Gets the Benefit
Under the new tariff there is an increase in price in
all lines of Clothing. Anticipating this increase, and
looking after the interests of our customers, we pur
chased our Fall and Winter stock of goods long before
the tariff bill became a law, which will enable us to

Save Tlieiisaoiis of Dollars to lhe People of
z. Knox Comity
In their purchases of Fall and Winter wear.

While we were enabled to buy our stock under such
favorable conditions, there is

) INCREASE IN THE SELLING PRICE.

BOGARDUS & CO.

YOU....

!

CAN ....

GET ....

A. D. Bunn & Co.

DO YOU SEE?

$8 from Clevslaad to Machinic return
$7 from Toledo to Voch'rocand return
$S from la trait to Micbie and return

DEVER’S.

FRED A CLOUGH,

We have not added a penny to the selling price,
The saving we have made all goes to our customers.
Our tables and shelves never contained a larger or
better stock of Clothing, Hats and Furnishing Goods,
and the prices are lower now than they will ever be
again.

Take advantage of the big saving we have been
able to make for you.

liU(

iw

8,

I, & D. ROSENTHaLL, ProprietorsOpera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Streets, Ml. Vernon, O.

N. B. We are also selling agents for Custom Tai
oring of the Bergman & Greenebaum Co., of Chicagi
and the Commercial Tailoring Co., of Cleveland. Cue
toraers desiring suits made to order will find our lir
the most complete and best fitting of any line in tk
city. Call and inspect samples and prices.
Workmanship and Fit Guaranteed.

Hanna’s paid agents are anxious to
tween Senator Foraker and Chairman
Nash, the latter is not advised as to plant ''corn-cutters” in the back town
the senator’s probable action on the ships of all _ the close counties. ---- 7T
money question. There might be two
Governor Bushnell, George B. Cox, i
against what Chairman Nash is
George K. Nash Practically votes
pleased to designate os a sound finan and $Mark Hanna have made an alli
Confesses Defeat.
cial policy.
It is also evident that ; ance offensive and beneficial to throw i
while in the repair shop Nash has not down Foraker, Kurtz & Co.
the Grace of Certain Peculiarities the heard of the beneficent Dingiey tariff
law, or It is possible that Hanna and 1 Progressive Democrats joined the
Kcpublicau Chairman Appears
his crowd have more fat contributing Republican party and saved the Union.
as the Tool of Mark
Industries to protect.
A. Hanna.
Honest Republicans should join the i
Third, an evil greater than any,
Democratic party and save the repub- !
greater than placing the state govern
George K. Nash is the author of a ment in the hands of the worst ele
very remarkable creed.
There are a ment of the Democratic party, greater
Let the honest people of all parties
great many people in Ohio who until even than the election of a Democrat
this presenL moment have been ignor to the senate, and the loss of the sup in Ohio organize vigilant committees
ant of the existence of George K., but port of Ohio to a sound financial policy to punish any scoundrel of whatever
tar be it from us to say that it was the and a tariff that will protect the in parts’ who attempts fraud upon the
knowledge of this 'fact that has in dustries, greater than plague, pesti right of the franchise.
lence or famine, worse than battle,
duced him to become an authQr.
murder or sudden death, would follow
Poor old John Sherman is to be drag- '
George K. Nash is, by the grace of this impossible Democratic victory, for
ged into the Ohio campaign at Mark j
Mark Hanna, and because he is the the state would be gerrymandered.
Hanna’s beck and call. Old age, dot- !
possessor of certain peculiarities not
The thought is too awful to contem
generally found among the assets of a plate. But for this solemn assurance age, graveyards, starvation, strikes, !
politician, the chairman of the Repub of Chairman Nash there would be are Hanna’s brightest jewels.
lican state executive committee. He is scarce a man who would believe
Hanna’s paid agents 'are preparing !
altio a lawyer, residence Columbus, a the Democrats could have the temerity
follower of McKinley and an appar to plan such a fearful thing. And he to rape the ballot box in the most un- j
ently hesitating tool of Hanna.
As says these wicked Democrats who can’t expected places. The attempts will be
such he thought to he the leader win, would, if they did win, so arrange made wherever the people are the most
of the anti-Foraker crowd at Zanes the congressional districts that but honest and unsuspecting. Citizens, be
ville two years ago. His failure there five or six Republicans could be elect od your guard.
was so ignominious that he was sent ed, while the other fifteen or sixteen,
would be arrayed against Hannalsm
to the “barn of the has-beens,” where
Chairman Nash, who Is running
he remained until Hanna found he re and Wall street, which might “result Hanna’s peep show, has sent up a wail
in
the
control
of
congress
by
so-called
quired the services of one who was
of despair over Hanna’s defeat. Brp.
able to cloak his political misdeeds tin Democrats.” What can the 2,615 real Nash throws up his hands early in the
Democrats
in
Ohio
think
of
that?
der a smooth garb of hypocrisy when
Knowing that they are hopelessly fight. He says he wants to scare the
he was placed in his present position.
The arrangement was for Dick et al. ; beaten, these wicked people are hoping Republicans. He has succeeded.
to engineer the campaign and when to divert the people “by a campaign of
The Minneapolis Times has put It- I
anyone questioned their methods to slander and personal abuse.” “They
deceive the public by pointing to tho are ciruclating all sorts of falsehoods self to the trouble and expense of ask-1
immaculate reputation of Chairman in regard to our candidates and lead- ing the Hon. William Jennings Bryan,
by telegraph, if the story was true
f that he had demanded $1,500 for mak
AT THE OHIO STATE FATR.
ing a speech at the great Democratic
camp-meeting which is to be held at
Springfield, Ohio, this month. “The
statement is entirely without founda
tion,” answered Mr, Bryan. Still Re- ;
publican papers keep printing the
same old lie.

SAND0W.

TURNS UP TOES.

Cleveland Leader in 1884 said
this of Mark Hanna, who is now the
greatest statesman of any age: “If
there is any man in the state who is
entitled to the blue ribbon for being a
H. O. G. par excellence that man is I
Marcus Aurelius. Marcus should have j
had four legs.” In what respect is Sen- 1
ator Hanna less a H. O. G. now than j
he was when he was a common citizen? I
To the public he only seems to have '
grown into a bigger one, as the time
has given him more chances.

“I WILL CARRY OHIO.”—Hanna’s Duluth interview.

PROSPERITY’S PRICE.
It Is the Poverty and Degrada
tion of the Toiler.
CAPITAL WANTS LARGER PR0EITS.
l.nuUtig Republicans Agree That a Re
vival of Business Is Impossible Until

Wages Are Further Reduced—Strange
Doctrine From the Workman’s Friends.

The gold organs and the Republican
editors are sounding their tamtams aud
announcing with loud cries that pros
perity has returned. This somewhat vio
lent demonstration has for its basis two
Judge Farrall, of Carroll, when nom conditions, both in their very nature
inated for senator by the Democrats in temporary—namely, tho increase in tho
; the Stark-Carroll district, said in his • price of wheat aud the upward tendency
speech of acceptance: “Much has been of speculative stocks, says the Atlanta
said regarding the election by the leg- I Constitution.
rise in the price of wheat is due
islature of the United States senator' to The
conditions which may not find a repe
and I desire to take this opportunity tition during tho next 50 years—tho
to say to you that I am not nor will I comparative failure of the wheat crops
“WE P™ TT'
be during the campaign under any in Europe, in Russia, in Argentina aud
Nash, defying anyone to be bold ers.” “Every Republican In Ohio promises of pledge to support any man in India. To base permanent prosperity
enough to say what aught done in a should be on guard to meet, deny and for this position, so that I may be free on the probable or improbable failure
campaign managed by such a high- resent the falsehoods which daily em and untrammeled to go into caucus and of the wheat crop abroad is to raise
mSailed gentleman could be wrong. Un anate from the Mcbean headquarters
false hopes in the minds of the people.
fortunately. Dlc-k got caught in efforts and are printed in their papers.” In there support the best man that may
The rise in the price of speculative
to buy the Populists, and the scheme that statement George K. gave himself be offered.”
stocks is due partly to the increased
being given away, it was necessary to away and stooped to circulate a slan
business of the grander railways, due to
Hanna’s subsidized press announoes: ' the extraordinary foreign demand for
put Nash to the front. Monday’s pa der and falsehood, which, to again
pers contain rhe first move made since quote his own words, “ought to dis “The Republican national committee our wheat and partly to the belief that
the change of front in the screed re gust all fair-minded men,” and now has concluded to take no chances the new tariff law will revive business.
The Constitution will not be found
ferred to.
This will be followed by that he has relieved himself he may of ont securing control of the
others unless the failure of the present rest content, for there will be no slan United States senate. It will enter ac- denying the return of prosperity when
there aro any substantial evidences of
one should force Hanna to remove the ders or falsehoods circulated or printed
pens and ink from the rooms of the about him; it will not be necessary, . tively into the campaign in every state its arrival. That is what it is striving
state headquarters at Columbus. One for all that is required is to tear away I holding elections for the legislature for above all things. To secure general
thing, however, has been accomplish his cloak of hypocrisy and show the this fall.” This is notice to the honest and permanent prosperity for the mass
ed. George K. Nash has got himself rottenness and corruption within to i people of Ohio that all the trusts, cor- i es as well as the classes it wonld bo
again on the political map and no one force Hanna to again retire him.
pora-tions and combinations, bull-dozed willing to surrender any political theory
can hereafter deny that he is the chair
and milked by Hanna, will put up for or admit the truth of any argument
A QUIET TIP TO HANNA.
which it has been opposing.
man. for John It. Malloy has his signa
the corruption fund of the most brazen
The first indications, however, of a
ture.
and brutal political boss in American j return of genuine prosperin’ will be (1)
By Jny Hoe.
Whether Judge Nash intended his
politics. It remains to be seen whether a general increaso in prices of products,
effort as an appeal to the Republican
’em up. ole Marcus,
the honest and patriotic people of Ohio. promptly followed by (2) a general in
cohorts or a Macedonian cry, the unin Round
tret 'em Into line.
crease of wages. Just at present the
are for sale.
itiated cannot say. but it sounds so You're a beaut at organizin'.
tendency of general prices is still down
Got the thing down flue.
much like a wajl that the Cincinnati
ward,
and it would probably be no ex
The
Coxeyltes
—
you
’
ve
“sealed
”
'em
—
Says
the
New
York
Post
(Rgp.)
:
Commercial-Tribune, in publishing it.
aggeration to say that not a business
Now gold bug demuiles go fer,
“
Mr.
Dingley
’
s
cry
for
haste
with
the
apologizes for it on the ground that Never
mind expenses,
firm in the United States has increased
existing oclitlcal conditions justify it.
tariff, on the ground that every day’s wages since the election.
You could buy the mines of Ophir.
Of course, these existing conditiors
delay meant a loss to the treasury of
On tho other hand, the reduction in
campaign fund’s collosal,
are not such as lead Chairman Nash Your
$100,000, sounds hollow in the face of wages has been steady and continuous.
Two millions and a half,
to fear the result of the coming elec No wonder- that you’re kopeiUl—
actual returns. In New York the re The few mills that have opened up
tion, because he says, “I do not for one
That yon’-, e tickle 1, that von laugh.
ceipts
for the Dingley’s first day were have done so on lower wages, aud the
moment expect that they (the Repub You can purchase lots of organs,
$127,000, as against $361,000 from Wil cutting down is still going on. It is no
Aud commission many stumpers.
licans) will be otherwise than victori You
mu colonize the fellers
son’s last day, a clear loss of more than toriously true that the miners are not
ous In November,” but it is in order
That travel via bumpers.
$200,000, caused by the advent of Ding- striking for fair wages, but for wages
that the majority for the ticket “may
that will keep them and their families
■lOti're a cute one, Marcus Hanna,
ley. Taking the figures for the country from starving Those who fail to con
be made so large that there will be
There’s no deuyln’ you’re slick; •
as
a
whole,
the
comparison
Is
still
left no doubt as to the repudiation of But you should 'a been more careful
sider aud weigh these things cannot
more instructive. The deficit up to have a clear conception of the situation.
Democratic methods" he issues the
Aud cautioned Major Dick.
To pay for deals with boodle
statement.
date is $25,000,000, and would be much
Meanwhile it is worthy of note that,
And never give a check:
There being no danger of defeat, as Any
larger but for the extraordinary re simultaneously with the clamoi^ of the
more such blunders
he says, he oroceeds to point out the
And your chances go to wreck.
ceipts under the Wilson bill. When gold organs over the return of prosperi
dire calamities that will follow if the
the unaided Dingiey bill gets to work ty, the most thoughtful Republicans are
You
’ll
have
trouble
with
the
miners,
taking pains to show that, low as wages
Democrats should win.
Better send some workers there;
we shall have some magnificent are, we cannot have a revival of busi
Flrat, i would place the state gov- They kind o’ dou it you. Marcu*.
monthly deficits to carry the fall elec ness on a safe basis nutil there is a still
For they’re livin’—on the air.
rrr.r'co' I'* thr b*pds of the worst ele
tions with.”
They say the boom you promised
further reduction.
ment of the Democratic party.
Has been so long delayed;
These arguments in favor of lower
This statement by indirection admits Send oat-tors among 'em.
August 1, 1896, in the midst of the wages are addressed to thoughtful busi
that theie are two elements in the J
Their fears should be allayed.
presidential election, there were in ness men. They are to be found in the
Democratic party, presumably the bad |
It’s not the miners only
blast in the Untied States 169 blast editorial columns of the New York
and the worst, unless it is that he di- j But
Who’re cross and feelin’ blue,
vldes them into ^ie worst and worster. ! All other kinds of workmen
furnaces with a weekly capacity of Evening Post, the New York Journal
Seem to have It in fer you.
By the worst element he means the 1
191,185 tons. On the first day of Aug of Commerce and other high class news
papers. Senator Elkins, a prominent
I say to you. Aurelius,
476,000 Democrats who,voted last year And
ust,
1897, there were 148 furnaces in Republican leader, manager of at least
in a confidential way.
for William J. Brj’an.
The corpora 1 In the campaign! ’bout to open
blast, wijh a weekly capacity of 167,261 one Repnblican campaign, a former
tion lawyers, bank clerks and moiics :
There’ll be very hell to pay.
tons. Nineteen less furnaces and 23,- member of tho cabinet aud now a Unit
grubs who voted for Palmer and Buck
E'en the fanners, drat ’em,
924 ton? Ies3 of pig Iron per week. Still ed States senator, heartily agrees with
ner can determine whether they are
Arp kind o' acting queer—
we are positively assured that- there is this demand for a reduction of wages.
bad or worster.
When n spouter talks free silver
He puts the whole matter briefly and
a great boom In business. This, too, in
They Just get up and cheer;
Sccand, i . orid mean the election j
“Wages in America stand
what !« store surprisin'
the face of the fact that for 12 months tersely
of » Djmc'T.- ti? United States senator, i Anri
They all -ead silver papers.
a revival of business.” That is
ending July 1, 1S96, we imported 355,- against
which awful result would produce the1 So I'r.i afraid they menu this autumn
his declaration, and it is indorsed by
To cut some foolish capers.
calamitous condition of silencing the i
8S4 tons of foreign pig iron, while in every man who upholds the gold stand
voice of Ohio "on the great questions
the year ending ’Juy 1, 1897, we im ard The price of prosperity is the
this and that together
of a 3.^und financial policy and a tariff' Puttin'
ported but 193,506 tons. There can be poverty and degradation of the wage
Fills me full o’ doubt,
which will protect the industries of; About you bein’ successful
no permanent prosperity in all sec earner In other words, the prosperity
And safely pullin' out.
th*' •* ’ ................. ..
tions and business until silver has which the Republican leaders aud gold
Or.
rather
pullin'
In:
ha!
ha!
one vote in th*4r fiver and one against
For it's 1: yon want to go.
bepn restored «3d we have more sound organs demand is not the prosperity of
thee : ’
it i* evident that, owing to I'o, Mark, '’'n't spare th« barrel
the people, but the further enrichment
money and plenty of it.
Or you w.il have no show.
the icmewha* strained relations be
of the capitalist.

>

wuntou's Magazine, wmeh reproduces
this portion of Senator Elkins’ inter
view, denounces it ns “distinctively
barbarian.’’ True, but what would.you
have? What could be more distinctively
barbarian than tho worship of the gold
fetish? Senator Elkins simply announces
what he knows is sure to come. There
is more poverty and degradation among
the wage earners in this country today
• than has ever been known. In order
that the capitalists may continue to rej main at the highest level of prosperity
the poverty and degradation of the
wage earners must bo increased.
Surely this is strange doctrine to fall
from the lips of a Republican leader
and teacher. It is in marked contrast to
the declarations made by Mr. McKinley
when he was a candidate. From his
front porch he told the cargoes of work
ingmen who were carried to his door
that the mission of the Republican
party was to open the mills to labor
: and increase the wages of the workingmen. Thus far the mills have not
opened to labor, and now the Ropublican policy, according to its most
thoughtful leaders, is to lower wages.
Why? Because, as Senator Elkins de
clares, “wages in America stand against
any revival in business. ”
Aud this declaration brings as once
more face to face with the solid aud
solemn fact that if the common people
aud workingmen of this country accept
the European gold standard they must
inevitably accept European wages, and
they must accept the measure of Euro
pean prosperity, which is increased
' luxury for the wealthy and increased
poverty aud degradation for tho toiling
masses. We are enjoying a taste of this
j sort of prosperity now, but we shall
never see all its beauties until, as
Senator Elkins says, American wages
I are brought to a lower level.

NEW TARIFF TRUSTS.
Dingiey Bill Brings More Mo
nopolies Into Life.
I 30MBINES TO RESTRAIN TRADE.
j
• fhe Inevitable Result Will Be the Sti
| lling of Competition—Hundreds of Skill
ed Workmen Will Be Thrown Ont of
Employment and Wages Lowered.

Tho Republic stated weeks ago that
the Dingiey bill would breed more
trusts in restraint of trade than bad
sprung up under its predecessor, the
McKinley hill. It was not expected,
| however, that activity in that line
would so soon follow the enactment of
the measure. Within tho last ten days
j two of the most powerful trusts in the
; country have been formed. One is the
[ Malt truet; with a capital of $25,000,| 000, aud the other is the Glucose trust,
capitalized at $40,000,000. Both of
these interests are allied with the brew
ing industry, and in this relation is
found an explanation of the haste that
characterized the efforts of beer manu
; facturers to form a combine the week
I following flie passage of the Dingiey
bill. A Brewers’ trust may be looked
for within a short time. The manufac
1 turers of beer cannot long hold out
against such powerful combinations as
| the Malt trust and the Glucose trust
Business exigencies will force them to
pool their interests and concentrate
; their energies under a common head for
' the cheapening of production iu order
to preserve their profits.
, Of course the formation of the two
trusts named means the closing up of
some establishments in that line of
The real question in Ohio is, Gan trade aud the throwing out of employ
Hanna be elected by means of bribery? ment of hundreds of skilled laborers
who have been provided with profitable
work through the season of dullness.
DIRTY POLITICS IN OHIO.
The cheapening of operations under a
Middle of the Road Populists Sold Out For combination of the capital involved will
Hanna’s Gold.
not reach the point where profits to
The little business transaction he- ■ stockholders will he as great as before
tween Major Dick, Mark Hanna’s cam- • the trusts were formed unless prices nre
paign manager, and members of the J raised. Too many establishments will
Ohio Populist convention can hardly be idle to bring profits unless tbo prioes
have a less result than to make the term | of the commodities controlled are in
“middle of the road” Populist synouy- ( creased. But the prices of labor will
mous with treachery in Ohio aud the remain the same, if, indeed, they do
middle of the roader an object of suspi not fall immediately. There can be no
doubt about their reduction in tho end.
cion in other fftates.
Under oath A. H. Taylor and Hugo This is one of the business purposes of
Proyer of Cleveland have testified that trusts. The question of morality does
Major Dick told them he stood ready to not enter into tTie business proposition.
pay the “expenses” to the state Popu Trust magnates are not any more in
list convention of nil delegates who tentionally immoral than the rest of
would work and vote for the nomination humanity. It is tho effect of their op
of a middle of the road ticket. They erations and not the intent that is im
further swore that each was given a moral.
The attention of the defenders and
; railroad ticket to Columbus and back
aud a check for $25. Whether $25 was apologists of the McKinley administra
i the price that ruled in every purchaso tion is called to this matter. Their
j made cauuot, of course, be ascertained, claim is that the Dingiey bill was
i but, whatever the price, Dick apparent- enacted for the protection of American
j ly secured enough delegates to carry his labor. Here are twe instances that fur
nish indisputable proof to the contrary.
I point.
What Major Dick desired to accom The high tariffs laid to encourage
plish in buying theso men was, of these “infant industries” have enabled
j course, a split in the silver strength in them to enter into combinations for the
i Ohio. What he did accomplish, in the stifling of competition and the limiting
i light of his exposure, is probably the of production. A natural and inevitable
exact opposite. Now that the ownership result is to increase tho ranks of the
i of these Populists has been established idle and cut down the wages of those
before the public, the power of tho con left with employment. If the Republic
vention they held has been dissipated. an' organs can make anything else out
Money can do a great deal, but the use of the situation, The Republic would
of it will not prevent the consolidation like to reprint their arguments so as to
of the silver votes of Ohio upon one rekindle hope iu the breasts of tens of
ticket. This piece of political dirty thousands of American citizens who
work should drive every decent Populist see high prices aud low wages ahead
out from uuder the shadow of this mid for the messes and enormous profits for
dle of the road prostitution in Ohio aud the favored few so thoughtfully aud inlay every middle of the road organiza geriously eared for in the Dingiey bill.
tion everywhere open to the suspicion —St. L. ”is Republic.
I of being uu institution of ill fame and
a mart for barter in public virtue.
A Bad Spill.
Whether Mark Hanna will be returned !
to the senate after ibis is sonn tiling for ; Major Dick of the Hanna machine in
the people of Ohio to decide. If he goes Ohio has spilled a bcwl of mightv rich
back, upon them will fall the shame.— j broth.
Detroit News.

SUPPLEMENT TO MT. VERNON DEMOCRATIC BANNER, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1897rangements have been so nicely ad
justed for years as to save the rank
and file of the Republican party from
a great deal of worry and annoyance,
A Kurtz Republican Puts Some and finally It has reached that stage
when they will relieve themselves
Pointed Questions
from the necessity of voting, and they
will leave you and Hanna and Cox to
TO GOVERNOR
BUSHNELL ratify your own division of spoils and
labor by your own votes, and we will
see then how your combination will
4bout This Unsavory Combination of flourish.
Hanna’s paid agents, have secured
Spoilsmen.
evidence o* a very damaging nature
against your insurance commissioner,
ATTEMPT TO SMIRCH FORAKER. Matthews. This Involves no less
person than Hon J. B. Foraker. This
Oue of Flauna’s Henchmen Trios to Offer is to be held as a club over his head
until after the election to compel his
*n Ugly Set of Resolutions De
nouncing; the Senator From
open if not sincere support of Hanna.
Cincinnati.
After the election, if you are elected,
you have promised to remove Mat
thews and appoint an insurance com
Columbus, O., Sept. 11.
missioner acceptable to Hanna’s
XTon. A. S. Bushnell. Governor of Ohio:
Dear Sir—You have been away from friends.
Is this sc?
Ohio for some time.
We have most convincing roof of
It was reported that you had gone
this
in recent developments. To ruin
away because you were ill. It-is fair
Mr. Foraker and establish himself in
to presume that the rapid develop
Hanna’s- favor George B. Ccx, the for
ments of the last few months have mer keno gambler and barroom round
wounded your pride, broken your spir er, has given Mr. Hanna information
its and marred your political ambl- I which he is now using as a club to
tions. If this be so, it is creditable to * compel Mr. Foraker and his friends to
your reputation as a man and a poli- | support him In his attempt to rape
ticlan, as it shows that you are not Ohio and buy the seat in the United
dead to all feeling of sensibility and i States senate which he now holds by
chame. The part that you have played I virtue of your cowardice and weak
ness.
In abandoning your friends proves1
At the Republican convention held
that you are either a very weak, vain ! at Georgetown, O., Sept. 2, Mr. L. A.
and vacillating man, or that you are Van Anda, one of Mr. Hanna’s most
not held by any of those ties of man ardent henchmen, tried to offer the fol
hood, honor and friendship that bind lowing scurrilous, scandalous and cow
true men together, and which add ardly attack upon Mr. Foraker:
something of pleasure to the task of j “Be it resolved by the Republicans
of Brown county, O., in convention as
living.
sembled:
Before you went away It Is said you I
“First. We hereby indorse the wise
were so humiliated by the action of
and patriotic administration of Presi
Hanna and his political hoodlums that j dent William McKinley, to which is
you contemplated withdrawing from | due the improved condition of our
the Republican ticket. It would have country—an administration for the
been better for your manhood, more whole people, and having for Its ob
pleasing to your political sponsors, and ject the protection of the American
a blessing to the Republican party had (firesides, as well in the cottage of the
laborer as in the palace of the million
you never accepted the nomination.
Disgusted by your weakness, I had aire.
“Second. We hereby heartily indorse
resolved not to support you for gov
the foreign policy of the present ad
ernor, but the brutal and insolent ministration, and point with pride to
treatment you received from Hanna the wise and patriotic diplomatic serv
end his paid agents aroused my indig ice rendered our country by the Hon.
nation and pity, and I thought of vot John Sherman, secretary of state.
ing for you as a protest and a rebuke ; “Third. We hereby recognize Hon.
to the political vampires who are now Marcus A. Hanna, a patriotic citizen
engaged in sucking the life-blood and | and wise and conscientious official and
•vitality out of the Republican party in an able statesman; and we hereby re
quest and direct our party to use ail
Ohio.
honorable means to secure his return
But in your absence rumors and re
to the senate of the United States.
ports of a character so strong as to
“Fourth. We hereby denounce the
dispel suspicion and almost carry con conduct of Joseph B. Foraker, both as
viction have reached me that you not a citizen and an official, as being un
only surrendered to Mr. Hanna, but patriotic and un-American. We be
you have made an alliance with him, lieve him to be a lobbyist by nature
end that most odious, shameless and as well as profession, and further be
detested character, George B. Cox. I lieve that he. as well as his associates,
no longer sympathized with you as a should forever be eliminated from
Republican politics, both state and na
victim, but I now look upon you as a
tional.
piece .of a treachery that must arouse
(Signed)
“L. S. VAN ANDA.’’
the condemnation of all lovers of hon
As I write I have before me the orig
est conduct in* every patriotic and inal resolution, slgneu by L. S. Van
faithful Republican when it becomes Anda.
known. But I do not propose to con
Did he conceive and prepare this at
demn, spurn and strike until I have re tack upon Mr. Foraker? No. It is rea
cited some of the charges and given sonable to suppose that he was in
you an opportunity to reply, and, I spired by that vile and repulsive char
(hope. Indignantly deny.
acter, George B. Cox, and approved by
Sir, I have not attacked you in your Mr. Hanna. But Mr. Van Anda failed
Illness or during your absence. You to carry out his Instructions and gave
have returned to Ohio improved in Mr. Hanna away by coupling Cox’s
health and jubilant in spirits. I know name with Mr. Foraker’s. Cox and
not what magic medicine has wrought Hanna are the two men that should be
this change in your physical, mental and will be soon eliminated from Ohio
•nd spiritual nature, but reports of politics forever. Yet, Mr. Bushnell,
your condition are such as to warrant you have been a pliant tool in the
me in believing that I may address this hands of these public enemies of de
open letter to you without shocking cency and honest Republicanism.
your system or disturbing your seren
But I must proceed. There are oth
ity. Your immediate, full and satis er matters to present to you which you
factory reply will determine my vote must answer.
and that of thousands of self-respect
Certain business men in Dayton and
ing Republicans who are sick of trick Xenia who have been shut out from
ery and treachery and duplicity.
selling goods to the state institutions
It is well known among those who at these places have been approached
were your closest political friends that and told that if they would raise $2,000
you have been consumed by a burning as a donation to your personal cam
ambition to be United States senator. paign fund you would remove the pur
It is equally well known that you have chasing agents at these institutions
neither the courage, constancy or ca after the election and appoint others
pacity to tfit you for any public charge who would at least divide even.
requiring brains or ability, as your
Is this so?
signal failure as governor has too
It is reported that you have consent
plainly and painfully demonstrated. ed to sacrifice Eli West upon the altar
When you appointed Mark Hanna a of Hannaism, and you have secretly
United States senator at the dictation sent word to certain merchants in Co
of the keno gambler and dive keeper lumbus, through your mugwump and
In Cincinnati, and sacrificed your bolting private secretary, Mr. Rogers,
friend and creator and the man whose that if re-elected Ell West would be
brains had made you all you are. many among the first ornaments of your
thought you had bowed to manu present administration that you would
factured public opinion and sacrificed most willingly part with, not even ex
your friend, Charles Kurtz, for the cepting the art-loving, dome-painting
sake of party harmony.
aud assininc Axline.
It is now charged that you refused
Is this so?
to appoint Kurtz because you wanted
Governor Bushnell, I want an an
to be United States senator yourself.
ewer to thes<-i questions, and I want it
Is this so?
immediately and publicly.
Tt is charged that you have entered
You know who I am, what my rela
Into a compact with Hanna and George tions to you have been, and, above all,
B. Cox by which you are to be re-elect dull as you are of comprehension, you
ed governor this year. Hanna is to go know the full import of this open let
to the senate, and Cox and Hanna are ter. If you fail to answer it, it Is your
to control all of your appointments, political death-warrant.
•nd all the Foraker and Kurtz men are
I have, sir, the honor to be yours re
to be oiuited.
spectfully, and your former ardent
II this so?
supporter aad
These thoughtful and delicate ar
“A K’.RTZ REPUBLICAN.”

BUSHNELL-COX-HANNA

LABOR SPEECHES
Bryan and Altgeld on “Govern
ment by Injunction.”
Interesting Extracts From the Famous
Orator’s Labor Day Speech to a
Vast Crowd at St. Louis—Alt*
geld at Philadelphia.

Thls bold, honest and patriotic dec
laration of the Chicago platform wor
ried some narrow and contracted minds
very much a year ago.' It was branded
as “anarchy.” It is not being de
nounced so much this year. Even such
Hanna hirelings as General (?) Charles
Huckleberry Grosvenor, the weather
prophet of the administration, now
says some judges have gone too far in
the abuse of this dangerous power. “So
say we all of us." In its report of the
Labor day meetings the Cincinnati
Commercial Gazette has the following:
ALTGELI) TELLS

His

U1S

STORY.

Labor Day Version of What the
Government Should Tie.

Ex-Governor John P. Altgeld, of Illi
nois, addressed an audience of about
oue thousand people at Washington
park, Philadelphia, on the Delaware
river, Labor day. His subject was
“Municipal and Government Owner
ship and Government by Injunction.”
The event which brought the ex-gov
ernor here was the Labor day celebra
tion by the United Labor league of that
city. President Ernest Kreft occupied
the chair and made the opening ad
dress.
He then introduced Governor
Altgeld, who said:
“Aside from the (financial question
the most serious problem that con
fronts the people of America today is
that of rescuing their cities, their
states and the Federal government, in
cluding the Federal judiciary, from ab
solute control of corporate monopoly.
How to restore the voice of the citizen
in the government of his country, and
how to put an end to those proceed
ings in some of the higher courts which
are a farce and mockery on one side
and a criminal usurpation and oppres
sion on the other.
“Corporations that w’ere to be serv
ants. and begged the privilege of sup
plying the country at large, have be
come masters.”
'Mr. Altgeld then plunged Into a
comparison between the business
methods of this country and those of
England. He recommended that the
government should assume the owner
ship and control of the railway, the
telephone and telegraph systems.
A history of coal strikes and min
ers’ troubles followed, while the
speaker dwelt at length upon the
subject of court injunctions. 'He con
cluded as follows:
“This is Labor day throughout the
United States and many beautiful
things will he said about the dignity
of labor, but I want to say to you that
if our government Is not rescued from
corruption and if the snaky form of
government by injunction is not crush
ed. then it would have been better for
your children if they had never been
born.”
BRYAN

TALKS

TO

LABOR.

Censure* What He Terms the “Govern
ment by Injunction.

The feature of Labor day celebration
in St. Louis was an address by the
Hon. W. J. Bryan at Concordia park.
The biggest crowd ever seen in the
park greeted the. speaker. His speech
throughout was- enthusiastically ap
plauded. Previous to the meeting Mr.
Bryan reviewed a parade of 15,000 la
boring men.
Mr. Bryan spoke in part as follows:
“The labor organization has been one
of the most potent influences in improv
ing the condition of the wage-earners.
Labor organizations are almost entirely
responsible for the fact that skilled la
bor wages have not fallen as much as
prices, although they have not always
succeeded in keeping employment up to
full time.
“Arbitration of differences between
large corporate employers and their
employes is one of the -political re
forms most needed by wage-earners.
Until arbitration Is secured, to strike is
the only weapon within the reach of
labor. Laboring people have a special
Interest just now in securing relief
from what is aptly described as ’gov
ernment by Injunction.’ The main pur
pose of the writ of injunction is to
avoid trial by jury. Trial by jury is
more important to American people to
day than it ever was before in our na
tion’s history. It was originally in
tended as a protection against royalty,
and it is today the main protection
which the people have against plutoc
racy. which is to the country what roy
alty is under a monarchial form of
government.”
HANNA’S

MONSTROUS

WORDS.

Tn a bulldozing letter to Attorney
General D. K. Watson. In defense of
the Standard Oil trust. Mark Hanna
made the folic wing monstrous declara
tion:
“YOU HAVE BEEN IN POLITICS
LONG ENOUGH TO KNOW THAT
NO MAN IN PUBLIC OFFICE OWES
THE PUBLIC ANYTHING.”

Organize the silver clubs.
Tn no
other 'vay can the united front be pre
sented to the money monarchs, who,
with Insulting effrontery, are attempt
ing to ride down the masses and lash
them into line by every species of
abuse and intimidation, or lure them
into economic destruction by the arts
c»f this damnable sophistry. Organize,
agitate, educate. • Eternal vigilance is
th? price of liberty!

“In the night as they reveled,
In the royal palace hall; ’
They were seized with consternation,
At the writing on the wall.”
would have to ouy.
He has been so accustomed to pur- I
•'He’s Telling the Truth, Charley, and For- chase and pay for all he has sought and 1
obtained, that he is tickled with the |
akn Knows It,” Wailed Hanna.
“Charley!” yelled Senator Hanna, tempting prospect of getting something j
and Major Dick came running in from for nothing. He is willing to use the Nominee Chapman Proffered
Full Price to Miners.
the outer office. “Judge Jackson is on machinery of the state board of agri- ,
culture to advance his political for- |
our side, ain’t he?”
“Yes, your lordship,” answered the tunes at a time when his character Tha Democratic Candidate For Goto
and reputation have become especially
major.
FropoKed to Give Employes an
“Well,” snarled the senator, as he odious to thousands who will be dis
Advance of Ten Cents
gusted
with
his
presence.
threw his Enquirer upon the floor and
Per Ton.
Had
Mr.
Hanna
possessed
the
in

trampled it down, “I want you to
iwear out an injunction against A. L. j stincts of a gentleman or a politician
In an interview, on September 4,
Conger. We’ve got to do something to of the better class, he would ’have
keep him from writing and talking. shrunk from attendance upon this re- j Hon. Horace L. Chapman, the Demo
Make it strong, Charley,” and the sena ceptlon of the president without an in cratic candidate for governor, express-*
tor winked significantly, “and if you vitation. His presence here has no ed his views on the coal strike as fol
can enjoin him from breathing you more to Justify or excuse It than would lows:
won’t lose anything by your several an uninvited guest at a family wed
“Mr. Chapman, it is reported that
loans to the Populists,” and the senator ding or reunion. But this coarse, vul- j an agreement has been reached be
gar
millionaire
has
no
respect
for
the
•
slapped Major Dick on the back until
decencies or proprieties of life, or for I tween the miners and operators. Have
his back teeth rattled.
“Why—why, your lordship,’’ gasped the civil usages that pertain to social you any information as to the facta io
the major, “I thought you didn’t care customs. He comes to turn a public the matter?”
“I have.”
reception of the president into a poanything about what Conger said.”
“What is the basis of the agree*
“Not a tinker’s damn, Charley, but, litial recruiting camp, and mend his
ment?
”
fortunes
by
violating
the
common
in

you see, other people do—these Chris
“Mr. Ratchford, president of the
tians, you know,” and the senator drop stincts of civility.
United Mine Workers of America, in
ped his voice to a shrill whisper, “and
formed me that an agreement had
what is worse, Charley, Conger is tell
Organize.
been reached between the Pittsburg
ing the truth, and Foraker knows it,”
operators and the miners’ executive
and Senator Hanna gnashed his teeth
The way to prevent fraud and cor committee, after a two days’ confer
in mute rage. “See, Charley?”
ruption in Ohio is by perfect organiza ence, that 65 cents per ton should ba
“It’s a serious thing, your lordship,”
tion. Let the friends of free silver or-, paid for mining in the Pennsylvania
murmured Major Dick.
field the balance of this year; that a
“Serious, Charley,” wailed the sena ganize.
circular Would be issued tomorrow to
tor. “Why, it’s knocking the founda
$Mark Hanna is trying to use the that effect, and calling their represen
tion righ. out from under my senator
president
and the old soldier as a tar- j tatives to neet on Wednesday next,
ial aspirations. Oh, Charley, if you
had only been here when Conger call get to keep off the hot shots that are and said he had no doubt the miners
would accept the terms of the agree
ed, your check, merely as a personal pouring into his calloused hide.
ment, and that work would be resumed
loan, you know, would have settled the
not later than Friday of next week.”
whole business,” and the senator bur
Dick's check No. 143 on Hanna’s '
led his burning brow in his large, sea- Washington bank to buy Pooulists ' “How much were they contending
for?”
tanned flippers.
shows that the golden grease Is run
“Sixty-nine cents in the Pennsyl
ning M •** reie rr ■».•
’fl .u>r woe*:. vania field and CO cents in Ohio.’’
HANNA’S GALL.
“What will he the rate of mining in
This increase in volume of fiat money
Under the head of "What Business ! ought to bring prosperity.
Ohio now?”
Has Hanna Here?” the Columbus ;
“The price for mining in Ohio will
Press of August 31 has the following 1
be 56 cents in the Hocking Valley field
Nash
says
he
wanted
to
scare
the
just and scorching editorial:
nnd the same relative prices which
“Some time ago the state board of Hannaites and the Philistines. When have heretofore prevailed in the bal
David
hit
Goliah
between
the
eyes
agriculture invited President McKinley
ance of the state.”
to attend the state fair on Friday, Sep upon a certain occasion the otjier fel
“Is this an increase over what they
tember 3, and be its guest. In doing lows all ran. Someone has hit $Alark have been getting?”
this the board has been universally Hanna and there is a general stam
“It is an increase of five cents per
commended.. The president of the pede.
ton.”
United States should be welcomed by
“When the strike began did you make
the people everywhere, regardless of
an offer to your men to resume work
party. He is or should be the official
at an increase of 10 cent3 per ton
Hla Last Heal.
representative of all the people.
pending the settlement of the ques
Every day some fresh source of food tion?”
The Press was foremost in urging a
public reception to the president in supply is discovered, says The Stump
“The operators of the entire Jackk*eplog with his high personal charac Collector. Adhesive stamps have not eon field offered the miners when the
hitherto
been
regarded
as
nutritions.
ter and office. It still urges the people i
strike began the price they demanded.
of Columbus and of the state at large : The ostrich prefers gold watches for a It being an increase of 10 cents per ton,
to attend the fair on Friday, and ex- I steady diet, and the traveling tinker’s and to pay the same pending the set
tend to the president their cordial evi- ‘ donkey has a reputation for consuming tlement of the price in the Pennsyl
dences of good will. Let the streets of any clean linen that may be handy.
A Hindoo paper, however, gives an vania field, which the miners thought
our city be thronged with people anx
aeoount
of a curious iucident that oc- 1 would be unwise to accept, fearing It
ious to do honor to this most di3tincurred
at
the residency in a remote dis- j might interfere with their obtaining
gu fih- J guest.
trict
in
Ceylon
a little while ago. Mr. the price demanded In the Pennsyl
But it is now announced that M. A. Pieris, the office
assistant, placed on vania field.”
Hanna is to take advantage of the sit- '
“If they gn to work nowtunder this
his
table
some judicial stamps to the
nation, and force himself upon the value of about 200 rupees. While his ayreeroent. it will be five cents a ton
state board as one of the presidential attention was drawn to something else less than the Jacksoix operators offered
party. ’ Nothing could be more ind’ea- his pet goat was slowly but sprely mak- i to pay them pending the settlement ol
tlve of the character of the man than j ing a meal of the stamps. This was not ; the question, will it not?”
this performance. There was nothing ; discovered until the goat bad swul- ' “Yes, sir It will.”
of a nolitical character in the visit of lowed some 50 rupees’ worth of stamps.
“Well, Mr. Chapman,-what was your
the president as at first announced. I Immediately the goat’s life was do- rosition when this strike began in re
But now that Mark Hanna is to be on mauded as a penalty, and the stamps, gard
granting the demands of the
parade, attend the soldiers’ re afterwurd taken from its stomach, were miners for nicreas?d wages? Did you
union. at Fremont and accompany the forwarded to the commissioner.
believe and do you believe that they
president here, it is manifest that this :
—---- ----- »--------ought to h-v® an ircreased price for
cunning and unprincipled oolltlcian '
Lepers and the Law.
mining o? living wages?”
h
seeks to make use of the return of the I The Kormau-Euglish laws enacted
“When the strike bbgnn I stated pahpresident to the 3tate, to build up his that a leper hud neither power to sno liriy nrd t 1 the miners that I was in
shattered political fortunes. He is will in any court nor to inherit. propt rty. fav«r °f
’•^'-p’v’ng
full rriea
ing and anxious to take a cheap ad During his lifetime he was peimittod that they demanded, that they were envantage of the immense gathering at , to enjoy the usufruct of any property in
tlP'»d to it rnd ought to have it. and I
the state fair to greet the president, in : his possessiou at the tiihe he was * ’found believr so «ow. I only regret that in
order to exhibit his coarse ’figure and guilty,” so to speak, of leprosy, but all
the eettlew’nt they did not get the full
borrow a prominence that otherwise he • rights of disposition ovet I lie lost.
advance of 10 cents
ton ”
TO

ENJOIN

CONGER.

A CENEROUS ACT

Supplement to The Mt. Vernon Banner.
2d, Scribner’s Drug Store, order for
2d, cuffs and holder, Nixon & Co.......... 8 25
1st, order merchandise, Mitchell &
25
goods................................................... ....?
Best breeding pen.
Son............................................................. 8
Best
one-half bus. crimson clover seed.
1st,
Fair
association
................................
2d, tooth brush. Craft & Taugher........
1st,
W.
D.
Browning,
order
for
goods.
.
2d, tooth brush. P. A. Baker...................
Ewe 1 year and under 2.
2d, P. A. Baker, 1 box Talcum powder
Golden Spangled Hamburgs—Best pair,
1st, merchandise, J. D. Ankeny............
Best one-lialf bus. flax seed,
cock and nen.
2d. merchandise, Scribner's drug
AND PROGRAM
65
a 1st, Banning’s Eagle Mill, % sack flour
1st,
pipe,
C.
F.
Brent
................................
store....................................... . ..............
2d, VV. S. Sperry, order for goods.
2d, broom. Allen & Trimble..................
Ram lamb.
Best
one-ha.f
bus.
buckwheat.
Best
pair,
cockerell
and
pullet.
1st, vinegar bottle. F. L. Beam............
of m------1st, Order merchandise, F. L. Beam..
1st, merchandise, R.C. Mitche: 1& Son.
2d. hair cut and shave, W. H. Short...
2d, Scribner’s Drug Store, order for
2d, hair brush, Dever's drug store....
Ewe lamb.
goods .............................
...............
Best breeding pen.
1st, 1 lb. tea, C. J. Baker.........................
Largest and best developed 6 ears Held
Third Annual
1st, Fair association....... ....................
2d, dish pan, F. L. Beam........................
corn.
2d,
“
“
...................................
Pen 5 get of 2-year-old bucks
1st. Order merchandise, Nixon & Co.
Silver Spangled Hamburgs—Best pair,
1st, French coffee pot, W. W. Miller ..
2d, Stadler, the furnisher, 1 pair sus
cock and hen.
2d. wash boiler, O. C. Chase...................
penders .....................................................
1st.
granite
stew
pan.
J.
M.
Blocher
Hampshire Downs—Ram 2 years and
50 Best display of winter wheat
& Co...........................................................
over.
1st,
C. A. Dermody, 1 vest pattern.... 2 00
2d.
necktie,
Nixon
&
Co
...........................
1st, Fair association
.........................
50
2d, J. S. Ringwalt, table linen...............
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
2d, neck tie, H. Spitzer & Co .
Best display of popcorn.
---------AND--------1st, Fair association................................
Ewe 2 years and over.
1st,
White
Star
Laundry,
laundry
work
50
2d.
“
“
................................
1st, Fair association ....
...................
2d, Dr. P. A. Baker. 1 box tooth powder
25
Best breeding pen.
2d, Hour sieve. F. L. Beam......................
For the largest and best display ot
1st, Fair association ..............................
Ram 1 year and under 2.
farm products.
2d,
”
“
................................
1st. Fair association
.........................
1st. Priz-i Durock Jersey boar pig,
Black Hamburgs—Best pair, cock and
2d, hair cut and shave, J. H. Lewis....
Wilson Green, Ankenytown. Ohio . 8 8 00
hen.
Ewe 1 year and under 2.
2d.
room fine gold wall paper, F. L.
1st, decorated night lamp, F. L. Beam.
1st, Fair association................................
Beam.......................................................... 5 00
MT. VERNON. O.»
2d, web halter, Henderson & Bennett.
2d, merchandise, W. D. Browning ....
Best pair, cockerell and pullet
SEVENTH DEPARTMENT-VEGETABLES.
Ram lamb.
1st, order White Star laundry............
1st, Fair association................................
Allen J. beach, Superintendent
2d, hair cut and shave, A. Wineland..
2d, bath sponge, P. A. Baker.................
25
Best breeding pen.
Ewe lamb.
Prem.
1st, Fair association .............................
1st, Fair association................................
50
Best display of squashes.
2d.
“
“
................................
2d. Halter. J. K. Schnebly......................
25
1st, J. S. ftlngnalt, table linen............
75
Houdans
—
Best
pair,
cock
and
hen.
Pen 5 get of 2 year-old bucks.
2d, Dr. P. A Baker, 1 bottle Standard
SEPT. 28,29 AND 20,1897.
50
1st, order O. K. laundry.........................
1st. butter knife, F. A. Clough
.... 1 00
cough
syrup
............................................
25
2d,
dish
pan,
C.
R
Patterson
...............
2d, decorated teapot, F. L. Beam .......
75
Best display of pumpkins.
Best pair, cocker-11 and pullet.
Best pen fat weathers.
65
1st, Half sackflour. Wm. Banning....
1st
’
order
Pearl
laundry
........................
1st, stand, Spitzer & Co........................... 1 50
2d. Box Talcum powder, P A. Baker..
2d, pair vases* F. L. Beam......................
2d, Fair association........................
75
Best display of watermelons, home grown.
Best breeding pen.
FIRST DEPARTMENT—HORSES.
1st, Breastpin, F A. Clough............
FOURTH DEPARTMENT—HOGS.
50
1st, Fair association................................
2d. Dish pan, Wm. Bird & Son..............
Joseph Cox, Superintendent.
2d.
’’
“
................................
Otto Skeen, Superintendent.
Best
display of muskmelons.
Buff Cochins—Best pair, cock and hen.
1st, Order merchandise, F. L. Beam .
Prem.
Hogs will be provided with pens with roofs.
1st Fair association
......................
2d,
Order for merchandise, W. D.
Best draft stallion with four of his
2d, hair cut and shave, Thayer Bros..
Prem.
Berkshire—Best boar, any age
Browning
.......................................
colts not over 3 years old.
.
50 Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st, Fair association .............
Best
display
of cucumbers.
1st, Fair association....... ......... . ............. 8 J 60
1st. Every Day Cook Book. “The
25
2d.
”
•’
............
1st, 2 cakes H. & H. soap. Nixon & Co.
50
2d, "
“
........................
1 00 Best sow, any age.
Bookstore” ..............................................
2d, Box soap. Harry M. Green...............
Best draft mare or gelding.
2d. curry comb, Ed. Berbower
.......
1st Fair association..............................
50
Best display of tomatoes.
1st. Fair association.................... ■ ........ 1 w
2d.
”
”
25 Best breeding pen.
1st, 7 yards shirting, J. 3. Ringwalt...
2d, suit underwear, Stadler, the
1st. Fair association
......................
Best litter of not less than 6 pigs, under
2d, Order, Pearl Laundry......................
clothier........
...................... *
2d, pr. ladies' hose. C. R. Patterson ...
3 months old. with sow.
Best
display of onions.
Best draft mare and colt foaled 1897.
1st. Fair association................................ 1 00 Partridge Cochin—Best pair, cock and
25
1st, sponge, Harry M. Green.................
1st, Fair association................................ 1
hen.
2d.
2d.
bottle
shoe polish, R. S. Hull..........
2d. •• ’
"
............
'5 Durock Jerseys—Best boar, any age.
1st, decorated night lamp, F. L. Beam
Best
display
of
beets.
Best team draft mares or geldings.
2d. merchandise. W. D. Browning.......
1st. Fair association................................
50
1st, box toilet soap, Nixon & Co............
1st, Fair association................................ 1 50
pair, cockerell and pullet
2d. pair salt and peppers, F. A. Clough.
50 Best
2d, decorated pickle dish, F .L. Beam..
2d
•*
................................ 1 00
1st, picture frame, F. A. Clough............
Best display of turnips.
Best sow. any age.
Best roadster stallion with four of his
2d.
tooth
brush,
P.
A.
Baker
........
1st, Fair association................................
1st, order merchandise. Nixon & Co...
colts uot exceeding 3 years old.
Best breeding pen.
2d, fruit dish. F. L. Beam......................
2d. “
“
................................
25
1st. Fair association.................. ............. 2 00
1st, Fair association.................................
Best
litter
of
not
less
than
6
pigs,
under
Best
display of carrots.
1
00
2d,
“
"
.........................
2d,
"
"
••••••........................
3 months old. with sow.
1st, order merchandise, Stadler, the
Best roadster mare or gelding.
Black Cochins—Best pair, cock and hen.
1st.
Fair
association
................................
1
00
clothier
.....................................................
1
00
50
1st, Fair association.............................. »
1st. merchandise, W. S Sperry............
2d, bottle Green's Cough Syrup, H M.
2d.
"
"
.........................
50
2d. web halter. Ed. Berbower...............
2d, “
“
..............................
Chester
Whites
—
Best
boar,
any
age.
Green
........................................................
Best roadster mare and colt foaled 1897.
Best pair, cockerell and pullet
1st, Fair association................................
50 Best display of radishes.
1st, Fair association................................ 1 00
1st, ladies’ rubbers. Silas Parr............
1st, order merchandise. Nixon & Co...
75
2d, “
“
................................
20
2d, 1 lb condition powders, Dever's
2d
“
“
................................
2d. hat pin. Dermody & McGough.......
Best sow, any age.
Best team roadsters, mares or geldings.
drug
store
................................................
1st,
hot
water
oottle,
P.
A.
Baker
........
1
00
1
50
Best
display of egg plant.
1st, Fair association................................
breeding pen.
2d, Fair association..................................
*5 Best
1st. box Blue Grass Condition pow
2d
•*
“
................................ 1 00
1st, Fair association................................
Best litter of 6 pigs, under 3 months old.
ders,
H. M. Green..................................
Best exhibition roadsters by one exhib
2d.
“
’’
................................
2d, celery trav, F. L. Beam..................
with sow.
Cochiu Bantams—Best pair, cock
1st. order for goods. W. D. Browning . 1 00 Buffand
Best
display
of celery.
it, Fair association............ .................. 2 00
hen.
50
2d, hanging lamp. F. L. Beam...............
1st. order merchandise, Nixon & Co...
2d, pair gloves. J.b. Ringwalt.......... 1 00
1st, child’s hat. Norton AKindrick....
Poland China—Best boar, any age.
2d.
“
“
Stadler, the
Best exhibition of colts by one exhibit
2d, toilet soap. Craft & Taugher..........
1st, Fair association................................
50 Best cockerell and pullet
clothier.................................................
or, from same horse, not less than
2d.
gravy
boat,
F.
L.
Beam
....................
40
Best
display
of
peppers.
1st,
merchandise.
W.
S.
Sperry
..........
six.
1st, order merchandise, F. L. Beam...
1st, Fair association................................ 3 00 Best sow, any age.
2d. tooth brush Dever’s drug store ...
2d, pr. grain sacks, Henderson & Ben
1st, Fair association................................
2d,
“
“
...................... 1 99
Best breeding pen.
25
2d,
ladles
’
stage
slippers,
H.
Spitzer
nett.....................:......................................
Best mare and two colts, yearling and
1st, Fair association................................
35
Best display of cabbage.
& Co.......................................
• ,
suckling.
2d, “
“
..........................
Best
litter
of
not
less
than
six
pigs,
1st,
3
cans
of
corn,
J.
C.
&
G.
W.
Arm

1st, Fair association................................ 1 5U
B B. R. Bantams—Best pair, cock and
under 3 months old with sow.
strong
.................................................
hen.
2d.
*•
“
......................
2d. can Home Guard Stake salmon,
1st. Fair association................................ I 00
1st, tray. Young & Clark.........................
Best single driver.
, _ ,
,
,
50
20
Parmenter & Phillips.........................
2d, order for goods. W. .D. Browning..
1st, pair gents' shoes, L. H. Lewis....... 1 ,->o
2d, horse pad, J. K. Schnebly...............
Best display of cauliflower.
2d tty net. Cooper & Ransom................. 1 00 Best herd of 1 boar and 3 sows, any age
Best breeding pen.
1st order merchandise, Stadler, the
or breed.
.. ,
.
50
Best team drivers, mares or geldings.
1st.
Fair
association
................................
1st. l year's subscription to Tri Week
clothier.....................................................
1st, rocker, Spitzer & Co...............
. 2 00
2d.
”
“
........................
00 Cornish
2d, 2 linen collars, men's, NLxon &Co.
ly Republican............... •.....................
2d, buggy duster. C. A. Bope.................. 1 oo
Indian Game—Besi pair, cock
Best
display of beans.
2d
,
order
for
goods.
W.
S.
Sperry
........
1
00
Best matched team, mares or geldings.
and hen.
50
1st, breast pin, F. A. Clough...................
Heaviest hog. auy age or breed.
1st, Fair association................................ 1
1st, Fair association................................
2d.
bottle
perfume, P. A Baker............
1st.
vest.
Stadler,
the
Clothier
.............
1
00
2d. umbrella, Nixon & Co.......... ........ 1 m
2d.
’’
’’
...................................
Largest head of cabbage.
2d. 6 yds. outing Hannel, Ringwalt....
60 Best
Best saddle horse or mare.
pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st. sweater, Nixon & Co.........................
1st, easel, James Back........................... 1 25
1st, Fair association................................
FIFTH DEPARTMENT—POULTRY.
2d, hose. Stadler, the clothier...............
2d stand, Jos. McCormick......................
2d, “
“
........
............
Chas. a. Bird, Superintendent.
Largest
squash.
Best Shetland pony and single turnout
B. B. R. Game—Best pair, cock and hen.
1st, 5 vds. crash J. S. Ringwalt............
driven by boy or girl not over 13
H. A. Bridge. Judge.
1st. pr. towels. Nixon & Co....................
2d,
order
merchandise, Nixon & Co...
years old.
„ ,
m
2d, horse brush. C. A. Bope...................
Prem.
Largest pumpkin.
1st, pair gloves, L. A. Quaid.................. 1 00 B. Plymouth Rocks — Best pair, cock
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
50
1st,
10
yds.
muslin. J. S. Ringwalt.......
2d. order for goods. Mitche 1 & Son....
1st, merchandise. W. S. Sperry............
and uen.
,
„
2d, tooth brush, Harry M. Green........
Best lady equestrienne.
2d. merchandise, Scribner’s drug
1st. linen handkerchief. J. S. RingBest
peck
Beauty
of
Hebron
potatoes.
1st, ladles’gloves, J. S. Ringwalt........ 1 50
store...........................................................
wait........................................................... * 50
1st. decorated night lamp, to hang, F.
2d, picture, F. L. Beam........................... 1 00
2d. necktie. A. M. Stadler......................
25 Best breeding pen.
L. Beam..................
...................
1st, Fair association................................
Best pair, c ckerell and pullet.
SECOND DEPARTMENT-CATTLE
2d,
bottle perfume. Harry M. Green..
2d,
“
“
................................
1st. pair slippers, Silas Parr.................
50
Best peck Early Ohio.
Duck
Wing
Games
—
Best
pair,
cock
and
Chas. A. Young, Superintendent.
2d. Fair association..................................
'25
1st, child’s cap, Dermodv & McGough.
hen,
breeding pen with B. Plymouth
2d, box fine soap, J. C. & G. W. Arm
This department will be In livery barn, late BestRocks.
1st. Fair association................................
.
strong........................................................
Timothy Bartlett. West Vine street. Stalls
2d. “
"
................................
1st, lamp. F. L. Beam.............................. 1 00
Best peck While Star.
will be provided but exhibitors must furnish
2d. sleeve buttons. Young & Clark.......
50 Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st,
bottle hair tonic, J. S. Ringwalt..
their own feed.
1st, Fair association................................
Best pair, cock and hen.
2d. order merchandise, Stadler, the
2d, "
”
......................
Best bull, beef breed, any age,
Prem
1st, plush cap. I. & D. Rosenthall........
50
clothier
....................................................
1st, Fair association.........................
8 1 00
2d. broom. Phillips & Perry .................
25 Pile Games—Best pair, cock and hen.
50 Best peck Burbanks.
1st, Fair association................................
2d. box horse and cattle powder. Craft
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st.
Pair
Men
’s Gloves. J. S. Ringwalt
2d, “
................................
& Taugher...............................................
1st, Fair association................................
50
2d, Order of merch ndise, Stadler the
Best cow, beef breed, ani age.
2d, hair brush, P. A. Baker...................
25 Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
clothier
............
.............................
1st. Fair association................................
1st. 1 year’s subscription to Weekly
Breeding pen.
,
.
Best peck Early Rose.
2d. “
”
................................
Republican. Republican Publish
1st, merchandise, J. D. Ankeny............ 1 00
1st,
Pr.
Mens'
Gloves,
Stadler the
ing Co........................................................ J 00
2d
“
W. D. Browning ....
50
CLASS 10—TURKEYS.
Clothier
........ .. .........■ ...
50 White Wyandottes— Best pair, cock aud
2d. hair brush. Harry M. Green ..........
2d,
Pickle
Dish,
F.
L.
Beam
..................
Bronze
—
Old
pair.
Best cow and calf, beef breed.
hen.
Best peck Empire.
Fair association .......................................
1st, order for goods. J. D. Ankeny....... 1 00
1st, whip. J. K. Schnebly........................
50 Young pair.
1st,
Sleeve
Buttons.
Stadler
theClo
’ier
2d buggy duster. Cooper & Ransom
*'*
2d, dish pan, J. »i. Blocher & Co............
30
75
2d. Sugar Spoon, F. L. Beam .............
Fair association.........................................
Best herd beef cattle, not less than four.
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
Best
Peck
American
Wonder.
1st, Fair association................................ 2 00
1st, merchandise, Scribner & Co..........
50 Narragansetts—Old pair.
1st. Box Talcum Powder, Harry M,
c’air association.......................................
2d, picture. J no. Blocher & Co............... 1 50
2d. web halter, Cooper & Ransom.......
25
25
Green
..........................
.........
Young pair.
Heaviest steer, any breed and age.
Best breeding pen.
2d. Order Merchandise, Nixon & Co.,..
Fair association.........................................
1st, meat platter, F. L. Beam............... 1 00
1st, bottle Rhamnin Tonic. Ed Dever.. 1 00
Best
peck
White
Elephant.
2d. 2 lbs. baking powder, J. C. & G. W
50 White—Old pair.
2d. merchandise, Mitchell, & Son........
1st, Order Pearl Laundry
.......
50
Fair association .......................................
Armstrong ..............................................
00 Black Langshans — Best pair, cock
2d, Order Merchandise, Stadler............
25
Young pair.
Best bull, any breed and age.
and hen.
Best peck new variety.
Fair association......................... .............
1st. jardlnere stand. Jas. Back ............ 1 50
1st, salad bowl, F. u. Beam ..................
1st,
Lamp,
E.
O.
Arnold
.....................
40
2d. hatchet. C. A. Bopt-.................... ........
75
2d, gent's half hose, Nixon & Co..........
25
CLASS 11—DUCKS.
2d, Hat Pin, Dermody & McGough ...
25
Best cow, dairy breed, any age.
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
Best
display
Sweet
Potatoes.
Pekin
—
Old
pair.
1st. canned goods. J. C. &G. W. Arm
1st. Fair association................................
Music Folio, L. C. Penn..........................
50
Fair association .......................................
strong ........................................................ 1 00
2d, neck tie. I. & D. Rosenthall..............
2d. Order Merchandise, Nixon &Co...
25
Young pair.
2d. shirt. L. A. Quaid................................
50 Best breeding pen.
Bushel
largest
Potatoes.
Fair
association
.......................................
Best bull, dairy breed, any age.
1st. paper rack. J. Back......................... 1 (K) Rouen -Old pair.
1st,
Smyrna
Rug.
E.
O.
Arnold....
.
50
1st, lamp. F. L. Beam.............................. 1 00
50
2d. porcelain pot, J. M. Blocher & Co..
75
2d, fancy cream pitcher, Spitzer & Co..
25
Fair association.........................................
2d. order for goods. J. D. Ankeny.......
50 S. C. Leghorns—Best pair, cock and hen.
Largest single ixttato.
Young
pair.
Besi herd, anv breed, one bull and not
1st, Fair association................................
1st, sleeve buttons. Young & Clark
50
Fair association .......................................
less than three cows.
2d, sponge. Craft & Taugher.................
2d. order merchandise, F. L. Beam. ..
Muscovy—Old pair.
2 00 Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st, Fair association
........................
75
Best
and
largest
display
of
vegetables.
Fair
association
.......................................
1 00
2d. doz. napkins. Nixon tCo.
1st, horse brush. Henderson &
1st. order weaving 25 yds. rag carpet
Young pair.
SWEEPSTAKES—Best herd dairy cat
Bennett.................................................
1 75
A. L. Dunlap
Fair association.......... ..............................
tie.any breed.one bull and 3 females,
2d, 3 cans tomatoes, Armstrong Bros..
50
2d, blankets, J. S. Ringwalt.................
2 of which shall be in mtik—Thor
CLASS
12
—
GEESE.
Best breeding pen
oughbred registered A. J. C. C. bull
1st. one-half ton coal, F. H. Beckley.. 1
EIGHTH DEPARTMENT-FRUITS.
Toulouse—Old pair.
isrf-............................................................. *>00
2d, merchandise, W. S. Sperry............
50
Fair association.........................................
Wm. H. Thompson, SuperintendentR. C, Brown Leghorns Best pair, cock
Young pair.
Finest Jersey cow.
and hen.
Young
pair.
Prem.
1 year’s subscription to Semi-weekly
1st. Fair association................................
50
Fair
association
.......................................
Apples
—Best display winter varieties.
News..................................... . ................... 1 00
2d, horse brush. J. K. Schnebly............
25 African—Old pair.
1st, table linen. J. S. Ringwalt...........$ 1 00
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
Fair association.......................................
2d, cap, Stadler, the clothier ..............
50
THIRD DEPARTMENT—SHEEP.
1st. Fair association................................
50 Y'oung pair.
Best display of fall varieties.
S. T. Vannatta, Superintendent.
2d. shoe polish, Silas Parr......................
25
Fair association.......................................
1st, box cigars, Mitchell’s cigar store 2 00
Best breeding pen.
White—Old pair.
2d.order merchandise, F. L. Beam...
50
Sheep will be provided with pens with
1st. setter fork, Henderson & Bennett.
75
Fair Association.......................................
Six largest apples.
roofs on street.
2d, butcher knife. F. L. Beam...............
50 Young pair.
1st. order merchandise, Nixon & Co...
25
Prem. S. C. White Leghorns—Best pair, cock
Fair association.......................................
2d,
“
“
Stadler...........
25
Delaine Merinos—Ram 2 yrs old or over.
and hen.
Other fruits—Best display of pears.
CLASS 13—PIGEONS.
1st. Fair association................................
50
1st. pair overalls, Stadler, the
1st, decorated hanging night lamp, F.
2d, hair cut and shave. Sapp & Strang.
35 Largest collection 3 or more varieties
clothier................................ j..................
50
L. Beam
................................
50
in pens.
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
2d. 2 linen collars. L. A. Quaid......... 25
2d,
order merchandise, Nixon &Oo...
25
1st. book. “Wild Beasts and Birds,’’
1st, Fair association................................
50
Ewe 2 yrs. old or over
Best display of plums.
W.
W.
Miller
............................................
3
00
2d, 1 lb Home Guard coffee. Parmen
1st. necktie, Doelfs & Porter.................
50
1st, 10 yds. calico, J. S. Rinrwalt .......
50
2d, 2 Vols. "Memoirs of W. T. Sher,
ter & Phillips.........................................
2d. halter, C. A. Bope............. . ................
25
2d, order merchandise, Stadler
....
25
man,” R. I Arnold................................ 2 00 Best
Ram, one year and under 2.
Best breeding pen.
display of quinces.
1st, duster, J. K. Schnebly..*..................
50
1st, merchandise, J. D. Ankeny............ 1 00
SIXTH DEPARTMENT—GRAIN AND
1st, 1 doz. lead jiencils. Harr}’ M. Green
50
2d. tobacco pouch. C. F. Brent..............
25
2d, granite coffee pot. Spitzer&Co....
50
2d. order merchanuise. F. L Beam,..,
25
SEEDS.
Ewe, one year and under 2.
R. C. White Leghorns—Best pair, cock
Best
displav
of
black
grapes.
E. W. Tulloss, Superintendent.
1st, order for goods. W. D. Browning.
50
and hen.
1st,ladies'rubbers, R. S. Hull
....
60
2d. shoe brush. Craft & Taugher........
25
1st, Fair association................................
50
Prem,
2d, order merchandise, Nixon & Co ...
25
Ram lamb.
2d. comb, P. A Baker..............................
25 Best one-half bus. longberry red wheat.
Best display of white grapes.
1st. lb. tine tea, J. C. & G. W. Arm
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st, Northwestern Elevator & Mill Ctt $2 00
1st, oraer merchindl.se. F. L. Beam...
50
strong ........................................................
50
1st, nickel teapot, Henderson &
2d................................................................ .1 1 00
2d, order merchandise. Stadler ..........
25
2d. order for goods. Scribner’s drug
Bennett..................................................
65 2d, best one half bus. longberry red
Best display of red grapes
store...........................................................
25
2d. merchandise. Scribner & Co
.25
wheat. Nixon & Co.,Indigo dress pat'rn 75
1st. sheet music, L. C. Penn...................
50
Ewe lamb.
Black Leghorns-Best pair, cock and
Best • ne-half bus. shortberry wheat.
2d, Fair association
.
.
..25
1st. teapot. F. L. Beam.............................
50
hen.
Northwestern Mill & Elevator Co.
Best
and
most
artistic
display
of
fruit.
2d, horse brush. Cooper & Ransom....
25
1st, gent'g plain gold filled ring,
1st, cash...................................................... 2 00
1st, pair ladles’shoes, L. H. Lewis ... 2 00
Best pen 5 get of 2 year-old bucks.
H. Spitzer & Co.......................................
50
2d, cash........................................................ 1 00
2d. rt vds. Canton flannel. J. S. Ring
1st. 1 book. Sherman's Memoirs, W. W.
2d, 3 boxes axle grease. Cooper &
Best one-half bush amber what.
walt ......................................
...........
60
Miller........................................................ 1 50
Ransom....................................................
25
1st, W. H. Jennings, one-half sack
75 Best pair, cockerell and pallet
2d, coffee pot. F. L. Beam......................
NINTH DEPARTMENT-FLOWERS.
Lakehome flour:...................................
65
Long Wools—Ram 2 years and over.
1st, napkin ring. Young & Clark..........
50
2d, F. L Beam, white porcelain pot..
50
Miss Margaret Ash, Superintendent
1st. order for goods, W. D. Browning.
2d, Fair association..................................
25 Best sheaf wheat.
2d. Fair association ................................
Black Minorcas-Best pair, cock and
1st, J. S. Ringwalt. suit underwear.... 1 00 This display will be in the storeroom. No. 2
Ewe 2 years and over.
hen.
35
2d, Levi Glosser, hair cut and shave..
Kokoslng block. N. E. Cor. Public Square.
1st. order for goods, J. D. Ankeny....
1st, merchandise, W. S. Sperry............
50 Best one-half bus. white oats.
2d. Fair association..................................
2d, hair brush, P. A. Baker...................
25
Best collection of palms.
1st, J. D. Ringwalt, 5 yards of crash..
Ram 1 year and under 2.
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st, Bohemian vase. E. O. Arnold .....
50
2d. Stadler, the lurnisher, 2 collars..
1st. order for goods. R C Mitchell....
1st, Fair association............... ,..............
50 Best one-half bus. black oats.
2d, order merchandise, Nixon & Co....
25
2d, Fair association................................
2d, pair cufis, L. A. Quaid......................
25
Best
collection
of
ferns.
1st. Banning's Eagle Mill. 54 sack flour
Ewe 1 year and under 2.
Best breeding pen
1st. silver butter knife, E. O. Arnold ..
50
2d, Armstrong Bros, 1 pound coffee..
1st, coffee mill. Bird & Son..........
1st, umbrella. I. & D. Rosenthall........ 1 00 Best sheaf oats.
2d. order merchandise, Stadler..
25
2d, Fair association..................................
2d, cotfee pot’ Wm. Bird.........................
50
Best collection of begonias, not less
1st, W. S. Sperry. Merchandise........
Ram lamb.
Blue Andalusians—Best pair, cock and
than ten varieties.
2d, F. L. Beam, decorated pickle dish.
1st, order for goods, Scribner's drug
hen.
1st, bottle almond cream, J. S. Ring
Best one-half bus. rye.
*t<>re...........................................................
1st merchandise, Scribner & Co............
50
walt....
..
...............
1st, J. S. Ringwalt. pair hose...............
2d, Fair association ................................
2d, vase, E. O. Arnold
...
.........
25
2d. soap, Allen & Trimble ....
....
25
2d. Harry M. Green’s Drug .store.
e lamb.
Best collection of geraniumns, not less
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
package blue grass condition powder
1st. porcelain teapot. F. L. Beam........
1st, pipe, Chas. F. Brent.........................
50 Best sheat rye.
than 24 varieties.
2d, Fair association
1st, pr. ladies’kid gloves. Nixon & Co.. 1 00
2d, whisk broom, P. A. Baker...............
25
1st, Armstrong Bros,, 1 bottle sweet
Best pen 5 get of 2-year-old bucks.
W. F. Black" Spanish—Best pair, cock
2d. bottle almond cream, J. S. Ring
pickles ......................................................
1st. 1 year's subscription to Banner,
walt...............
...
.................
50
and hen.
5d, C. A. Bope, 1 butcher knife..............
Frank Harper......................................... 1 50
1st, pair gloves, Doelfs & Porter........
50 Best one-half bus. barley.
Best floral design for funeral work.
2d, order for goods. W. S. Sperry........
75
1st, pr. ladies’shoes, Silas Parr ....... 150
2d, pocket knife, C. A. Bope..................
25
1st. Henderson & Bennett, 1 horse poke
.•Shropshire Downs—Ram 2 years and
2d. b .by bonnet. Dermody & McGough
75
Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
24, Card receiver, F. L. Beam...............
over.
1st, men's gloves, I. & D. Rosenthall..
50 Best one-half bus. millet seed.
Best floral design in colors,
1st. milk bucket. O. C. Chase.................
50
1st, order merchandise. Stadler, the
2d. merchandise. W. S. Sperry............
35
1st, F. L. Beam, glass and tin egg
2d, hair cut and shave. Jts. N. Barker.
15 Best breeding pen.
Clothier.',.................................................
50
beater ........................................................
Ewe 2 years and over.
2d. rose bowl, cut-glass pattern, E. O.
1st, I Volume Wild Beasts and Cap
2d. Green’s Drug Store, Blue Grass
1st, whip, Henderson & Bennett..........
50
ture, W. W. Miller................................ 1 50
Arnold......................................................
26
Condition Powder................................
50 Best one-half bus. timothy seed.
2d. 2 cans Home Guard fruit. ParmenBestcollection of plants and cut flowers.
2d, shirt, Deolfs and Porter.
ter & Phillips..........................................
40 W. C. Black Polish—Best cock and hen.
50
1st, 1 doz. photos, Wark, photograph
1st. J. S. Ringwalf. one handkerchief
Ram 1 year and under 2.
1st, Fair association................................
2d. W. D. B: owning, order for goods..
25
er................................................................ ? 2 00
JSf. pr. husking gloves. H. A. Spitzer
2d, lamp shade, E. O. Arnold............... l 00
2d. pail. Wm. Bird & Son........................
Best one-half bus. red clover seed.
1st, J. S. Ringwalt, 1 pr. cent's mittens
50
& Co............................................................
50 Best pa'r. cockerell and pullet.
TENTH DEPARTMENT-CULINARY
1st, shirt, Doelfs & Porter....................
2d, dripping pan. F. L. Beam ...............
25
2d, Ed Berbower, 1 box washers.........
25
ARTICLES.
2d, merchandise, W. S. Sperry..............
Ewe 1 year ana under 2.
Best one-half bus. Alslke clover seed.
1st, order for goods, W. D. Browning
50 Best breeding pen.
1st, order merchandise. F. C. Beam...
50
Mrs. Mary P. Scott, Superintendent
1st. Fair association................................
jM. Fair Association..................................
25
2d, Soap, Parmenter & Phillips.. .........
25
2d. necktie, L. A. Quaid...........................
Best one-half bus. white field corn.
R.tiu lamb.
_
This display will be in store room No. 4,
1st porcelain teapot, F. L Beam.......
.->0 White Polish—Best pair, cock and hen.
1st, ,T. S. Ringwalt, one shirt...............
50 Kokoslng block, N. E. corner public square.
50
1st, pocket knife, Wm. Bird & Son.......
2d. W. D. Browning, order for goods..
25
2d, necktie, E. R. Patterson...................
25
Best roll of butter
Prem.
2d, toilet soap. Green’s drug store ....
Best one-half bus. yellow corn.
Ewe lamb.
1st, 12 yds calico. J. S. Ringwalt........ 8 60
1st, W. S. Sperry, order for goods.,..
50
1st. whip, Ed. Berbower................... ».
50 Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
2d. glass fruit dish, E. O. Arnold........
25
2d, coffee pot. O. C Cnase........................
»
1st, merchandise. J. D. Ankeny............
2d. Parmenter & Phillips, 2 bottles ex
2d.
•’
R. C. Mitchell &
Pen of 5 get of 2-year-olds.
tracts ..............................................
25 Best three loaves home-made bread.
1st. bottle almond cream. J. S. Ring
Son.............................................................
Tallest stock field corn.
1st. spray pump, Henderson & Ben
walt ...........................................................
1 25 Best breeding pen.
1st, Gent's mittens, J. S. Ringwalt....
50
2d, lamp. E O. Arnold.............................
ny” coffee mill. Wm. Bird & Son............
50
1st, Fair association................................
2d, Republican Bookstore, package
2d. table linen. J. S. Ringwalt...............
note paper...............................................
25 Best twelve biscuits.
South Downs—Ram 2 years and over.
1st, china cracker jar, E. O. Arnold...
Golden Polish—Best pair, cock and hen.
Stock of corn with largest No. ears.
1st, night lamp, F. L- Beam..................
2d. ladies’ shirt waist, Nixon & Co.......
1st, merchandise, Scribner’s drug
1st, Banning's Eagle Mill. 54 sack flour
65
2d/glass dish. H. Spitzer & Co...............
Best
angel food,
store...
...........................................
2d. Craft & Taugher, 1 bottle Foley's
Ewe 2 years and over.
2d, merchandise. W. D. Browning.......
Cough cure.............................
25
1st. fruit set. seven pieces, E. O. Ar
1st, Fair association................................
50
Best one-half bus. Alfalfa clover seed.
nold ...........................................................
B0
2d. halter. C. A. Bope
......................
25 Best pair, cockerell and pullet.
1st, set bread knives. C. A. Bope..........
1st, F. L. Beam, butter dish...................
50
2d, order merchandise Stadler, the
Ram 1 year and under 2.

OFFICIAL PREMIUM LIST

FREE STREET FAIR

AGRICULTURAL EXHIBIT, '

Tnesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

clothier..................................................... * 28
Best Ice cream cake,
1st Penang dress pattern, Nixon & Co.
75
2d, box note paper, E. O. Arnold..........
25
Best fruit cake,
1st, hair brush. Harry M. Green..........
50
2d. fruit dish. F. L. Beam......................
25
Best display canned fruits,
1st, ladies’ hat, Dermody and Mc
Gough........................................................ 1 00
2d, bottle hair tonic. J. S. Ringwalt. .
50
Best display of Jellies,
1st, pr. ladies' slippers. R. S. Hull.......
75
2d, 1 doz. tumblers. E. O. Arnold..........
40
Best twelve doughnuts.
1st. bottie Fry’s Beauty, J. S. Ringwalt
50
2d, granite stew pan, E, O. Arnold.'...
25
Best display of pickles,
1st, glass tea set, E. O. Arnold..............
50
2d, box face powder, P. A. Baker... .
25
Best display catsup.
1st, gravy tureen, F. L. Beam............
75
2d, ladies’ silk tie, Nixon & Co..............
25
Best display of honey,
1st, belt buckle set, ladles, F. A.
Clough ......................................................
75
40
2d. pr. vases, F. L. Beam........................
Best display maple molasses,
1st, bottle Russian Bloom, J. S. Ring
50
walt ...........................................................
40
2d, decorated gravy boat, F. L. Beam.
ELEVENTH DEPARTMENT—FINE ARTS
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.
Mrs. Geo. S Bennett. Superintendent
This display will be in store room, S. E. Cor.
Main and Vine St, Ward building.
Best study in oil from nature,
Prem.
1st, 1 doz. photos. Wark, photograph
er........ ........................................................8 2 00
2d, decorated meat dish, F. L. Beam..
90
Best study of flowers In oil,
1st, rug. E. O. Arnold................................ 1 00
05
2d, one-half sack flour. Wm. Banning.
Best study of fruit, oil or water color,
1st, gravy tureen, F L. Beam..............
2d. cut glass salt and peppers, E. O..
50
Arnold......................................................
Best portrait in oil or water color.
1st, photograph order, Shoemaker.
photographer......................................... 1 00
2d, Bottle Russian Bloom, J. S Ring
50
walt ..................................... ......................
Best crayon portraits,
1st, ladles' belt, F. A. Clough............... 1 00
60
2d, tea pot, F. L. Beam.............................
Best display pastel paintings.
1st. ladies' hat, McGough & Dermody. 1 00
40
2d, china cake plate, E. O. Arnold ....
Best specimen pen drawing.
1st. photograph order, Shoemaker,
photographer.........................................
50
2d. silver thimble, Nixon & Co............
50
Best specimen mapdrawitg
1st. *4 sack flour, Wm Banning............
65
2d, china s*lad dish. E. O. Arnold.......
25
Best display paper flowers.
1st, corset. J. S. Rincwalt...................... 1 00
40
2d, decorated gravy boat, F. L Beam.
Best display of paintings on fabrics.
1st. ladles’ handkerchief. Nixon & Co..
2d, china cream lug, E O. Arnold.......
Largest display of paintings or photo
graphs by one exhibitor.
1st, room of wall paper, E. O Arnold.. 2 20
2d, table linen. Nixon & Co................... 1 00
Embroidery—Best embroidered ladies'
dress or skirt.
1st, *4 sack flour. Wm. Banning............
65
2d. pr. ladies' hose. Nixon & Co............
25
Best embroidered infant's cloak.
1st. photograph order, Shoemaker,
photographer..........................................
50
2d, ladies’ vest, Nixon & Co...................
25
Best embroidered sofa pillow.
1st. box fine candy, J. C. & G. W. Arm
strong........................................................
50
2d. order merchandise, Stadler, the
clothier................. ’..................................
25
Best embroidered or braided pillow
shams.
1st. pr. towels. J. S. Ringwalt............... 1 00
2d, toilet soap, Nixon & Co....................
25
Best embroidered towels or napkins.
1st, cup and saucer. E. O. Arnold........
25
2d, order merchandise, F. L. Beam....
25
Best embroidered lunch cloth.
1st, lunch cloth, J. S. Ringwalt............ 1 00
2d, decorated pickle dish, F. L. Beam.
25
Best embroidered center piece.
1st. umbrella. J. S. Ringwalt............... 1 25
2d, order merchandise, Nixon & Co....
50
Best specimen of outline embroidery.
1st. pr. gloves, J. S. Ringwalt............... 1 00
2d, order merchandise, Stadler, the
clothier...............
........
....
35
Best embroidered mantel drapery.
1st, handkerchief. J. S. Ringwalt........
50
2d. fruit dish, F. L. Beam......................
25
Best embroidered throw or Kesington
work on chair drapery.
1st, handkerchief, J. S. Ringwalt........
50
2d, order merchandise, Stadler, the
clothier.....................................................
28
Finest specimen arasine work.
1st. *4 sack flour. Lake Home Mills, H.
W. Jennings, Mgr......................
.
65
2d, pr. ladies’ hose, Nixon & Co............
25

Crochet and knitted work.—Best shawl
or head covering.

SPECIALTIES.
Prem.
To the tallest man in Mt. Vernon dur
ing fair.
1 year's subscription to Semi-weekly
News..........................................................I I 00
To the smallest man In Mt Vernon
during fair.
Fair association......................................... 100
To the ugliest man In Mt. Vernon dur
ing fair.
Fair association......................................... 1 00
The specialty department will be in charge
of Mr. J. J. Fultz, superintendent
SPECIALS.

Wednesday, 11 a. m., In front of Nixon
& Co.’s store—Heaviest man.
Prem.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos. Star and Crescentgallery..............................................8 2 00
2d, line shirt, Nixon & Co........................ I 00
Heaviest woman.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos. Star and Cres
cent gallery............................................ 2 00
2d, silk umbrella, Nixon & Co.............. 1 00
2:30 p. m.—Heaviest w'hite baby under 0
months.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos, Star and Cres
cent gallery.............................................. , 2 00
2d, outing jacket pattern, Nixon & Co. 1 00
Heaviest colored baby under 6 months.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos, Star and Cres
cent gallery............................................ 2 00
2d, outing jacket pattern, Nixon & Co. 1 00
Thursday, 11 a m.—Tailest man.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos. Star and Cres
cent gallery.............................................. 2 00
2d, umbrella, Nixon & Co...................... 1 00
Tallest woman.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos. Star and Cres
cent gallery............................................ 2 00
2d. kid gloves, Nixon &Co...................... 1 00
2:30 p. m.—Stoutest man.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos. Star and Cres
cent gallery.............................................. 2 00
2d, silk handkerchief, Nixon & Co....... 1 00
Stoutest woman.
1st, 54 doz. cab. photos, Star and Cres
cent gallery.............................................. 2 00
2d, dress pattern, Nixon & Co............... 1 00
SPECIALS.

O. W. Gilbert, Monroe Mills, offers for get
of his trotting bred stallion, Bertward, 24.261.
Prem.
Yearlings, cash ............................................. 813 00
Sucklings.
1st, cash........................................................ 13 00
2d. "
We have the pleasure of presenting to the
public the premium list of the third annual
Mt. Vernon free street fair, to be held on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, SepL
28 29, 30, '97.
Our success of last vear prompts us to
offer greater inducements for this year. In
every branch of industry there will be no
charge for entries, and space for exhibits
will be provided gratuitously.
We have endeavored to arrange suitable
programs for every day of the fair. These
will be announced later through the city
papers and official programs. At least two
bands of music will be present each day to
enliven the occasion. A most cordial invita
tion is extended to all to attend this great
free street fair. We offer you the freedom
of the city and promise all an enjoyable
time.
For blcvcle parade on Wednesday, Sept. 29.
2:30 p. in.—To the ladv with the finest
trimmed wheel and outfit, and most
graceful rider.
Prem.
1st, Fair association.............................. 83 00
2d,
“
"
................................ 2 00
To gentleman.
1st, Fair association................................ 3 00
2d. "
“
................................ 2 00
Boy or girl under 15 years.
1st, Fair association................................ 2 00
2d. “
“
................................ 1 00
At 3:30 p. m. of each day a display of day
light fireworks will be given for the amuse
ment of visitors.

Governing the Mt. Vernon Free
Fair, to be Held September
28, 29, 30, 1897.
All exhibits will be free and all are cor
dially Invited to participate in the competi
tion for premiums.
The fair will continue during three days,
but horses will be on exhibition Sept. 80th
only: cattle. Sept 29th and 30th, sheep and
swine. Sept. 29tn and 30th.
1. The judges will be selected by the asso
ciation, and will not be permitted to com
pete tor premiums in the classes upon
which they will make awards.
2. Exhibitors will be required to take all
their entries to the place provided for their
exhibition.
8 Articles intended <or competition for
premiums must be entered regularly
through the secretary, and must have his
entry card attached. The name of the
owner must in no case appear on the entry
card or the competing article.,
4. The secretary’s office will be located at
storeroom, corner Main and Vine streets.
Ward building, and on the days of the fair,
where the entry books will be opened and
all entries must be made before 4 o'clock
p. m.. Sept. 28th. and all parties are re
quested to have the entries made prior to
the Mrst day of the fair.
5. All articles entered must be left In the
la*e of exhibition until 4 o'clock p, m.,
ept. 30th.
0. The premium card must, in all cases, be
presented to the secretary bv the person
who entered the article upon which the
award was made He will furnish an order
upon the person offering the premium, or
the treasurer of the association, as the case
may require.
7. Cattle and horses must be provided with
strong halters by the exhibitors, and all
other animals and poultry must be in crates,
pens or coops.
8 Poultry and all other exhibits, except
horses, cattle, sheep and swine, must be
placed on exhibition not later than 4 o’clock
p. m., Sept, 28th, and the animals accepted
not later than 9 o’clock a. in.
•
9. No awards of premiums will be an
nounced or carded until 4 o'clock p m„ Sept.
29th.—Horses, cattle, sheep and swine, SepL
30. 10 a in.
10. All compating articles must be ehtered
in the name outhe bona flde owner thereof,
and any evasion of this rule will forfeit the
premium.
II. Exhibitors are expected to provide their
animals with food and water.
12. Judges must report all awards of prem
iums to toe Secretary, in writing, not later
than 12 o'clock M., Sept. 30th.
13. Pairs and trios must in all cases be In
separate coops or cages, and cannot be en
tered lor any other premium, except a gen
eral exhibit.
14. All premiums not called for prior to
Dec. 1st, 1897, will be deemed forfeited.
15. Superintendents will be required to
be at the place assigned to their respective
departments at 8 o’clock a. m. of each dav
and to continue there and to be helpful and
attentive to exhibitors.
16. The officers of the Association will
take every precaution for the care and pres
ervation of all exhibits, but will not be re
sponsible for anv loss or damage that may
occur to them.' Exhibitors are therefore
requested to give personal attention to their
property.
Be sure and preserve this premium list, as
it may be of great value to you when you
come to the fair.
If you receive an extra list hand it to your
neighbor and it will do him good.
executive committee.
L. G. Hunt,
W. H. Thompson,
Will E. Grant,
A. J. Beach,
B. M. CRrrcHPiELD,
H. M. Green,
F. O. Levering.

1st, handkerchief. J. S. Ringwalt.........
60
2d. gingham apron, Nixon & Co............
2a
Best tidy.
1st. camp table cover, Norton & Kindrlck..........................................................
60
2d, order merchandise, F. L. Beam...
25
Best child's afghan.
1st, baby set, P. A. Baker...................... 3 00
2d, bleached muslin, J. S. Ringwalt... 1 00
Best carriage afgan.
1st, tea cl zth. J. S. Ringwalt.................
60
2d, order merchandise, F. L. Beam...
25
Best knitted or crochetted toilet set.
1st, pr. ladles’ hose. J. S. Ringwalt....
50
2d, order merchandise. Stadler, the
clothier....................................................
25
Best specimen of applique work.
,
1st, bottle Russian Balm, J. S. Ring
walt ........................................................
60
2d, order merchandise, Nixon & Co...
25
Best specimen of bead work.
1st, gravy tureen, F. L. Beam.............
75
2d, order merchandise, Nixon &Co...
25
Best specimen of work on canvass.
1st, 1 doz. photographs. Shoemaker,
photographer ......................................... 2 00
50
2d. 10 yds. calico. J. S. Ringwalt............
Best specimen of chain stitch work.
1st, handkerchief, J. S Ringwalt........
50
2d, bread plate, F. L. Beam..................
25
Best specimen of drawn work.
50
1st, Handkerchief, J. S. Ringwalt........
2d, bottle Alaska Cream, Harry M.
Green ......................................................
Best specimen coutching stlch work.
1st, ladies’ handkerchief, J. S. Ring
walt ...........................................................
2d, order merchandise, F L.Beam....
Best specimen hand sew ing
1st, 10 yds. calico, J. S. Ringwalt..........
2d, order merchandise, Stadler, the
clothier.....................................................
Best specimen of machine sewing.
1st, pr. ladles’ hose. J. S. Ringwalt....
2d, order merchandise. F. L. Beam...
Best specimen of hand knitting.
1st. handkerchief, J. S. Ringwalt.......
2d, order merchandise. F. L. Beam...
Best silk patch quilt (plain).
00
1st, pr. ladies’ gloves, J. S. Ringwalt..
2d, Vi sack flour, Wm. Banning............
65
Best silk embroidered quilt.
1st. embroidered handkerchief, J. S.
Ringwalt...................................................
60
2d. celluloid comb, Harry M. Green...
26
Best log cabin quilt
1st, bed-spreaa, J. S. Ringwalt.............. 1 00
2d, Fair association..................................
25
Best worsted quilt.
1st. 54 sack flour, Lake Home mills,
H. W. Jennings, mgr...........................
65
2d, Fair association........................... .
25
Best calico patch quilt
1 00
1st. table cloth. Nixon & Co............ ..
2d, order merchandise, Stadler the
25
clothier............... .......................... ..........
Best hand-made white bed-spread.
1st, handkerchief. J. S. Ringwalt.........
mj
2d, Fair associaticn..................................
25
Best hand-made rag rugs.
1st, ladies’ leather belt, Nixon & Co...
50
2d, order merchandise, F. L. Beam,...
25
Best 15 yards rag carpet.
1st, rug. J. S. Ringwalt........................... 1 00
2d, order merchandise. Nixon & Co...
50
Best specimens and display of wood
cawi n
1st chiltrs sult, L. A. Quaid................... 5 50
2d table cover. Norton & Klndrick ...
50
Best display of millinery goods.
1st, 1 aoz. photographs. Shoemaker,
photographer............... ..................... 2 00
2d, merchandise, Nlxoa A Co............... 1 00 ELMWOOD DRIVING PARK.
TWELFTH DEPARTMENT—MACHINERY
AND VEHICLES.
Program—Races.
Smith Barkett, Superintendent
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27.
rsfT In this department ample space will
be provided for ail exhibitors, but no premi
Roadster race confined to horses owned in
ums will be awarded. Red cards will be ML Vernon. 54-mlle heats—owners to drive.
given to 1st and blue cards to 2d best
3-mlnute pace, eligible to horses owned in
Knox county, only.
Best binder.
Running race. 54-mlle heats, best 2 In 3.
Best mower.
lady riders.
Best farm wagon.
Exhibition mile by Lady Pipes (champion
Best cultivator rider.
4 year-old mile pacer of Ohio) to beat her
Best cultivator walker.
record.
Best breaking plow rider.
Best bi eaklng plow walker.
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28.
Best harrow, spike tooth.
Exhibition mile by the 2-year-old pacer,
Best harrow dmc.
Goldbug.
Best grain drill.
Free-for-all pace or trot
Best land roller.
Green pace or trot
Best feed grinder.
Bicycle race, amateur, confined to Knox
Best feed cutter.
Best corn harvester and binder.
county, mile heats. (McCreary barred).
Bicycle race, amateur, confined to Knox
Best hay loaders.
county, 54-mlle heats. (McCreary barred).
Best hay rake.
Exhibition mile by McCreary, champion
Best fertilizer.
amateur rider of Ohio.
Best potato planter.
Exhibition mile by Belle Broadhead.
Best corn planter.
champion 3-year-old pacer of Ohio.
Best two-horse carriage.
For further information call on or address
Best one-horse carriage.
K R. Brown, General Delivery, Mt Vernon,
Best two-horse surrey.
Best one-horse surrey.
0., or call at track.
Entries close 10 o'clock. Monday, SepL 27th.
Best two-horse trap.
For further particulars see hand bills and
Best one-horse trap.
papers.
Best phaeton.
Lady Pipes Is promised for these races
Best piano-top buggy.
and is expected to be here.

B

1300

THE TWENTY-FOURTH O V. I.
Catholic church at Danville, has filed no
mittee. The motion cirried and the chair
s f’lPTrs'?
tice
of
tlie
marriage
of
Mr.
Edward
Gard

man appointed l)r. Phillips, of Centerburg;
Program for Its Reunion to be Ilckl
ner and Miss Mary Weaver.
M. W. Wejsh.of Monroe; W. Z Reeler, of
Meeting* Announced for Next Thurs
Here Thursday.
Morris;
B.
L.
McElroy
and
3.
II.
Peterman^
day, September 23.
DEEDS
FILED
FOR
RECORD.
of Mt. Vernon.
Two Young Genf lumen,
Monroe J. £iiuoii* lfee(*
Pearl Josephine luimberl
The following is the program for the re
Hide Rough Nliod Over
Gossip of a Week Koi led
George Westlake and wife to Samuel
Without wailing for the various commit
On next Thursday evening, September 23,
Her
Protector*,
union
of
the
24th
O.
V
F
to
be
held
in
this
an Awful Fate
wa* Aged Fourteen
Strouse, 2 acres in Union, $50.
tees to make their reports, Chairman Ames
Foraker
FJesnent,
Dowu
Hon. John K. Hiiden and Hon. A. R. Mc
city on Thursday, September 1G:
George A. Carter and wife to the H. B. &
announced that the nomination of a ticket
Morning—Business session.
Intire will speak at the Court House.
A L. Co . part lots 23, 24 in Mt. Vernon,
was in order.
A re Arro*te<l for A**»iil(
When She Kcenine <!ie $1,133.40.
1:30--Bail(pint Ht R« y’s restaurant. Col. While Working Mi Wheat
Also
on
Thursday
evening.
September
23,
RKPRWENTATIVK.
1
ud
Btiiu
Thing*
to
Suit
Fur I lie Perusal of tlie
W. C. Cooper as toastmaster. W. L. McEl
io Kill.
Justus D. Smoot?, Sheriff,toC VV McK(
For Representative, J. B. Graham pre
Kin lja*t Week.
Wile of WT . O. Lewi*.
Prof Lee P. Lybarger will 3|»eak at Mill
Tliciiiftelvc*.
roy. Wm. Koons, of this city, J J. Thomas,
2
acres
in
Pike,
$200.
sented ihe name of A .1. Workman for reHasty Header.
wood.
A. J Garrison and others are down for
Collins McQueen and wife Io Cynthia
norninatioii. It was given a Klondike mid
Dr. Fulmer, of Jelloway, Makes the toas's. Af cr tl c banquet the veterans will Tim Wlmnt Had Clogged in the SpotiH
Mary
A.
Porter
Wants
Damasfes
for
the
Atm
Horn,
parcel
in
Jackson,
$85.
winter
reception.
They Cheer Hanna Vociferously, hill
PERSONAE POTPOURRI.
Complaint—Claims They Tried to tuke u liip to the paik.
nnd When lie Clitulmd into flic
Sale of Intoxicants Io Her Husband
First Case of Bicycle Thieving Rcjiertcil
Win. T. Stoyle and wife io Amanda Olds,
George Portei field seconded the nomina
Have mi Applause for Foraker’s Name
In the evening a camp fire will be held in
Extort Professional Secrets From
Kin Was Cituglif in flu* Sinfion and
lot 4 in Scott’s addition to Mt. Vernon, $500.
—
Sheep
Claims
Allowed
—
Items
From
in the City—l’rof. Hibbard’s Balloon | Socieiy’s Season of Entertainments
tion.
—A Convention in the Hands of the
.1 W. Baird et al. to John lleidy, 101
Workman was uomira'ed by nc daniation
Him —Hearing to he Had Thursday the G A. R. hall. The program will be as
Dragged
Domi— Well Known in This
the
Commissioners
’
JournalMar

Ascension—Successful Concert For
and Parties.
Ring, Perfunctory in Character anti
follows:
acres in Clay, $2,133.18.
and was called out fora speech. ' Buz''
Morning.
City.
riages
Licensed.
Benefit of Public Library — Mc
Without Enthusiasm.
Prayer—Rev. J. II. llamillon.
A. D Sherman, adminis'rator, to Cyrus
responded, and was impressed with the
Saturday evening the spacious and hos
Creary’s Record.
Music—Mandolin club.
Ilair, 55 acres in Middlebury. $1,600.
solemn duty he had assumed. He pulled
pitable home of Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Semple
Welcome address—L. G. Hunt.
A sister's and sweetheart's honor has
M*>nrop J. Simon?, a wealthy grain dealer
Ephraim Dally and wife to Lane Dally,
on East High street was the scene of an ex
S1IKF.P CLAIMS
The new gospel according to St. Mark down his cuff, raised his hand on high and
Response—J. J. Thomas.
prompted two young gentlemen to take her
ol' Frcdeiickfown nnd one of
the
— Retail price: Butter, 15; eggs, 15.
ceptionally brilliant event, (he occasion (Hanna) was enunciated at the Republican promised that if elected he would labor for
The County Commissioners last week al- 63 acres in Hilliar, $250.
Recitation—Julia Graham.
best known citizens in the county, met a
Horatio S Strouse and wife to Maude alleged traducer to task, and while they are
— A son was born to Mr and Mrs. II L. being a dancing patty given in honor of county convention at the court house last the interes s of the tax-payers like he did in lowed the following sheep-claims:
Address—J. B. Waight.
perhapsj'jstilied by the unwritten^law which
horrible death by smothering in a wheat
Mis. Semple's nephew, Mr. Ralph Struble, Saturday afternoon. It was simply to the last Legislature, but he failed to state
Claimed. Allowed. Putnam, lot 44 in Gann, $250.
Ward, South of the city, Saturday.
Music-Quarts'.
$ 12 CO
bin Wednesday afternoon, Stptember 8.
W. S. Putnam to Maude Putnam, lot 46 governs such cases,yet they have fallen tech
of Fredericktown.
The alreidy artistic crush out any and everything that had any wherein he had done anything for the relief Janies Baker............ ..$ 12 00
— The Brotherhood of St. Andrew held a
12 50
S. Beggs................ ... 20 00
Address —A. J. Garrison.
nically within the prescription of the s'atIn company with it msii named Irvine lie
home was e lianced by brilliant lights and taint of Foraker ab »ut it. And it was done of the tax payer?. He a’so neglected to J.
30 75 iuGar.n, $1.
.John Beeny.............. ... 30 75
meeting Tuesday’ evening, the first since
utes. As a result they a^e to answer to the
Recitation —Helen Gordon.
was engage ' in hudir h car with wheat
mention
ih.it
although
there
was
no
session
Robert
Putnam
and
wife
to
Walter
handsome
tl
iral
decorations.
The
large
...
G
00
G
00
in
the
usual
brutal
manner
so
characteris

C.
W.
Coe
..................
the latter part of July.
History of the Regiment —Robert Grimm. from one of the la>gc tans in his elevator.
charge of assault with intent to kill.
6 00 Putnam, lot 46 in Gann, $1,000.
archway between the drawing roo'ms was tic of the Hanna faction, the dominant fac of the Legislature last winter he drew $600 John C’onkle............ ... 6 00
— Game Warden Phillips has placed a festooned with clematis, as was also the
7 00
All the parties in the case hail from the
M usic.
... 12 00
JosColony
..............
The loading is d ne by means of ?p ti's.
salary
for
which
he
rendered
no
service
tor iu the Republican party iu Ohio today.
12 60
Lane Dailey............... .. 12 60
village of Jelluway. Dr. II. 6. Fulmer is u
Address—J. 8. Robertson.
number of fish iu Owl creek, having re. chatidelieis. The mantles were banked with
For aome reason >li<* snout became clogged
AMUSEMENIS.
The convention was a II inna gathering whatever.
...
7
50
7
50
John
Conkle
............
ceived them from the Ohio Game and Pish fall roses and trailing vines. The reception
village physician and the two young gen
Recitation —Mabel Hsriis.
and Mr. Siniobs desCei.d ,1 to the bin to stir
COMMISSIONER.
3 00
Aaron Donaliey........ ... 3 00
pure
and
simple,
and
the
only
time
the
fol

Commission.
tlemen are Josephus Tilton aud Clyde My
Music.
6 00
the wheat. Suddenly die spouts opened
This nomination brought out ilie only Eliza EwaP............... .. 6 00
room was done in golden rod and the lowers of Foraker appeared on the surface
GREAT SOUTHERN THEATER, COLUMBUS.
2 50
John Ewert ............. ... 2 60
ers, both well known residents of the
and Mr. Simons began to sink. He called
— The Scientific American say? IX) per dining room in pink and green. Delicious they were thrown down good and hard. contest in the convention.
The
opening
of
the
season
at
the
Great
20
00
...
20
00
Mathew Ewert.........
to Irvine, who was standing on a beam over
H. H. Greer presented John Simpson, of Earsiims Finney...... .. 38 00
cent, of he tdaehe is caused by defective refreshments were served during the even This was over the nomination of u candi
C., A. & C. Excursions.
38 00 Southern Thea/er, Columbus, O , is an county. Mr. Myers has a sister who is ulso
him,
and I vine readied a hand to him.
eyesight. H ive your eyes examined by a ing. About seventy gueste were present date for <’. mmissioner, in which the candi Howard.
6 80 nounced for Thursday, Friday aud Satur the sweetheart of Mr. Tilton. The tongue
John M. Gilmore..... ... 6 80
For the German Catholic Benevolent Ao
114 00 day, September 16, 17 and 18, with a pop of scandal began to wag, iu which it conBut Mr. Simons had be-n caught in the
Graduate Optician at J. I). Ankeny’s.
W. M. Koons named Joseph T. Cox, of Wm. Hen wood......... .. 161 00
and tlie toilets were unusually dainty and date of the Foraker faction was knocked
sociation
convention
the
C
,
A.C.
A
C.
Rail

9 00
Geo. Hammond........ .. 9 00
nectel the nani-,s of the young lady and
suction and Itvine bad not enough strength
down and dragged out, and John Simpson, Morris.
9 80 ular priced matinee on Saturday afternoon that of Dr. Fulmer. The matter ran on way will sell excursion tickets to Columbus
E. N. Harrison......... ... . 9 80
— A barn belonging to Mr. Joshua Hyde, attractive.
Cox
is
a
well
known
supporter
and
ad

Mrs.
Semple
was,
as
usual,
a
charming
36
00
..
36
00
James
B.
Harrison...
The
attraction
selected
for
thia
occasion
is
who had the support of the llanuaites, re
and jeturn on September 16, 17 and 18 bt to pul! him oiu. Lowing himself, Irvine
on East Chestnut street, caught tire Friday
67 00 the eminent fares comedians, Messrs. Ward until the young gentlemen were convinced rate of one fare f »r the round trij. Tickets started below to shut elf the spout, but
Eliza Harris............ ... 67 00
noon and was considerably damaged until hostess, and the party broke up at a late ceived two-thirds of the votes in the conven mirer of Foraker and that fact was used C. M Kavlor'............. ... 22 00
22 00
that the Doctor was the cause of the em
when he reached the place Simona hud
against him on the streets Saturday morn
the Humes bad been extinguished by the hour, all considering themselves very fortu tion.
9 75 <& Vokes, in their new satiric musical com harassment that was falling upon them, good going only on date of sale and good sunk until his fuot obstructed the slide and
Benjamin Kavlor.. .. .. 9 75
ing
and
at
the
court
house
while
the
dele

nate
in
having
so
delightful
au
opportunity
edy,
“
The
Governors,"
Firal
in
support
of
The
talk
some
weeks
ago
of
turning
down
..
38
50
38
.50
Josephus K Leedy...
returning until Sept.25th, inclusive. Rate
fire department.
it was found impossible to close it.
10 50 the two stars is that little lady, Miss Lucy and especially upon the young lady.
to meet Mrs Semple's popular nephew. Mr. Representative Workman for renomination gates were assembling. Ilia convention Geo Lovell............. ... 10 50
from Mt. Vernon $1.35.
5
00
...
5
00
On
Monday
afternoon
they
decided
to
D,
C
McKee
...........
Mean* bile a score of men had strived at
— The Democrats are naturally jubilant Struble.
was
so
completely.dominated
by
the
Hanna
Daly,
who
has
b.
en
for
a
number
of
years
did not materialize into any effort in that
For
the
I.
O.
O.
F.
Sovereign
Grand
14 00
H McKee............ . 14 no
take tlie matter in han.1 and put an end to
over John K. Gulden's nomination for rep
the bin and were walking heroically to save
The guests from out of town were Mrs. direction in the convention, as Workman infiuence that Cox got only 271 votes to 721 Finnk
associated
with
all
the
New
York
Casino
L
idge
at
Springfield,
III.,
Sept
18
and
19th,
7 50
Park.............. .. 7 .50
resentative. He is conceded by all to be a Da Barre and Miss DuBarre, of Boston, Miss had the support of tlie Hanna faction, and cast for Simpson.
6 00 successes. There is probably no one on the tlie affair. They called ut the ollies of I)r. theC,, A. A t*. Railway will Fell excursion die smothering man. Their efforts »eie in
6 GO
Frank Park..............
man of integrity mid sterling worth and if (’laris=a Millard, of New York, and Mr. it became apparent that there was no use
6 00 musical s’age who is better known than is Fulme’’and 9t the point of a revolver de tickets at rate of one fare for tlie round tripa vain and Mr. Simons met death by suffoca
TIEASCSKR.
H. D. Piar................ ... 6 00
8 00
manded a statement, which he refused. He
tion. His body was not ncovend for over
elected will make a good representative.— Eirnest Ackerman, of Fredericktown.
Frank Owen did the orating for Judson Henry Itichert........ .. 8 00
for the Foraker people to go up against the
5 00 Lucy Daly, or, any one who has entertain then caine to the city, arriving here al three Tickets on sale on above named dates, good un hour.
Reno Smith............... .. 5 tn
Centerburg Gazette.
Vincent,
and
he
was
unanimously
re-nomi

ed
more
successfully
than
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done.
going only on date of sale aud good return
game.
39 00
John Sutton............ .. 43 25
Monroe J. Simons was born near Fre ler23 80 Aud on this occasion there is a coincident o’clock Tuesday morning, aud swore out a ing until Sept. 27th, inclusive.
Miss Anna Burnett, of Chicago, is a guest
N. Thurston............. . 25 00
What promised to make an interesting nated for Treasurer.
— O. M. Mulvaney, employed iu the
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before
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charging
the
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00
icktown in 1832. In 1852 he enguged in
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00
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Wander,Jr
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at
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episode
in
connection
with
the
erecting room at the Cioper works, was
On Sunday, Sept. 19ih, the C , A. A C. the mercantile business in that place. In
6 00
Svl. Welker.............. .. 11 00
young iu;n with assault with intent to
Harry I). Critchfield was the spell binder Silas
Mr. A. H. Cooley went to Huntington, nomination for Prosecuting Attorney was
overcome by the excessive heat Monday and
5 00 Daly was the star in The Gay New York kill.
Young............. .. 5 00
will run a special excursion to Columbus 1855 he was married to Alice Smith, fosterin
brhalfof
Reorder
0.
0.
Jackson,
and
he
Co , which presented ‘In Gay New York"
nipped in the bud early iu the day and the
Cliss Puitei field...... .. 6 00
was removed to his home on Norton street. W. Va.,Tuesday.
Constable Jackson went out to Jelloway and return aud will sell tickets at the ex daughter of C. R. Hooker. Four cbildien,
was nominated by acclamation.
in Columbus upon the occasion of the for
Dr. John E. Russell was called and suc
Mr. Ludger Milles3 spent 8unday with opposition to Prosecutor Ewing did not
Tuesday
afternoon an 1 returned with the tremely low rate of one dollar. Special Charles, Fred and J. B. Simons, of Freder
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
mal opening of tlie Great Southern Thea
SHE WAS TIRED OF THE JOB.
show its hand iu the convention. There
ceeded in rallying him.
friends in Akron.
young
men.
They were arraigned and train will leave Mt. Vernon at 8:50 a. in,; icktown, and Miss Maude, now in Japan as
Col.
W.
C.
Cooper
named
1).
F.
Erring
for
were a large number of the delegates op
Pearl Josephine Lambert was but a Irltle ter, and comes back this season to assist in
Miss Clara Ewalt has entered the Ohio
afterwards
released
on bond to appear for returning, special train will leave Columbus a missionary, survive him. He also leaves
— Having been nominated for Prosecut
posed to the re-nomination of Mr. Ewing re-nomination for Prosecuting Attorney over fourteen years of age when she mar. the opening of this theater which has be
ing Attorney, Mr. Columbus Ewalt has re 8tate University.
hearing
Thursday
morning. Both young at 6:40 p. m. Tickets also good returning the following brothers and sisters: T. A.
and it was only because they could not ob and said he could speak for four (lays on
ied William O. Lewis, in this city, Decem come so popular among theater-goers of
signed as member of the Board of Deputy
Dr. R. R. Black spent several days in tain the consent of some attorney to enter such a fruitful theme, but didn’t mention In ber 23, 1893. Now she has grown tired of Central Ohio. In addition to Miss Daly men were heart broken over the occurrence. on train No. 27, duo to leave Columbus at and Frank of Columbu?; Heury, of C>Idmidnight, same date An elegant parlor
Stale Supervisors of Election, and the Dem Manetieid last weektlie contest against Ewing that prevented a what direction. He very considera ely re the cares of matrimony aud asks the court there are 32 prominent comedians, singers When asked why they had acted as they car on special train and a baggage car will water, Mich.; Calvin, of Ft. Scott, Kuo.;
did
they
refused
to
state
thair
reasons,
but
ocratic Executive committee has recom
Mrs. L. 8. Wing, of Mt. Vernon; Mrs. Wyn.Mr Evert Bogardus has entered the Ohio lively fight. The man the opposition cen frained from an elongated <1 ssertation out to release her by declaring the contract null and dancets, among whom are Margaret
be provided for bicycles which will be koop, of Columbus, and Mrs. Wirt, of Pitts
asserted
that
they
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have
been
justified
mended Mr. 8. R Gotshnll ns his successor. State University, at Columbu’.
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for
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ve
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s
blushes.
The
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tered upon was Mr. W II. Thompson. He
ud void. The parties lived together from Daly Vokes, Johnny Page, Vila Sayne, Gus
had they killed Doctor Fulmer. They fi checked free. Ball game, Columbus vs. burg. A brother’s widow, Mrs. Harvey
— Harvey McCreary won ilie invitation
Miss Myrtle Fowler is in Columbus tak objected, but the opposition insisted, and tion to Ewing having subsxled, he was re- the date of their marriage until March 15, C. Wynburg, John Keefe aad the Trouba nally admitted that they did it to protect a Detroit.
Simons, of Richwood, is also alive.
Mr Thompson was kept so busy during the nomina'ed unanimously, much to his re 1891. since which time they have lived dour Four.
race at Newark Tuesday, defeating Young, ing a course in kindergarten woik.
For the Cleveland Exposition, the C., A.
sister aad sweetheart. They are well ap
Tlie funeral services were held ut the
lief.
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1
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that
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of Muskingum, and Brooks, of Licking.
Mr. Lee Russell, of Chicago, is the guest
AC. Railway will sell excursion tickets to Presbyterian church Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
INFIRMARY" DIRECTOR.
the railroads, aud sea's may be ordered by pearing young gentlemen and give.one the
hadn't time to go borne to dinner. After
ney?.
He also took second place in the mile open, of his mother, Mrs. W. 9. Russell.
Cleveland on Sept. 16, good returning until standard time, under tlie auspices uf Thrall
mail, telephone or telegraph, addressed to impression that the offense must hav6 been
much effort, the opposition to Ewing was
For Iufirmary Director only one name
fifth in the mile handicap, second in the
8ept. 17, and will sell on Sept. 21, good re lodge, F. A A. M., with Clinton Commanda
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8upt.
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attendTreasurer,
Great
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THIRTEEN
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quieted aud a tight in the convention was presented—John Frank Ward,of Miller
half mile ppen, and fourth in the five mile
turning until Sept. 22, at rate of one fare ery Knights Templar, of this city, as escort.
the
law
into
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hands.
ng
a
meeting
of
the
Union
Depot
Co.
handicap.
township. W. H Thompson did the ora
averted.
Olive E. McClellan has asked for divorce bus, Ohio.
for the round trip
The Scottish Rite also participated in the
Mrs.W. R. Hart and neice, M'ss Daisy
Another incident was the manner in torical honor, and did it si effectivvly that from William I). McClellan. By her attor
exercises
as Mr. Simons was a 32 degree
On
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22,
the
C.,
A.
A
C.
H.
&
O.
COXSOLl
RATION.
— The Sunday school in the Episcopal Hart, are visiting relatives iu Cleveland.
Kenyon
Opens
the
Year.
which tlie convention received tlie mention the nomination was made by acclamation. neys, D. F. aud J D. Ewing, the petition
Masou.
Rev. J. W. Boyer, pastor of the
railway
will
run
an
excursion
to
Niagara
church has again returned its sessions after
The regular college year opened in the Its Union With B. & O. S W. Believed
This completed the ticket, and there w >a was filed Friday and alleges willful absence.
Miss Grace Young returned to the O. S. of the names of the two Ohio Senators.
Falls, making connection at Cleveland with Presbyterian church, of which the deceased
a suspension of two months during the
. Tuesday, where she wilt resume her The resolutions undertook to endorse every a grand rush to get out of the court room. She specifies that they were married* different departments at Kenyon Wednes
to Have Boon Completed.
the steamer City of Buffalo. The rouud trip wbs a member, delivered the funeral advery hot weather. The first session was studies.
thing Republican iu ihe category. When The chairman pounded vigorously and November 14, 1876, at Fredericktown, the day, and all week the city lias been sprink
rate from M’.. Vernon will be $4. Train diess.
held Sunday afternoon. The time of even
There
now
remains
but
little
doubt
about
Mr. U. G Wilcox, of New York City, was Foraker’s name was read not the clap of a Called out that thee jmmittee on resolutions following children being born: Bertha, led with students en route to the little col
ing prayer was also changed back to seven the guost Sunday of M.sb Anna Bill, East hand responded, but when II mna’s name was ready to report. But the crowd did Cleo, and Goldie McClelland. That in dis lege town. The indications are favorable to the proposed consolidation of the Balti will leave Columbus at 11:30 a. m. that day,
Conflagration in South Vernon.
o’clock for the winter.
was pronounced vociferous applause fol not seem to care any more ab mt the pro regard of her ai d his family he has absent a large class of new students, which may more & Ohio and the Baltimore Mt. Vernon at 1 p. m. 8ide trips to Toronto
Front street.
aud Thousand Island at the usual slight
Sparks
from a pa.?sing train set fire to
&
Ohio
Southwestern
systems
being
be
counted
as
a
result
of
the
vigorous
pol

lowed.
The discrimination was very ceedings and fully two thirds of the specta ed Uimself from them for 13 year?. She is
— Owing to the excessive heat this week
Miss Lutie Curtis has returned to St.
advance. For full information as to limits Hezekiah Graff’s barn shoitly after noon
tors and delegates left.
Ihe owner of 50 ecres in Pike township. icy of the new president in installing new fully realized. Months ago it was predicted of tickets, trips beyond Niagara Falls and Monday, which rapidly developed into a
all departments of the public schools were jouis after a fortnight's visit with friends marked.
what was coming. More changes are to
There was very lit'le enthusiasm mani
The following were 'lie
Wherefore, she asks that she may be given iife into the institutions.
dismissed Tuesday afternoon. On Monday
n the City.
The outlook from an athletic point of follow aud the annual election in Novem all details see special excursion bills, or good sized conflagration and at one time
fested in the proceedings, which were op
resolutions:
ail rights in aforesaid property, alimony
the thermometer in several cases registered
threatened to do great damage to that por
Mr. Charles Phifer and sister, Mies Anna, pressively perfunctory.
We, the Republicans of Knox county, in and divorce
view is peculiar. There is to be plenty of ber will witness nothing short of a complete apply to any agent of the road.
91 degrees and if was thought dangerous to
have gone »c Delaware wheic they will en
On September 20 and 21 the C., A. A C. tion of the city lying south of the viaduct.
convention assembled, do hereby indorse
revolution
in
the
management
of
the
affairs
material
to
6(
lect
the
regular
eleven
from
The
only
demonstration
was
at
the
tail
allow the congregation of a large number
ter the O. VV. U.
and there is no doubt but that Kenyon will of the company The executive depart ailw’ay company will sell one way excur The tire rapidly spread to a barn belonging
end when Col. Cooper was called out for his and reaffirm our allegiance to the National
of pupils in a single room.
HE DESERTED HER.
ment will be molded to suit the aggressive sion tickets to points in the South at greatly 11 John Hagaman, and from there to the
Mrs. V E Simons, of Richwood. Ohio, regular annual speech, in which he poured Republican platform of 1896. and the Ohio
Elizabeth Owen asks for divorce from have the strongest team that ever wore the policy of the Baltimore & Ohio, and the reduced rat* s. Ask agents fur full infor residences of Will t’reveling aud George
— A hobo was taken off a B. it 0. fripglit is visiting her brother, Dr. T. B. Cotton, out his customary vial of wrath upon Republican platform of 1897. believing, as we
mauve
and
blue.
But
to
this
is
added
the
do, that they embody the best principles of John D. Oven on the grounds of desertion.
Martin. Owing to the fact there is no water
train in this city Monday night by the po East Front street.
two systems—which are practically one- mation.
Democrats, Prohibitionists, Populisis und good government and political economy.
Her petition was ti’el Tuesday by lion. disappointment of a Thanksgiving game. will move along in harmony and many of
lice and lodged in jail, lie had drawn a re.
We
most
emphatically
indorse
and
com

For the free coinage meeting at Spring- works in South Vernon, it was useless for
Prof, and Mrs. Lee F. Lybirger, of Phila- Free 8ilver Republicans arid drew a halo
Wm. M Koons and James L. Leonard and The 0. S. U. has itfused to continue the ar
the fire department to respond, and the
volver on the conductor when ordered to get
elphia, are the guests of their parents, Mr. around Mark Hanna’s angelic bead to tlie mend the wise, able and patriotic adminis ’.leges that the parties were married April rangement for an annual contest between th? phenomenal works done on the present field, Ohio. September 15 to 21, the C-, A A only means of fighting the flames was with
off. He was promptly taken into custody
tration of that noble son of Ohio, President
property
wtll
he
reflected
in
the
offspring.
C.
railway
will
sell
excursion
tickets
to
delight
of
George
Porterfield
and
the
b«lthe
two
college?,
greatly
to
the
disappoint

1883. four children, Bertha, Stella,Bernice
Wm. McKinley, who has accomplished so
until this city was reached. He will have a and Mis. J. L. Lybargar.
ame of the perspiring patriots who had not much In so short a time, and the economical and Harry, were born. About Sept. 30, ment of the large number of admirers of That President Bacon is to retire and will Springfield and return at rate of one fare buckets. The barns were consumed, but
Miss Pettibone, who ha3 been the guest made their escape.
hearing Thursday morning.
be succeded by Receiver Murray is generally for the round trip. Tickets on sale Septeiu- the rosideuces were saved, with but slight
and business-like state administration of 1891, defendant deserted the wife and chil the manly game in this city. An excellent
of Mrs James Israel, East High street, re
nderstcod. Such a change was about to er 15 to 18, inclusive, good going only on damages. A fence aloug tlie track?, farther
Harry Critchfield occupied a position that other gallant Ohioan, Gov. Asa S. Bush dren and with the exception of a dollar schedule is being arranged, in which some
— Rev. S. T. Allen pronounced the words
turned
to
Columbus
Monday.
be
effected in New York a few weeks ago, dute of sale, and good returning until Sept. south, also caught fire and burned.
first
class
contests
may
be
expected,
and
back
of
tbo
Judge
’
s
bench
and
c
instantly
on September 8, that bound together for life
nell.
given to each of the two older children has
but
the plans miscarried. A fight is now on 24, inclusive.
We
congratulate
the
country
upon
the
Miss Alice Dixon has returned to her dictated to the chaiimau what was to he
this fact may to a dpgree alleviate Ihe dis
Mr. Robert Coleman and Miss Lutie L.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
passage of the Dingley tariff and the coinci failed to contribute to tlieir support. The appointment otherwise unavoidsb'e. Ken between the Baltimore and New York reor
Nixon, of Ebenezer, in the holy bands of home in Springfield after a pleasant visit dune.
On September 6th and 20.b the 0., A A
dent evidences of returning prosperity re bnsband is a carpenter in the employ of
Take
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab
ganization committees for the control of the
Throughout the proceedings the Mt. Ver sulting
may
play
tLe
Thanksgiving
game
at
yon
matrimony. Mr. Ott I’erkins and Miss with Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hill.
railroad will sell excursion
to
therefrom.and wc especially congrat the Columbus, Sandusky ard Hocking
Baltimore A Ohio, and it is understood that homeseekers to points in thesouth and west lets. All druggists refund the money if
Rosa Baker accompanied them. Tlfe best
The Misses Gordon will entertain with a non Ring was very much in evidence and ulate our Senators, the Hon. J- B. Foraker railway, earning $60 per month. She asks Ann Arbor.
it fails to cure. 25c.
Receiver Murray as the successor of Presi at greatly reduced rates.
wishes of their many friends go with them. dancing and pedro party, at their home, 104 controlled things to suit themselves.
and the Hon. XL A. Hanna, and our Congress for alimony only.
.
T-------- ----------------- :
dent Bacon, is the choice of the syndicate,
man,
the
Hon.
W.
S.
Kerr,
upon
their
effec

IjOGAL GRAIN MARKET.
The C., A. AC. railway will sell excur
— The funeral of Mr. Monroe 8iinons, at West Sugar street, Thursday evening.
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&
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of
tive
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said
tariff.
THE PR0CEKDI1TOS.
sion tickets to Nashville, Tenn., and return
DAMAGES.
Fredericktown, Sunday, was one of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Waight entertained
head.
We are In favor of the greatest economy
Corrected weeklV’&^he North-West
at the following rules: Tickets on sale
It was two thirty o’clock when Chairman in the conduct of National, State and County
Mary E. Porter, wife of Joseph Porter, the
largest ever held in the county. The noon with a progressive eucher pirty Thursday
The consolidation will inuke the Balti daily up to and including October 15, with ern Elevator A MillCo.^^^._
train, fast iine, took a large number up evening, at their home on East High street. H. I). Critchfield, of the Executive Commit- business, and are especially in favor of a re gardener, tiled a suit Thursday in which Sessions Held in Gay Street M.
more A Ohio a great ar.d very important final limit November 7, 1897, $20.65. Tick Wheat (old).............................. 777...w Mio
toe, called the convention to order and read duction of salaries and the lopping off of all she asks damages from John A. Weigand,
from here, while great numbats drove to
Church Last Thursday.
system. The present Baltimore A Ohio ets on sale daily up to and including Octo Wheat (new)..................................... 90
Mis.
X.
L.
Otis
and
daughter,
Liaise,
re

the
call,
lie
stated
that
the
committee
had
unnecessary
offices.
the saloon is t, in the sum of $3000 Slie al
the village. Tho funeral services were in
25
mileage as given by the official guide is ber 15, with final limit of twenty days, Corn.......................................................
We pledge our representative to-day nom leges in her petition that she properly no
charge of the Masons, with Clinton Com- turned to Chicago, Friday, after having chosen Benj. Ames for chairman of the con.
Oats...................................................
20
,083
93,
and
the
mileage
of
the
Baltimore
inated
to
use
every
honorable
means
to
fur

$15.15. Tickets on sale Tuesdays and
mandery, K. T. of this city, acting as an spent the summer with Hon. and Mrs.Chas. vetilion, thus not giving the delegates a ther the enactments of such law or laws as tified the defendant to refrain from selling Work of the Year Reviewed and
Ohio Southwestern is 925, including all Thursdays of each week up to and includ- Taylor'sDiaden’. Flour.................... $1.45
ooper.
chance to have any voice in the selection.
“
Best Flour........................ 1 35
escort.
Plans Discussed — Excellent
111 protect the Ohio farmer in the rights of her husband any intoxicants, and that in
branches and main lines. The Pittsburgh ng October 26, with final limit uf ten days, Bran, psr ton.................................$ 12.00
iolation of this warning the said Weigand
Mrs. W. H. Ralston, of East Gambier The}’ were not even asked to approve of the enjoying his own markets, free from the
— A bicycle belonging to M*. R. E. ManWestern, which, in accordance with the $11.
Program.
Shorts, per ton............................... 13.00
ley, manager of the Bell telephone compa street, has issued invitations for a dancing selection of the committee, and thus the dishonorable competition of spurious arti h is willfully sold the Lutband liquors.causlogic of the situation, must eventually be
Cash paid for wheat.
cles
offered
for
sale
under
names
and
iu
Ring
’
s
chairman
w
is
planted
in
the
chair,
ing
him
to
become
tin
habitual
drunkard.
ny, was stolen from where it hud been left party for Friday evening in honor of the
absorbed by the Baltimore A Ohio, ha3 279
ways calculated to deceive the purchaser, That by teason of his condbion lie was
Sheriff
Sale.
being
previously
supplied
with
the
names
Gay street M. E. church, in this city, was miles of road, ircluding the narrow gauge
fn front of tlie company's office, on East Misses McNabb.
Until March 15th, a discount ot 20
On Saturday, October 2d, Sheriff 8nioots per cent, on all fancy china and cut
of the persons the Ring wished appointed thereby depriving the honest producer from often sick, and on July 12, 1897, struck occupied all Thursday by the sessionsof the system.* The amalgamation of the three
Vine street, Saturday evening. No trace of
fruits justly his.
Mrs. .1.9. Ringwalt entertained with an on the Various committees.
plaintiff, whereby she was made sick. F. Women’s Fortign Missionary Society, of the lin.:8 would give a to’al of 3,287 miles of will offer for sale 2j acres in Monroe Mills; glass at Frank L. Beam’s.
the missing wheel hss been fonnd. It was informal musicale, Monday evening, at her
Col. Cooper whs called out and the only V- Owen is attorney for plaiutiff'.
Chairman Amis made a dreary and des
Mt. Vernon district, north Ohio conference. track, with main stems reaching from Phila appraised at $365; suit of M&rlha A I’ealer
Duke,'97 model, No. C80,354. It is the first borne on North Main street, in honor of
The Sherwood Block
ultory speech which failed to bring out any enthusiasm of the day was nianifrsred when
The attendance was large and the meetings delphia to St. Louis aud from Pittsburg to vs Amos Baker; F. V. Owen, attorney.
case of bicycle thieving so far reported in Miss Anna Burnett.
he rnude his appearance. He spoke for half
For
cleaning
irons, reduced from 25
applause.
were
highly
interesting.
Mrs.
M.
B.
Mead,
NEW
CASES.
the city.
Chicago.
cents to 10 cents each at Warner W.
C. C. lams was chcsen Secretary, with an hour in his customary violently partisan
LOCAL NOTICES
Oscar Oukea & Co. have appealed district secretary, conducted tlie opening
Mr. Charles McKee entertained at his
— Prof. Hibbard made a balloon ascen home on East Gambier street Friday even Clarence Young and W. II. Phelj s as assist manner.
Miller’s.
action from the court of 'c’quire P. B. service, Rev. Mead reading the ?ciipture
Unclaimed Mall Matter.
Prof. Bocebrake, candidate for State Blair, wherein they sought to recover lesson. Mrs. Berger was appointed secreta
sion a*. Lake Hiawatha Park Saturday after ing with an informal dunce io- honor of ants.
Following is the list of unclaimed mail
For Sale.
noon. The attendance was very small, al Miss Clarissa Millard.
The roll of precincts was called and the School Commissioner, was called out, but $25 with interest from November 16, 1890, ry for the sessions, and Mrs J. W. Hyde, of matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon PostMoney to Loan.
Insurance to Sell.
One fire-proof safe.
though those who witnessed it were well re
names of delegates were reported as follows: he viewed the f.st fleeing lerurnnt of dele- from James Back. C F. Colville i? attoi- Centerburg, Mr?. Blakely, of Sunbury, and office for the weak ending last Monday:
One gas stove.
Monday afternoon Mrs. Frederick Cooper,
C,
W.
McKEE,
gat( s and spectators and wisely concluded ney for plaintiff and II. H. & R. M. Greer Mrs. J. C. Moore, of Mohawk Village, were
paid for their pains. It was by far the best
Russell Crandall, Anna B. Clement, J. B.
THE DELEGATES.
One base burner.
ascension ever made at the Park. By mak of East Gambier street, gave a childs’ party
net to ’‘speechify."
t ENERAL INSURANCE AGENT. OfFreeman, 8. P. Holland, D.C. Montgomery.
appointed a committee on resolutions.
are attorneys for Mr Back.
Home Bltluing A Loan Co.
Berlin
-J.
R.
Beal,
W.
W.
Willets.
Wm.
U lice 8. W. cor. Public 8quare and
In
honor
of
the
fourth
birthday
of
her
little
B. Meiwm, Miss KateMcVey, Miss Mabel
It. M. Greer, on behalf of the committee
ing this ascension Prof. Hibbard violated
Luella M. Young hus begun proceedings
The address of welcome was delivered by
High street.
to select Senatorial delegates, took leave to against EJgar M. Ely for partition. She Mr?. W. C. Endley and was responded to by Murray.
his contract with the street fair officials and daughter, Miss Eunice. About twenty Swank.
Linoleum
at
Beam
’
s
12
feet
wide.
Chas. E. Critchfield,
Brown—E. C. Myers, Elias Cain, Linas print.
children were present and thoroughly en
the same was canceled by them.
Postmaster.
claims an undivided half interest in three Mrs Edith Brokaw, of Centeiburg, Some
Mavis.
House keepers, go to Beam’a for
joyed
the
occasion.
Harry Cri.cl.field then made the unique
— The Knox C’junty Deputy Supervisors
Butler-W. B. G.ffio, Lloyd Lepley, B. C- motion that the convention approve the Ex trac.s, segregating 70 acres, in Pike town time was taken up in hearing reports from
dishes
and house furnishing goods.
When
bilious
or
co&tive,
eat
a
Cascnof Elections will hold a meeting in iheir
Rev. McCormick, who formerly resided in McFry.
ship. J. B. Waight is attorney far plaintiff. auxiliary societies. Mrs. .1 Q. Moore read a
ecutive
Committee
in
advance
of
its
selec

rfct,
candy
cathartic,
cure
guaranteed,
office in the Peterman building cn Monday, this city, but is now a resident of Plainfield,
paper on “Discouragements in the Work,”
H. J. Heinz Vinegar
Clay—Leander McCammenf, J. J. Elliott, tion. He also moved that the Executive
September 27, at 10 o’clock, to determine Ohio, is here this week on business con C. V. Troll.
after which Mis3 Tomo Inouye, a native 10c, 25c.
commissioners
’
journal
.
Especially for putting up pick els so
Committee fill vacancies on the ticket,
the question of dividing Union township nected with bis property interests. Mr.
they will not spoil, just the rightstrength
Clinton—J. B. Morton, Ben Ames, C. V. should any occur. He also moved that the
J. C. Hammond was paid$49.80as Infirm Jap, gave a lecture upon the customs of her
into more than one voting precinct. A pe McCormick is well-known In Mt. Vernon, Beach, R. J. Ash.
country.
at Warner W. Miller’s.
ary
Dilector
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1
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28;
W.
convention
adjourn.
As
there
was
uolwdy
WILL UK HELD ON
tition praying for the establishment of having been for a number of years pastor of
After dinner had been served to a number
College—E. P. Webster, A. C. D. Metzgar, left in the room to vote on the thr«e propo V. Wright, same services, $50.90; Jacob
three voting precincts, one each at Brink tlie Mulberry street M. P. church and also U. 8. Ly burger.
of
the
delegates
in
the
church,the
afternoon
$10
Dinner
Sets
100
pieces
for
$6.50
at
sitions except tlie mover and the chairman, Lybarger. same services, $04.60.
Haven, Buckeye City and Millwood, has of the church of this denomination at Fred
session was begun with devotional exercises
Frank L. Beam’s.
Harrison —E. G. Smith, Wilson Wright, 11 were declared carrbd, and the Ilunna
J. D. Smoots, Sheriff, allowed jail fees of
been presented.
ericktown.
by Rev. Hyde, of Centerburg. A review of
H. L. Green.
$93.50
from
January
4
to
March
31,
and
convention was at an end.
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— Two young fellows named Boyer and
well, W. S. Cummins, Geo. Canning.
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addresses were made by a number of min
McKenna, who came here from Delaware corruptionia's. An enthusiastic meeting Cook, Robert Martin.
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Milford—W. B. Burgess, J. II, Niehel, C
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Oberlioltzer, of the Brethren ohurch, in place for holding the next meeting W88
organizing a home talent theatrical for the and plans of action discussed. It was de W. Wintermute.
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at Warner Miller’s.
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double quartet, skipped out Tuesday leaving having meetings ns ol en as possible with J. W. Haw kins. .
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We keep a close watch on the leather clover honey only 15 cents a pound at
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private eale.
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Window Shades at Beam’e.
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brated Whitney make. Best carriage
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property
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Don’t forget that the finest line, larg
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learned he will be prosecuted. Tuesday when Mr G. W. Ramsey, a promi Denuis Smith, James McCullough.
Mason and Lighting Self-sealers at
campaign on a plane above the mud sling
A telephone massage beating the shock
Lewis B. Houck, assignee of Jonathan
Warner W. Miller’s.
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real
I am yours most respectfullv,
placed tacks along the aud Miss Daisy B. Ashcraft, the comely committee was appointed to select delegates
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by ex-Sheriff Allen, and he left in the after
Window shades in the new colors and
estate.
J. K. IIaiden.
Men’s Shoes for
ured tires resulted. daughter of Mr. Martin Ashcraft, of Jack- to the Senatorial convention: R. M Greer
best styles at lowest prices at Arnold’s.
Eli A. Wolfe, assignee of Meshac Critch noon for East Union.
fur a Miiall amount.
sou township, appeared at the Probate and H. H. Cassil, Mt. Vernon; R. J. Ash
A special offer of solid oak curtain poles
field, has filed petition to sell real estate.
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at 25 cents in latest stylo small pole.
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See it.
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Warner W. Miller, Prop.
the proposed made. The resolutions had been prepared upon anywhere in the city, and while it
Wilson Buffington has been appointed for Irvine and 18 for Pocock.
crowd collected to by the Ring aud were in type, and some may inconvenience some at first, the new administrator of Thomas Penhorwood;
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These goods wore not stolen but are
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abashed, the thing had to be done to utilize them, so Sec order of things will be highly appreciated bond, $2,000 with J. B. Campbell and
the city, was kicked over the solar plexus every shoe buyer in Knox county.
ted in the retary lams kindly came to the rescue and once the people become accustomed to the Thomas Neff as sureties.
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—Mrs. Alice C. Kelly died in Xenia Friday and pave dollars.
the new building. The keys to tha boxes
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E (St Prdj Public Sq'uire.
Walter McCutcheon and Minnie Hart- morning. Her husband, ft. Av Kelly, was
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meet with the had selected keyless boxes were shown how
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jtive Com the same are operated.
Wm. McDermott, pastor of St. Luke's died in 1802.
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This talk may sound boastful—it isn’t. It’s merely a tale of facts—
Tehms or Sai.e:—#100 to be paid on day of October
Henry Parrot has been arrested at be fished out to save him from drown
1.
1897.
at
9
o'clock
a.
m.:
to
cure
you.
sale, and balance of one-third of purchase
and those Genuine Suitings, in plaids, checks aud plain mixtures, in all
Charles Watson, of Chillicothe, lias price
At Bellefontaine Joseph Mustain,
2d and final account of Cha-les Murray, ad
You say you have tried so manv remedies
Canton on a charge of having attempt ing. Then the donkey was dragged off
to be paid within twenty days from ministrator
of VVm. Havs.
the newest shades and colorings, which we are selling at $15, are sub
and they all failed to cure you. Very likelv.
aged 47 years, shot himself above the left home with a large sum of money day of sale: one-third in one year from day
and locked in.
ed a criminal assault upon Julia Wise, to a box stall
FRANK O. LEVERING.
but that is no argument against WONDER
----- —
- —
stantial facts which cannot he gainsaid. We invite you to walk in and
heart and died three hours later. He He told some of his friends that he was of sale, and one-third in two years, and de
Probate
Judge.
aged 11. He is in jail awaiting a hear
WORKER.
ferred payments to bear 6 per cent, interest
look at our goods and get samples.
going to the Klondike. His father say per
was
discouraged
over
not
being
able
to
We guarantee bv bankable jiajier to cure
HEART
’
S
DAILY
WORK.
annum,
payable
annually,
and
to
be
se

ing.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
you. Wonder Worker lias never failed.
work and continued misfortunes.
he will not try to find him.
cured by mortgage on premises sold.

hild’s Jlecovery

O

FROM PARALYSIS AND SIX YEARS OF CONVULSIONS.

O

A1

A

A Real Blood Remedy.

sss

SHOP.

HARNESS

PROBATE COURT.

CASTORIA

* ievwy
set

MAKE AND REPAIR HAR-!§
NESS CHEAPER

HANNAISMS.

New

’97

Hunt &

Beach,

John Cooper’s Agency.

MAX MEYERS,

A BANK DRAFT FCK $1.00

The Road to Klondike

PLUS

GOLD
DUST

ELI A. WOLFE.
Assignee of Meshach Critchheld.
Lewis B. Houck, Attorney for Assignee.
Sept. 8th. 1897.

It r’uinps Over Seven Tons of Blood
Per Day.

Mothers, Save the Babies.
Summer complaint, dysentery aud
diiurhcea cany many babies to the
grave. Mothers, take warning aud use
in time Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby Syrup
to regulate the bowels and allay inflam
mation. “We have used Dr. Bull's
Baby Syrup for thirteen years with the
best result. "Wo would ns soon bo
without flour or sugar in the house as
this remedy. A. N. Burgess, Grove,
Ohio.” Ask your dealer for Dr. John
W. Bull’s Baby Syrup. Price 25 cts.

[Philadelphia Recirl ]

^lANDY CATHARTIC

The h iman heart is practically a force
pump about six inches in length and
four inches in diameter. It beats 70
times per minute, 4,200 times per hour,
10‘,800 times per day and 86,792,000
times per year, and 2,475,440,000-sav
two tbousat (1 five hundred and Srventy’five mil ions four hundred and forty
thousand—times in 70 years, which is
“man’s appointed three score years and
ten.” At each of these beats it forces 24
ounces ot blood through the system, 175
ounces per minute, (15GJ pounds per
hour, or 7 03 tons per day. All the
h ood in the body, which is abeut 30
p muds, pacses through the heart- every
three minutes. This little organ pumps
every day Vrhat is equal to lifting 1-22
t -ns one foot high or one ton 122 feet
high—that is one ton to the top of a
forty-yard .nill chimney, or 17 persons
seven score each to the same height.
During the 70 years of a man’s life this
marvelous littlo pump, without a single
moment’s rest, night or day. discharges
the enormous quantity of 178,850 tons
of human blood.

Bob Coakley, a young min in Green
township, near Lognn, while closing up
an abandoned coal mine was instantly
killed by several tons of earth filling on
him.
. - - --------- —-----------------

Life Seemed a Itiirden.

‘T was very nervous nnd could not
sleep at night. I bad no appepto and
felt that life was almost a burden. I
was not lienefltted by the prescriptions
tried nnd began taking IL Mil's Sarsa
parilla. I have taken four bottles and
um now as well as I ever was in my
life.”—Miss Cora B. Crum, Elk, Ohio.

for sale at public auction, on

Saturday, October 9,1S97,

CURECOliSTIPATlOH
10*

ABSOLUTELY OnARANTFFn ,0 cure any rase of constipation, fasrarets are the Ideal Laxn-Z
‘ nuovuu lDLI UUAItfln
1Ue. „PT„r nrip „r erip(..hnt (.aBRP ranyi)nt«ral results. San.-Z
, pie and booklet free. Ad. STKIU.IMi REMED1 CO., fhkusro, .llnii'i 1. Can., or Non York, -i 21-.J

•RttRsSrW

CURtti WHtB
WH
cat Cough Syrup. Tastes Goal. C
In time. Sold by drnggi.-ts

CONSUMPTION

'
1
|
'
.

Mrs. Dat i 1 Attch, r fCbillt''othe.rahs’ed
tliH urr -t • f li»*r bp tb -r. Frank Ihinimidbaek. oiuliHchur^e< f forgery. She
claims be forged her name to a check
for $30 anti had it cashed.

»KSkK)

^SINFUL HABITS IN YOUTH’
LATER EXCESSES IN MANHOOD

• C

MAKE NERVOUS. DISEASED MEN

*

zlr I . ort . 8nntl,HOf f’rr’ItlV;*nKy°un‘Tm«n« Somofado nnd wither nt nn early age,
saat tlie blossom of manhood, wbilo others aro forced to drag oat a weary, fruitless enda«
Ifitielqnchob existence. Others reach matrimony bat find n<> eolaco or comfort there. IhcD
victiniB oro f<>an(l in all Btationacf lifo:—Thof^rm, tho oliic?, tho v.orkchoD. tho DalDit 5f
tho trades and the professions.
_____________

R

'fold Him nf Buried Treasure and He
Du« Up tftl.DOD In Gold.

Luck Ly an attei.dunt.

ALL
DRUGGISTS

25 * 50 *

A PHANTOM

The insane mm found Wandering on
the b'ghway near Dei by, Ohio, has been
1 i lentitieil as Charles W. Miller, of the
.Central Insane Asylum, lie was taken

Assignee’s Sale of Heal Estate.
pursuance of an order of the Probate
INCourt
of Knox county. Ohio, I will offer

s

Hotid's Pills are the best family cath j[l*. r« Lavi c« (Tex.) Cj-. H». Louis GlobeDeinoi rat.]
artic and liter medicine. Gentle, relia
Orson N. Jayne has a cotton justalrove
ble, sure.
town on the west side ot Linn's Bayou.
A night qt two ago he had a vision, a
At Wapakoneta George Hoopingar- woman appearing to him with a ghast
ner,grocer, made an as-ignmc t for the ly cut running from her left shoulder to
benefit i f bis creditors. Assets about her right side. She asked him "what he
$200D; liabilities same.
was worrying about.” He replied that
—— - •
—
hard times anti loss of money were
After Using a ID <■« nt trial size of making him anxious and fearful of makEly’s Cream B dm you will be sure to it.g a Ihing for his family. She replied:
“You have plenty on your land and
buy tl.e 50 cent size Cream Balm has
there is no use worrying, and if you will
no eqii .l in «tiring catarrh nnd cold in begin at the west corner of your field
the bead A-k yur druggist for it or and count < ff 50 rows of cotton and
then go to another end of ,be row and
n> nd 10 cents to us.
ELY BP.O8.5G Warren Sr.. N Y. City. -ti p hack 30 steps and dig you will find
eunugh to make you independent.”
I s' Acted from cnianh three year«; it
In the morning the Vision was so clear
g it so l ad I could not work; I u*ed two that lie followed the directions and,
bottl. s ofE v’s Cream Balm nnd am getting his p'ow and team, turned up a
entirely well; I would r.ot be wi bout it furrow at tite point indicated. He
foimd a tifiy-cent silver coin, dated 1861,
_ 5. C. Clarke, 311 Sbawnut Ave., Bos and
he brought it to town and showed
it to several persons. He was advised
ton.
to continue bis search.
At P.TtsmoutJi Ibe home of ex-May r
In company with James Sterry he
R..w wns sold at Sheriffs sale to satisfy went back aud f und $3.75 more in
a lien in favor of the Morrison-Went silver. 'I he woman appeared and told
worth Bank, < 1 I.exit gton, Mo.
him to dig more to the southwest. He
and Sterry, becoming alarmed, left the
place and did nothing more until next
mof itig, when he unearth'd $4,000 in
gold nil of San Francuco mintage of
tlie 50'S.
I,calling Business and Shorthand School.
Established ISIS. Incorporated 1805. More than
3J.000 former students, -HX) calls yearly for grad
uates to take positions. Write for catalogue.
SPENCERIAN COLLEGE.
• CLEVELAND, OHIO.

$150

RESTORED TO MANHOOD BY DR§. K. & K.
Wax. A. 5VALKEB.

R
g

MRS. CHAS. FERRY, CHAS. FEERY. •

At 1 o'clock p. in., at the south door of the
Court House, Mt. Vernon. Ohio, the follow
ing described real estate, situate in the
county of Knox and State of Ohio, to-wit:
Being the west part of lot No. 28, in section
No. 1, in township 7, range 11. in the U. S.
military district, bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning at a stone, marked J. B.. on the
west line of sai^ quarter township,or section
number 1, and lot No. 28.and running thence
south 160 poles to a stone at the southwest
corner of said quarter and the center of
Howard township, from which point a ma
ple. witness 10 inches in diameter, bears S. 22
degrees. W. l and 1-10 poles, and a dogwood
5 inches in diameter, N. 74 degrees. E. 1 pole:
thence^ast 100 poles to a stake from which a
hickory, 20 inches in (Jiameter, bears N. 70
degrees. E. 13 links: thence North 160 poles
to a dogwood as a corner from which a
white oak txvo feet in diameter is North 85
degrees. East 25-100 lioles. thence West 100
poles to the place of beginning. Estimated
tp contain 100 acres, more or less, and being
the same lands deeded by Jonathan McArtor
to Meshac Critchfield. See Knox County
Deed Records, Book PP. pages 302-303: also
deeded by Meshac Critchfield and wife to
Rachel Dawson. See Deed Records WW.
pages 512 and 613.
Appraised at •'M.OOO.
Terms of sale—ilOO to be paid on day of
sale, and balance of one-third of the pur
chase price to be paid within thirty days
from dav- of sale: one-tlilrd to be paid in one
year, and one-third in two years from day
of sale, and deferred payments to bear 6 per
cent, interest per annum, payable annually.
ELI A. WOLFE.
Assignee of James Dawson.
L. B. Houck and J. w MoCabkon, Attorneys
for Assignee.
Sept. 8th, 1897.

ng ac(
settlement ana will be heard on Friday,
October 1,1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
4th and final account of Charles Murray,
administrator of David Lawman.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT,

Address WONDER WORKER CO..
1055 Bedford Ave-, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Send money by express money order. 1’. O.
money order" registered letter or in U. S 2cent stamps.
Mention this paper when you write.

KNOX OOUNTY

lg
settlement and will be heard on Friday,
October 1,1897. at 9 o’clock a. m.:
1st partial account of Jesse J. Lybarger,
guardian of Nellie B. Lvbarger.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Fridav,
October 1,1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st partial account of Jesse J. Lvbarger.
guardian of Earl F. Lvbarger.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

Meetings for the Examination of
Teachers will be held at the

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

Quality all That Could he Desired..
STYLE AND FIT CORRECT.

School Room,

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,
The Second Saturday of Every Month,
EXCEPT JANUARY AND JCLY.

At Live and Let Live ? rices
A.. R, ©IRE,
—Merchant

Pupils’

Tailor and

Gents’

Furnisher—

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

Examinations

The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Friday. TPr first Saturday of April and May. Ex
October 1.1897. at 9 o'clock a. in.:
aminations will commence at 8:30 o'clock a.
1st partial account of M. M. Lafever, ex m. Address all communications to the
ecutor of T. P. Lafever.
Clerk ot Board of Examiners.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.
L. D. Bonebrake, Treat.,
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
Mt. Vernon,Ohio.
The following account has been filed for
L.
B.
Bonck,
Clerk,
settlement and will be heard on Fridav-,
October I. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
Mt. Vercon, Ohio.
1st partial account of I. L. Hadley, guar
dian of Marv E. Cassil.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
________ __________________ Probate Judge.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

When In doubt what to use tot
Nervous Debility, Loss of Power,
Impoteney, Atrophy,Varicocele and
other weaknesses, from any cause,
use Sexine Pills. Drains checked
and full vigor quickly restored.
It nngleotnl. aach Iroubie. remit fatallr.

RENEW LOST VIGOR
SoirtH.

M

GREEN S Drug Store

Mailedfor«1.00;6boxesft5.00. With
$5.00 orders we give a guarantee to
cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland. C>
lOoctvl

fonsnltiilion Free and Strictly Confidential at the Curtis House. Mt. Vernon, Monday, October 4, fmn 9 a

SHERIFFS SALE.
gBKTOCZ TliKATJlENT AFIZK TaEATlTKIC?

t2r-N0 NAMES OR TESTIMONIALS USED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT.-®*
K
5Ym. A. Walker of ICth Street says:— I have BnftorodJ
untold agonioe for my “gay life.” I was
wo indiscreet when!
SYPHILIS
young and ignorant. As ‘ Ono of tho Boys” I contracted J
Syphilis
and
other
Private
diseases.
1 hod nleer« in thrl
EMISSIONS
mouth nnd throat, bone pains, hair loose, pimples on*
race, rimer nails camo off, emissions, bocamo thin anui
STRICTURE
de?i>oDdent. Boven doctors treated mo with Mercury.!
Pota'h.etc. They helped mo but could not cure me.8
CURED
——
——-—■—
Finally nfriend induced mo totry Dro.Kennedy& Kergan.
rNew AiothodTreatmontcaredmoin a taw weeks. Their treatment is wonderful..
1 oa feel yourself gaining every day. 1 havo cover heard of their failing to cure in a single!

Wt’<”

lyCURES GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED

’

Cant. Chas. Forry says:—“I owomy lifo to Dm. K. & K.
At 14 I lourned a bad habit. At 21 1 had all tho eymptoi
IMPOTENCY
< f (Seminal Weakness end Spermatonhoea, Fmifisic
were drnininp and weakening m? vital it v. 1 r.mvruvt
VARICOCELE
under
aav
24
advice of my family doctor, but it was a
sad experience- In eighteen months wo were divorced. I
EMISSIONS
then consulted Dm. IL &. IL, who motored mo to manhood
by their New Method Treatment. 1 folta now lifo thrill through
CURED
hoynervoe.
------ We--------—*--------J—
—
were united
again and
are *-hoppy.
Thia wnn
six years ago. Drs. K. & K. aro ecienti&c spccialiuts and I hoartilyrocommeairthem?

K

nr Mt treat and cure Varieocctc, Emieszans, Mervatei Debilitv, Seminal
Mfeaatzess, Ctet, Stricture, Syfihttts. Ueenatnral Oiss/tarrcs, Set/Atus,^
! * Kidney and Biaddet Viicazen

17 YEARS IN OHIO. 200,000 CURED. NO RiSK
ft
•—CONSULT AT tON FREE. No matter who has treated you? write for an hontlt otdnion FncS
’“of Charge. Charge.-, reasonable. BOOKS FRFE-"TLo iloldca Mordtor ’
Diboasea of Men. Inclose poetago, Scents. Sealed.
’’ P

D

I ITTNO NAMES USED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT. PRl-B
IVATE. No mediclno sent C O. D. Nonamec cn box. 8 or envol-B
topes. Fverythlnff confidential. Question list and cost oJ Treat
(merit, FREE.

KKENNEOV&

---------------------

Ko.CLEVELAND,©,
fi3 BJQL9DAVEAft

:*.K=PRa,KaK;£R':;’.aX:&RS,K&

Martha A. Pealer
vs.
Amos Baker et al.
Knox Common Pleas,
of an execution issued out of
BYthe
, virtue
Court of Common Pleas of Knox
county, Ohio, and to me directed. I will offer
for sale at the door of the Court House, in
Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on

Saturday, the 2d day of October, 1S97,
Between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
said day. the following described lands and
tenements, situate in the county of Knox
and State of Ohio, to-wit;
Being a part of lot No. five (5). in the
fourth quarter of the seventh township and
twelfth range, U. S. M. lands, and bounded
as follows:
Commencing in the center of Schenck
creek 15 41-KK) poles south of the north line
of said lot No. 5, and at the southeast corner
of’a lot of land heretofore sold bj’ Samuel
A. Tropp to Hannan Lybarger; thence north
77 degrees, west 9 20-160 poles; thence south
88*4 degrees, west 7 20-KM) poles; thence north
77 degrees, west 12 poles: thence south 14
40-100 poles; thence south 89 degrees, east 16
poles; thence south 85 degrees, east 15 poles
to the center of Schenck creek: thence up
the center of said creek to the place ot be
ginning, estimated to contain 2 45-100 acres,
more or less.
For better description see page 367, book
5)5. Knox County Deed Records.
Appraised at’4365.
Terms of Sale: Cash.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS,
Sheriff. Knox county, Ohio.
F. V. Owen. Attorney for Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, Sept. 1.1897.

Notice Of Di<solulion.
Notice is hereby given that the partner
ship heretofore existing between L. Silcott
and F. L. Stailo, under the firm name of sil
cott & Stailo, has been dissolved by mutua’
consent. The liusiness will hereafter be
conducted bv Mr. Stailo.
L. SILCOTT’,
F. L. STALLO.
Sept. 6, 1897. ,

The following account has been filed for
settlement and will be heard on Friday.
October 1. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st partial account of M. J. Davis, guuardian of Rowlev Davis, Jessie Davis and F;'annle Davis.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

T

HE CELEBRATED FRANCE TREATMENT IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY MANY, INCLUDING PROMINENT PHYSICIANS OF EUROPE AS
WELL AS AMERICA, AS BEING THE MOST COMPLETE AND SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT KNOWN TO THE MEDICAL WORLD,
FOR DISEASES OF MEN AND WOMEN. THE CURE IS EFFECTED BY HOME TREATMENT—ENTIRELY HARMLESS.

THE FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
23&(0 W. Gay St., COLUMBUS, 0. One Block N, ol stale House. ESTABLISHED 1886.

OLDEST! MOST RELIABLE I BEST EQUIPPED !
Our long experience, remarkable skill, and universal success for the past
eighteen years in Oliio, entitles us to the full confidence of the afflicted.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

|E_treat nnd euro Medical and^ Surgical Diseases, Catarrh, Diseases of the

The following accouut has been filed for
settlement ana will be heard on Fridav.
October 1. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st partial account of Win. M. Koons, ad
ministrator of Ann Ewers.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.

cured by treatment that lias never failed in i’aousauds of cases that had been pro
nounced beyond hope. V7o havo perfected tho nxv;t successful method in curing
Vital Drain In Urine, Nocturnal Losses, Impaired Memory, Melancholy, Want of
Energy, Premature Decline of tlu Mor.’v Pcwers -those terrible disorders arising
from rninom practices of youth, renueriiig marriage unhappy, aunually t
to an untimely grave tliousandsof exalted talent nnd brilliant intellect. I
::i"re re
<::::crl, Ilian loi i-I; your life v. da an iuexjiericnee

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

ng act
id will
wi
settlement and
be heard on Fridav
October 1,1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.;
1st and final account of Marilla S. Matti
son. executrix of D. D. T. Mattison.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

ng ac(
settlement ana will be heard on Friday
October 1. 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st and final account of Robert II. Harris,
administrator of ti. B. Melick.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Jndge.

in. to 8 p. in.

WEAK MEN AND WOMEN.

The following account has been filed fop
settlement and will be heard on Fridav
October 1.1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st partial account of John M. Motz ad
ministrator of Wm. Armstrong.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

The followinglg■ account has been tiled for
settlement an a will be heard on Friday.
October 1,1897. at 9 o'clock a. in
1st and final account of Eliza Bennett, ex
ecutrlx of John Bennett.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.

♦

In Latest Shades acd Patterns,

EXAMINATIONS.
1896-97.

♦

♦ ♦0 ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.
110 SOUTH MAIN.

TEACHERS’

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
n/ will tie heard on Friday,
id
settlement anff
October l, 1897, at 9 o'clock a..m.:
1st partial account of J. M. Spurgeon,
guardian of Oliver O. Dewitt.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

CHAS. A. DERMODY.

ALL CURABLE CASES GUARANTEED.
Our Guarantee is the best that can be given,
being secured by a capital of $300,000.

THE FRANCE SYSTEM OF LOCAL TREATMENT
WITH OUR MEDICATED PAD FOR MEN
is positively the most complete and successful known
for weak and undeveloped organs, Spermatorrhea
\ ital Drain in Urine. Seminal Weakness, Varicocele,
Premature Decline of tlie Manly Powers, and all con
ditions arising from excess aud secret vices,

TREATMENT BY CORRESPO*
TV rite for book of 100 pages and
names published without the wrilt

DR. FR
Consultation

